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FOREWARD

This publication contains a complete collection of the Satellite
Applications Information Notes prepared mostly by members of the 'A'

National Environmental Satellite Service (NESS) from October 1975I through December 1978. Two articles were authored by National Weather ,
Service (NWS) members.

The articles in this report cover a wide range of topics dealing
with identification of local terrain effects, case studies of synoptic

situations and severe weather, uncommon cloud features, cloud pattern
interpretations, etc., which deals with the practical applications of
satellite data. Geographical coverage of topics range from Hawaii to

tHe east coast of continental U. S. and the Atlantic. The notes are
designed by NESS to primarily provide rapid dissemination of opera-
tionally useful satellite data applications techniques to NWS fore-
casters. It may be used as a companion text to AWSTR 212, "Application
of Meteorological Satellite Data in Analysis and Forecasting" and AWSTR
74-250, "DMSP User's Guide."

Headquarters Air Weather Service extends its gratitude to the
personnel of the Applications Group, National Environmental Satellite
Service for making the original manuscripts available for publication.
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SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 10/75-1

N.- ATLANTIC AND EASTERN PACIFIC TROPICAL WEATHER SYSTEMS -
AS SEEN FROM SATELLITE

B. MAX MAYFIELD -%-

NESS Satellite Field Services Station, Miami, Fla. 33124

Figure I is a 4-km resolution visible spectrum picture taken at 1730
GMT 24 August 1.975 from the Synchronous Meteorological Satellite No. 1
(SMS-1). Several interesting tropical weather systems are seen in
various stages of development.

The most intense weather system on the picture is Hurricane lisa at A,

but this one still picture hardly does justice to its long history of
development. The first view from SMS-l of what was to become lisa
appeared on 6 August, as a weak disturbance moved off the coast of
Africa. Its cloud pattern crossed the Atlantic at low latitudes and
then moved westward across the northern portion of South America.
This disturbance appeared as an impressive mass of convection as it
emerged into the southwest Caribbean Sea, but again development was
hindered when the system went over the land mass of Central America.
Next, this disturbance emerged into the eastern Pacific as a bright
area of convection and eventually developed into Hurricane lisa which
had a well defined eye at the time this picture was taken. Intensity
estimates of tropical cyclones are routinely made by the National
Environmental Satellite Service using the Dvorak (1975) technique.

The tropical depression at B has a similar history. This cloud system
first came off the African coast on 9 August and was easily followed
across the Atlantic and Caribbean, including one period just east of
the Lesser Antilles when the system took on the appearance of Frank's 2.
(1968) "inverted V." The system becamo disorganized after crossing
Central America, and only slowly devcloped into the tropical depression
seen in Figure 1. This depression continued to develop in the eastern
Pacific and eventually became Hurricane Jewel.

The tropical distrubance at C was a rolatively short-lived blowup of
convective activity which never showed enough organization to define
a cloud system center.

Another tropical depression is located at D. The first clue to the
existence of this system appeared as a northward bulge on Lhe ITCZ
near the west coast of Africa on 16 August. As it moved westward
across the Atlantic it maintained excellent continuity. Although this

depression looks unimpressive in Figure 1 as far as convective activity
is concerned, a cloud system center can be defined with the assistance
of the curved low cloud lines in the western semicircle. This depres-
sion later developed into Hurricane Caroline and eventually made land-
fall on the northern Gulf coast of Mexico.

[=5 "-
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Yet another African disturbance is seen in the central Atlantic at E. IL

It has the appearance of an "inverted V" with its axis along 51W. This
system moved westward across the Atlantic without any significant
development.',..

One last tropical system is suggested by the northward bulge in the
ITCZ at F. As this system moved across the Atlantic it became much
better defined with an apparent vortex visible in the low clouds on
several days. It was accompanied by an increase in convective activity

as it moved through the Caribbean.

In summary, Figure I reveals several tropical weather systems in a
variety of stages of development. Continuous coverage by geostationary
satellite has permitted a closer view of the life cycles and journeys
oC these systems. Of particular interest is the development of eastern
Pacific storms from disturbances which appear to have an origin over
Africa.

REFERENCES

11vorak, V. P., l)75: "Tropical cyclone intensity analysis and fore-
casting trom satellite imagery", Mon. Wea. Rev., 103, 420-430.

'iank, N., 1968: "Thi, 'inverted V' cloud pattern - an easterly wave?",
Mon. Wea. Rev., 97, 130-140.
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SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 10/75-2--,.

HEAVY RAINS ALONG THE EAST COAST
September 23-24, 1975

Frances C. Parmenter

Heavy rains deluged the East Coast during the week of September 23rd.

Newspaper and TV reports "blamed" hurricane ELOISE for the rains but in
essence, a cut-off 300 mb low in the southern Plains and strong ridge
just off the Atlantic Coast, plus the remains of ELOISE set up a strong
southerly flow from both the Gulf of Mexico and Coastal Atlantic that
acted as a covergence mechanism at the surface and horizontal export
mechanism at mid-tropospheric levels.

On Tuesday, September 23, OOOOGMT, a stationary front was analyzed from
Cape Hatteras southward through central Georgia then westward into the
Gulf of Mexico along the north side of ELOISE. Rain was occurring from
the Gulf to Pennsylvania. At 300 mb a cut-off low was located on the
Oklahoma/Arkansas border with strong 50 kt southerly flow over the mid-
Atlantic States. Two forecasting problems were apparent: the first
concerned the landfall of hurricane ELOISE and second, the heavy pre-
cipitation and flashflooding that would occur in the northern states.
Initial QPF guidance showed a bullseye of heavy precipitation, reater
than 4", prognosticated northeastward along the mountains and Ic3dated
along the Tennessee, North Carolina and Virginia Borders by 1200Z,
September 24, (Figure l

Figure 2 shows the hurricane and extensive area of middle and high
cloudiness over the Eastern U.S. The cut-off low (L) is cloud-free
and the axis of the southern wind maximum, at 300 mb, lies along the
cirrus edge from Louisiana to New England. Of particular interest are
the convective cells (M) that appeared to break off from an upper level
cold low that had tracked across the Atlantic. These convective clusters
continued to be generated over the Gulf Stream waters and moved northward
with the 40-kt 500-mb flow.

Landfall of ELOISE occurred near dawn. During this period the cut-off
low drifted southward increasing the southerly flow along the Appalachians.
A b:ind of cirrus (N, Figure 3) developed along the zone of maximum wind-
!Jwar in the upper level trough, and middle level 'loiods, signifying mid-
t roposphe.ric vortex dev lopment, appeared in north ;astern Arkansas.
Sfr ng onsllhore f low .1l1(d upslope motion reinlor d h( production of
tonVocLvion ill Lhe nIar mounaLin areas of the East ernl States. The con-
vective clusters (M) had moved northward to the North Carolina Coast at
this time and had reached inland over the Carolinas to Virginia by 1700GMT,
Figure 7.

ed.
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Subsequent views, at 2330GMT 23 September, 0630 and ll30GMT 24 September,
.;Figures 4, 5, and 6 show that the top level remnants of ELOISE (E) became

, . caught up in the strong southerly flow and had dissipated over the New
England states by lI30GMT. Heavy precipitation occurred along its path,
but the heaviest rains continued, primarily east of the mountains (M),
as moist, unstable tropical air continued northward from the Gulf.

Formation of a cloud pattern (L) with the cut-off low continued through-
out this period. Moisture from the tropical system never appeared to
become involved with this system.

The severe weather that occurred with ELOISE late on September 23, was
located along 'he long "feeder band" (J, Figure 7). It developed when
this moisture-laden convective band moved into northern Georgia where
skies had been clear and surface heating was maximum (J, Figure 4).
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SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 10/75-3

DISTINGUISHING FOG FROM STRATUS ON SATELLITE PICTURES .

James J. Gurka

The SMS-l 1/2-mile resolution visible picture of the eastern U.S. from
1400Z on September 28, 1975, illustrates two situations in which fog .
can be identified on satellite pictures. %

In many cases it is impossible to distinguish fog from stratus on
satellite imagery. To date, there are two primary clues which can
be used on the visible pictures: (1) if a deck of low clouds is moving,
it is probably stratus rather than fog, and (2) if the low cloud is
restricted to valleys or bounded by low level terrain features, fog is
more likely than stratus.

With tht 1/2-mi I ' re.soltit ion visible SMS pictures, another clue is now
, vlilable ill some situat ions. When valleys are filled with fog they
frt-quently show up on l/2-mile resolution pictures as narrow lines which
;tre brighter than adjacent fog or low clouds. This is reasonable since
I lie og should be te'per over : valley if tile fog has a fairly uniform
top as il I ustrated in Figure I. In most cases, infrared pictures show
Lhat the temperature of the tops of fog and stratus is very uniform,
indicating a uniform height of tile fog top.

This effect can be seen on Figure 2, where the fog over the river valleys
at A, B, and C is brighter than the surrounding cloud. Fog can also be
seen at D, E, and F where the cloud is restricted to the valleys.

Surrounding tLhe valleys at A, B, and C, no definite conclusion can be
drawn from the satell i te picture as to whether the clouds are fog or
stratus or a mixture of both, bat fog would be more I ikely adjacent to
va I leys that are f[i led with fog than near valleys that are fog-free.

irtliermore, rivers bene;ith areas of thin stratuis somet imes show up as
ie,(; whicli ;ar' dirkcr th;an tie stirroundi it) cloud sinc e lie rivers have

.1 lower a lbedo tlhan the surrounding terrain. If the stratus is thin
,iioiitlih, the' h~r in,,h tms of tit cloud top depends not only oil tie l i ght
ref lected by tie u cloid itself but also that reflected by the surface
be I ow.
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SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 11/75-1

LOW LEVEL CIRCULATION SYSTEMS IN THE EASTERLIES

*, R. Weldon

Applications Group, NESSmZ

There is a large variation in the weather which occurs within the
frontal/baroclinic zone on the east side of a major trough in the
westerlies. In addition to such factors as geography, season of
the year, time of the day, and atmospheric stability, which affect
the type and amount of weather, much of the variation can be at-
tributed to short wave disturbances or vorticity maxima moving in
the westerlies around or across the trough onto the east side. The
SMS satellite data have enabled us to identify and follow such sys-
tems of quite small wave lengths and rapid motion. Frequently,
however, the weather of the frontal zone - and in advance of it -
is significantly influenced by systems moving within the easterlies
around the south side of the anticyclone which is east of the trough.
There are at least three specific types of systems in this category;
they generally approach the frontal zone from the southeast quadrant
turning to a more northward track as they come around the southwest
side of the anticyclone. One of these three types of systems in the
easterlies is illustrated in the SMS-l pictures of Oct. 31 thru
Nov. 3, 19/5, as follows.

When a storm in the westerlies moves over a relatively warm ocean
surface, the region of strong low level cold advection behind the
cold front is usually covered by very distinct lines of cumulus
clouds - as seen on the IR and VIS SMS-1 photos of Oct. 31, 1975, . F
just off the U.S. east coast (Figures 1 and 2). Near their upwind
end, the lines are very thin and generally parallel to the low level
tiow direct ion. Further downwind, the lines contain larger eells, .
aid have become deformed by shear; here they are no longer parallel -
to the low level wind direction.

As the region of strong cold advection moves eastward behind the storm,
the clouds forming the original distinct lines enter the anticyclonic
flow of the approaching high pressure system. During this phase, the
lines will usually deteriorate into large cells or wide bands of
stratocumulus. Such a configuration is illustrated on the IR and VIS
pictures of the following day Nov. 1, 1975 (See Figures 3 and 4). The
stratocumulus cells or bands will usually persist and move southwest-
ward, then westward, south of the surface anticyclone. Often, during
the winter season off the U.S. east coast, large cumulus lines will
he formed by cold advection over the bays along the middle Atlantic
coast . These will maintain their identity as large stratocumulis

'..
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bands, and will move south - then westward, onto the coast of Florida
or South Carolina as large patches of stratocumulus and increased

.." -low level moisture.

On other occasions, such as illustrated on the 3rd day of this sequence
for November 2nd (Figures 5 and 6), very large patches of stratocumulus
with relaLively cloud-free areas in between will be formed. Note the
large patches of warm cloudiness on tle IR photo - Figure 5. On the
visible photo for the same time (Figure 6), the patches can be seen
to contain small cumulus lines and areas of stratiform clouds arranged
into organized patterns. When observed on time lapse movie loops,
each of the patches can be seen to form a small circulation system.
The motion of the cumulus clouds revealed a positive vorticity maximum
associated with cyclonic shear in the easterly flow. During the time
of the picture, the systems were maintaining their identity and prop-
agating westward. The subsequent 24 hour movement was near 5 degrees
of longitude - a rate of just over 10 knots.

Figure 7 shows tile same group of systems on I mile resolution visible
data for the next day - Nov. 3, 1975. Again, cloud motions on the
movic loops showed the characteristic cyclonic twist in the cumulus
cloid groups, as is associated with positive vorticity maxima. Also

sce ,n on the photograph - and in mot ion on the movie loop - is a layer
of strati form clouids moving with anticyclonic motion. These are
:ssociated with each cumulus cloud system and are identified by
arrow,; on Figure 7. The stratiform outflow layer with the system
approaching the South Carolina coast was near the 700mb surface (as
identified on the Charleston sounding at OOZ, Nov. 4).

Although each of these small circulation systems caused cloudiness
and rainshowers as they moved onto the coast, the ones over the
At lantic did not enter the frontal zone of tile storm over the central
U.S. One small low level system shown on these pictures did enter the
trontal zone. 'Il is c:In he seen on Figures 5 and 6, just west of Cuba
11)od north )I the Yu,,atan Peninsula. That small cloud system - in its
ph. uSe' slown 11 tihe p i tires - is very similar to those over the Atlantic;
howvter, its ori1, in was different illd wa; associated with one of tile

her two t Vt s ol syst ems IIn, n ntio lo This system moved northwest-
ward Ic ros s t h- u I t of Mex i co. It can be seen oil Figure 7 on tle next
daV (ident i I eld by tilL' letter "A") as, it forms a comma shape while
Lu i, rg the f ronta I zone of tile storm over the ceont ra I U. S. Subsequent
to the picture time (Figure 7) this system developed deep convection

and moved northeastward along the frontal zone. When systems of the

same origin as those over the Atlantic enter a frontal zone, they
behave very similarly as the one over the Gulf.

In Subsequen L art i c I es of t Ii is ser ies, I will discuss the other two
types of systems mentioned. J.

'II
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SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 11/75-2

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TROPICAL STORM "HALLIE" _01

Vernon F. Dvorak

Applications Group, National Environmental Satellite Service, Washington, D.C. 20233

Tropical storm HALLIE was named at 2200Z on October 26, 1975, while off
the east coast of Florida. The storm subsequently moved northeastward
passing east of the outer banks of North Carolina with a Coast Guard

lightship located offshore about 60 miles south of Wilmington reporting
sustained winds up to 58 mph. The storm began to weaken early on the 27th

as it accelerated rapidly northeastward.

Tropical storms like HALLIE form in this region during the early summer
and late fall. They form east of troughs aloft (cut-off lows) which bring

energy from the Westerlies southward into the subtropics at this time of

the year. It is also common to have a weakening cold front in the vicinity
of the formation. Although this type of storm development is relatively

common off the coast of Florida and the Carolinas, little is currently
known that explains or predicts the phenomenon. The accompanying satellite

pictures are intended to shed some light on this problem.

Iily visible satellite pictures taken at 16Z or 17Z from October 21, to
28 are shown in the figures. The first three pictures, October 21-23,

have the 12Z NMC surface (black lines) and 300 mb (white lines) analyses
-uperimposed on the picture imagery. The 12. 300 mb analyses is shown on
the October 24-26 pictures.

The conventional data shows a cut-off low at 300 mb dropping south to
southern Florida with a surface trough containing a front to the east of
it. On the succeeding days, the data indicates that the low aloft moves
eastward and weakens as the surface wave intensifies into a low pressure
center that moves westward north of the low aloft. The actual positions

of the 300 mb and surface low centers (and hence their interaction) cannot
be determined from these data.

The satcl I ite view of HAl.LIE's formation shows an area of deep-layer cumulus

convect ion increasing in size and taking on a "comma" configuration. This
k-lo0ud pattern in different sizes and orientations is common to most cyclonic .-.

dctvedlopme, . This particular comma can be viewed as a structure containing

two, c.1 d band" (or lilies) of convective clouds and cirrus; one oriented
-w,.A where' the, front is analyzed on October 22, and the other to the -.

ith ,,I e 0rnted north-south. Indi icat ions of a lower tropospheric

,ir~ i, bi.t cvidell south ot the western halt o the 'ast-west band
,,ii te 2!',,,] btcoming mort obvious on the 23rd and showing an easily rec-
,,:..ii .h Ic inverted comma pattern on the 24th. The earlier indications of
(ili.; Iow and middle [ee l vorticitv are more easily detected in visible
i;,vic loops and high resolution pictures than it is in the pictures shown
ir,. "lhi di-velopment id vorticity in the lower troposphere begins, where

..I2
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bands, and will move South -then westward, onto the Coast of Florida
* ar South Carolina as large patches of st ratocumuluns and increased

low level moisture.

Onl other occasions, such as ii lustrated oin the 3rd day of this sequence
t or November 2nd (Fitgures 5 and 6) , ve-ry large patches of stratocumulus
with rCelaliVely cloud-free areas in between will be formed. Note the Z

large patches of warm cloudiness onl the iR photo - Figure 5. On the V
Vi sibl)e photoL for the same t ime (F'i gure 6) , thle patches canl be seen NO
to cont ain small cumulu s lIne'S and aircas of si ratfo rm clIouds a rranged
into organized patterns. When obse-rved onl t ime lap1Se mov ie Loops,

eachl of the patchevs ciun be seen to iorm a small ci rculat ion system.
[Thu mot ion oi- the ('1111imoins cl ouds revea led a positive VO rtic it y maximum
Nssociated wi th cyclionic shear in the easterly flow. During the time
of the picture, thet SySte'ms wcre maintaining their ident ity and prop-
agat ing westward. The subsequent 24 hour movement was near -5 degrees
of- longitujde - a rate of just over 10 knots.

Figure 7 shows the same group of systems on I mile resolut ion visible
data for t lie ne'xt day - Nov. 3, 1975. Aga in , c loud not i oils on thle
movie loops showed the characteristic cycionic twist in the cumulus.
ciloud groups, as is associated with pos it ive vorti1cit v maxima. Also

seen on tHie photograph - and in not ion on the nov ie loop - is a l aver
of strat itorm clouds moving with ant icyclonic mot ion. These are
aissoc ia ted wi th each1 cumulIus clIoud sv.stem and are iden t if ied by
a rrow(; on Fi guire 7. [lie s trat iform oit flo(w layer withi the svs ten
;lpproa:chling 01li Sou thi Carol il na l'; c J TlS wsie.i r tlie 70(1mib sucrface (ais
i den t i f i ed onl thet. Charles;ton soundinge at 011/, Nov. 4).

60Al thlouighieach of t hose sma I CilCilr t ion systems cauisod c loud iness
an1d ra Insliowe rs as they moved onto 11We CO St , the ones over the
At lant ic did not enter the frontal zone of the storm over the cent ral
U.S. One small low level system shown on these pictures did enter the
f ron ta biIznL.Ti a e seen on F igures 5 and 6, just west of Cuba

Vand no rthi of the Yuca tan Pen inSa 1 a. That small clIoud sy: 1 cm - in its

;iliise- shown 0on thet pictures - is very similar to those over the Atlantic;

othier two types of syst ems mentioned. Tb is sys ten moved nor thwest-

k.waird acros-s t ho GCUif of 1Mexico. It ,in be seeIn (in Figure 7 oin the next
dlav 1 Gloatilit.d bly the letter "A") a, it forms a ,nmia shaipc wli Ic

K en! or ill' tieL lroniitI Z0lie oft tic' :torni over tilt, 'cli i . S. Subsequent

i IiI phe ( ul o t ime- (Fi igu rc 7) t his systecm dcv I opod( docpl tcinvoc t i on
Wid mo-e'td nor t beast wa rcl ;i long tie f rontal zone . When sy st ens o t the(
oneci is t iio ;e over the At 1ant 1C ont or a f rontal zone', tlcV

cIl , \rv simi I t-lv as the one Over the Gul f.

li1 sub *.''(J 0. t aIrt icI 's a I t li!; sto "s I vi I I d ic hs c I i t 1 tI c r I wo
Il% 1). s1 s t e-ms nt-ent i 4)11(01 .
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SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFOIMATION NOTE 11/75-3

A COMPARISON OF VISIBLE AND) INIFRAREI) VIEWS FROM SMS-2
* OF THE REMNANTS OF TlROP ICAL. STORM GEOR;ETTE

John P. Kearns
Honolulu Satellite Field Services Stat ion

The post-tropical depression stage of what briefly had been Tropical Storm
* (horg,,ette is shown in the 2-km resolution visible imagery from SMS-2 taken

.it 2318CMr, August 16, 1975 (Figure 1). The center (G) of the delicate
vortex was taken about 250 miles from the island of Hawaii (H) at about
I 0"N, 1460~W.

'The t ine cells of the north semicircle imply surface winds of about 25 knots,
whichi agrees with shi p observations. A pl ume of ci rruis from cumulonimbus

* act iv ity at (1) obscures some of these Ilower clouds. While there are fewer
'IMItI in the so011th semli eirc Ie , enough are present to reveal southerly and

wc!i erl lllmovk'menIt s when th li oorrCSJpOnd lug' filiii 10oop is Viewed.

list buSLI~llet In oil tli is t roji(: al depression Ia been iSSued frAgs
It(o, ;It (ItoOCM'l, when the systemli Was 1loca ted near IO6N, I 30')W. Visible
And in frared sa tellite' pict ures for t te next 65 hours show c lean "l that
L lte system was maintaining, itself while moving westward nearly a thousand

* milIes.

It is not unusual for such Easte'rn Pacif ic disturbances of less than tropical
* ~depression intensity to ap~proach the Hawaiian Islands. They are of concern -

* to forecasters since even though they might not present a high wind hazard
* at this stage, they do threaten heavy rain and flooding. A more alarming

)~s ib i)yista of reeeaint the tropica depression stage,oren- '

iheitor.

* ~ ~ ~ , ftgr'2 hw he SMS-2 infrared picture with 8-kmi rt'so I tion of the same
ircat 201 112 hours Liter, at t 949t:M'T, August 17. 'The Ii igl clouds have in-

creaI.sed in a real etxtecut_. Somewhiat d is turb ing to the forecaster, thle shape
of t th is area, expec ia I ly the hook-shaped cloud confi gurat ions (L and M)
a long the western edge, suggests a vortex (G?) centered just east of the

*bright cloud mass (N). It might be inferred that "ex-Georgette" has re-
inttensif ied and that it has begun a northward movement.

Figure 3, which like Figure 1 is a 2-km resolution visible pitture, was
-obt a inedl one-hal f hour after Figure 2, at 201 9tMT , Auguist 1 7. The system

obviounslIy has not regent'rated; rather, thie low level i rci'Iat ion has con-L
Lnut'd onl its pr ior ('otrse and is now at (G2), near 15"N , 51 o, some 300

ni It's from thie pseudo-c i rtulit ion (G'?) id icateh in Figu'ire 2.

- lit' tow le-Vt.l v)rt'x II.i1 ii t (i it!; itni~ it y fori it1 iitiotlior 21 hotir,;-
* .il cont. iiiiiit iiovilii', wio;t !unittiw(, ;t piu ig llit .,00 [Ii lt'! ,;olntl of it te

4: /.11 o f lc-:-:li-
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Misinterpretat ion of a satellite picture is of itself not so unusual,* but
4Figure 2 demonstrates a rather high order of deceptiveness. Certain
* properties of weak tropical disturbances make them particularly poor

subjects- for standard infrared representation. It happens in this case 1
that the incompatibility of subject and method produces both concealment
anrd misdirection -- precisely the fundamentals of stage magic.

The low level cloud elements outlining the vortex which is so obvious in
* Figures 1 and 3 are concealed in the infrared of Figure 2 by their own

wairmth and fineness. These wairm clouds are near the temperature of the
under lying sea surface and their detect ion (G. Figure 2) is difficult.

- lire small wairm clouds here1- are as effect ively hidden as a dark gray thread
in f ront (if aI 1)1ack curta in.

Mi -ttion is a ilso ptriSt'nt in Litis example. As frequentl 1y happens, a
ontIlon imbhns has f ormed not too far from the center of the vortecx. The
oje); Of CBlS 11nd the ir ait tendan t_ cijrr-us )10W-of fs are cold and appear bright

Wh ite in standard I R image (,rv. The high clouds of Figure 1 became part of

Lte ant icyc Ion ic flow east of aI col between two upper level lows, and in
*t ime formed the shape wh ichi so dominates Figure 2. The size and brightness
* of this area captuore the anailyst's- eye, and the apparent vortex demands his

at t en t i on. Bint perhaps; mos.,t imiportanit y, since a strong upper level outdraft
iS Onle of Lit- Sil giicill~t symiptoms of regeneration that a concerned forecaster
would be looking f or, toe, anl, ts apprehiens ions are misled, as well. Thus
tinh i ost ratecs thip npor tin vo ot toot inuity af forded by synchronous

cI t1 itIt da ta over ot- . a d iove t hI ik e oi ,t )r t w ice-a-day polIa r o rb it ing da ta.

F ortinaItel v, noi failse ailarms wi-rc ir srrd here -- part lv hecause high
re,.;ol itt ioin v is, -I p it tot s were obtaiined be.fore such aI step) wotuld have

- ten neesr.loterv ict tires. aire un.VA i Lalt at nlight so thaltOW
at n an I sI I most,t kcep in ii iIi otI t w warml c I ond s may Yno()t he wel I d Ii s played by

St ;indlird I R picttres, anld thait evenl thol(se eurhan11Ct'd to emphasize warm clouds
- ~ill.-Vmisdltattatre beurise of tilt. relatively poor resolution of
* 5~M8 -2 infrareLd in~r

M1 aIdd it toot1 irtf ete;[ vt' tht, ri,,ni zcd bands; of trade wind strato--UMoLUS

;Is- (C, Figatre I1) til~t tas; ver thle islands and prodtict ru in. As th e
r x tr t 1;1aJat ti ;ort Igwst w,1r d t , wa Ird tlI;t I liwi ian; ii s la In 1 1i- Ii, t is no

-; (ter Iv 1 ow inciea-,url t ut t ;rd in,, tilte arr ival of- prciptit i to trfll thet

it iv lIt t [tt t -s' I I i 0 1 i' i I and ob t to , Ii' . iltwi i, i dutr iit' ft

* It'! I ted iii- trms van KIths or long clOuid strea' mers. TheC larestplm
or trea.mer (1)) eXtt-cils' westward t roni Hawaii and mnuch smyialler streamers

* eXtenld from dahn and KaIa i (Fi and F). L 1

* (9.
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National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 12/75-1

FOG DISSIPATION IN THE VICINITY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY

Carl E. Weiss and James J. Gurka
NOAA/NESS, Applications Group

Forecasting the dissipation of fog in the vicinity of the Chesapeake Bay
is one of the more difficult tasks faced by the marine forecasters at the
Washington, D.C. WSFO. This problem is compounded by the differences in
terrain over which the fog lies. An example of Bay area fog dissipation
is illustrated by a sequence of 1-km SMS-I visible imagery for November 9,
1975.

The 1500 GMT surface analysis, Figure 1, shows a weak cold front stretching
from the New England coast westward through New York state and the southern
Great Lakes. A ridge of high pressure also extended westward from the
Atlantic over the middle Atlantic coast. Winds over the entire Bay region
were generally light, less than five knots and temperatures ranged from
the low to middle 60's. The 1530 GMT 1-km SMS-I visible picture,-Figure 2,
shows an extensive area of fog covering southern New Jersey, the eastern
half of Maryland and most of eastern Virginia and the coastal waters.
Within the fog area, the land masses of Cape May, the Delmarva Peninsula
and the western shore of the Bay (A) are readily identifiable by their
brightness.

In this situation, anticipating the dissipation of the fog was made even
more difficult because the fog was present over both land and water. The
forecasting problem should be separated into two parts, dissipation over
the land areas and dissipation over the water. Gurka (1974) demonstrated
that over land, fog areas of minimum brightness on visible satellite imagery
are usually the first to dissipate while the brightest fog areas persist
the longest. In Figure 2, an area of minimum brightness over the Delmarva
can be seen at (B). This area should be forecast to clear sooner than the
brighter fog areas.

Forecasting fog dissipation over the cool waters of the Chesapeake Bay is
an exceedingly difficult task. With light winds and water temperatures
reported in the upper 50's to the middle 60's, the low-level air was cooled
and moisture was added so that the fog was continually being reformed.
Therefore, the satellite based fog dissipation forecasting techniques used
over land cannot be employed successfully for fog over water. All that can
be said is that in general, fog over water should persist longer than foq
over adjacent land areas.

.~~: .:: .. ..-....



By 1700 GMT, the 1-km imagery, Figure 3, shows the fog over the Delmarva
Peninsula has begun to dissipate (C). This area of dissipation closely

." matches the area of minimum brightness (B) shown in Figure 2. Fog can
be seen to persist over the cooler river, bay, and ocean waters (D).
The surface winds at this time became southwesterly~averaging about five

P, knots. Temperatures remaned in the low 60's where the de8 se fog per-
sisted, but climbed to 68 F at Salisbury, Md. (SBY)Iand 66 F at Andrews

*. Air Force Base (ADW) where the dissipation has started.

The -km visible imagery at 1900 GMT, Figure 4, shows most of the Delmarva
Peninsula and the western shore of the Bay to be fog-free (E), while dense
fog remained over the Bay proper and coastal waters (F). By this time,
the winds turned more southerly and increased to near ten knots near the .
coast, but continued about five knots farther inland. The turn to more
southerly flow favored fog persistence over the Bay where the air had a
long trajectory over the water. Cumulus clouds (G) developed in response
to surface heating over land areas where the fog had dissipaed. 1900 GMT
temperatures ranged from 740F at Salisbury, Md. (SBY) and 71 F at Ft. Meade,
Md. (FME) under abundant sunshine to 61°F at Dover, Del. (DOV) and 640F at
Patuxent, Md. (NHK) under a thick fog blanket.

REFERENCE

Gurka, J. J., 1974: "Using satellite data for forecasting fog and
stratus dissipation", Preprint Volume, Fifth Conference on
Weather Forecasting_and Anajysis, March 4-7, 1974, 54-57.
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National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service L

SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 12/75-2

"NTEGRATION OF SATELLITE IMAGERY WITH THE SURFACE ANALYSIS CHART

John A. Ernst
NOAA/NESS, Satellite Field Services Station, Washington, D.C. 20233

The NWS forecaster continuously evaluates and melds informational data from
a multitude of diverse sources. One such data source, real-time infrared
(IR) imagery obtained from meteorological satellites, can be of material
benefit to the forecaster (numerical imagery in the form of computer-enhanced
IR images will be on-line in the near future.) .When there are conflicting,
missing, or incomplete conventional data, the satellite picture with its
overall view often furnishes the decisive input to the formulation of an
accurate diagnosis or successful forecast. The following is a brief discussion
outlining one approach to integration of this satellite IP imagery with the
surface analysis chart.

Figures la. and lb. are time concurrent at 07/0000 GMT November 1975, and
represent portions of the SMS-l Equivalent IR DB5 sector, and the NMC Surface
Analysis Chart. Figure la. has been annotated with some key features that
led the SFSS/DCA duty meteorologist to suspect the presence of a surface
trough over the Gulf Coast states.

An upper level cyclonic circulation center appears just east of MKC. The
associated flow pattern, indicated by the streaming cirrus, is shown with
smooth continuous arrows. A dashed line, representing the axis of the trough ,_..
aloft (TROAL), is extended to near the bottom inflection point. Lack of
moisture in the trough's southern and western portions makes exact placement
somewhat arbitrary but still operationally useful. In this case the character-
istic "comma-cloud" shape of the PVA area is quite elongated stretching from
Mississippi to Illinois (sketched-in). Note (over western Tennessee) that
the northern half of the cloud has become merged with clouds along its eastern
edge.

The preceding is a typical description of an organized upper level system
*that in most cases has some surface or lower level reflection. Upon further

examination of the appearance of numerous bright, white "flaring" areas
(A, B, C, [), E) of possible convective activity are noted. The spatial
organization suggests the presence of a weather band often associated with
surface troughs, convergence lines and/or prefrontal squall lines. Slightly
to the west of the convective area, a line configuration does seem to appear
, and is shown by a dotted line.

At the surface there are some indications of trough formation that correlate
well with the satellite IR image. On Figure lb., a grouping of stations are
revealed (encircled by dashed line) that reported precipitation ranging from

'a..
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light continuous rain at Mobile, Alabama (MOB) to heavy rainshowers at
Memphis, Tennessee (MEM). The spatial grouping of the stations is notably
similar in appearance to that seen in the satellite IR picture, suggesting
the presence of a weather band.

The surface wind regime, although light in speed, does contain several
significant variations in reported wind direction. Several station-pairs
reported 20 degree or more wind directional difference.

At 07/0050 GMT (prior to receipt of the NMC 0000 GMT Surface Analysis Chart)
the SFSS/DCA duty meteorologist discussed the 0000 GMT satellite IR picture
with meteorologists of NESS's Analysis Branch who coordinated with NMC. The
0200 GMT Satellite Interpretation Message (SIM) issued by the Washington SFSS
noted the presence of the surface trough. NMC's Surface Analysis Chart
contained a trough in close proximity to that position suggested by the satel-
lite pictures.
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National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service

SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 12/75-3 -"

INFRARED IMAGERY USED FOR TRACKING THE 26 NOVEMBER SNOWSTORM ... -

Roderick A. Scofield 5,
Applications Group, NESS

Heavy snow fell over much of Kansas and Missouri during 25 and 26 November
1975. The infrared (IR) imagery was particularly useful in tracking the
upper air disturbance responsible for the heaviest snow that was deposited
over Missouri on 26 November.

The 500-mb LFM analysis for 26 November OOOOGMT, Figure 1, shows vorticity
centers over the Oklahoma Panhandle and Four Corners area. Also, the 300-
mb jet axis is indicated stretching from Utah eastward into Oklahoma then
to southern Ohio. 5

On 26 November, OOOOGMT, the satellite data in Figure 2 show an elongated
east/west area of cloudiness stretching from western Kansas eastward into
Missouri. The cloudiness in western Kansas and Nebraska at (C) was as-
sociated with the upper level trough in the northern plains. In addition,
the clouds to the east at (A) were associated with the positive vorticity
advection (PVA) ahead of the vorticity center in the Oklahoma Panhandle.
Passage of this easternmost system deposited snow over eastern Kansas with
lighter amounts over Missouri. The heaviest snowfall over Missouri occurred
with the disturbance located in the Four Corners area. Clouds associated
with this disturbance are located at (B). Their configuration is influenced
by the presence of mountainous terrain.

During the next 12 hours the vorticity center over the Four Corners area
intensified and moved southeastward to the Texas Panhandle, Figure 3. The
vorticity center over the Oklahoma Panhandle moved northwestward and weakened
and the 300-mb jet axis became more sharply curved.

The IR pictures at 0600GMT and IlOOGMT, Figures 4 and 5, respectively, give

continuity on the progress of the upper air disturbance at (B). Note that
the cloudiness, originally associated with the vorticity center in Oklahoma
becomes less distinct over the upper midwest and Ohio Valley at (A) as the
new system deepens over the Texas Panhandle. Cloudiness in Nebraska and
Iowa at (C) associated with the 500-mb low appears to maintain itself as a
distinct and separate system during this period. By llOOGMT, heavy snow
had begun in western Missouri as the disturbance at (B) intensified and
took on the familiar "S-shaped" pattern which is best related to the middle
and upper level baroclinic zone and jet stream. Intensification of this
upper air disturbance occurred in the cold air on the cyclonic shear side

7 1
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of this jet in an area of PVA and upper air divergence. At the surface,
this upper air development was reflected as an inverted trough located
from eastern Kansas to a weak low near the upper coastal plains of Texas.

Six-hour precipitation amounts, ending at 1200GMT, 26 November, Figure 6,

indicate that significant precipitation fell in Kansas and western Missouri.
Most of this precipitation occurred with the cloudiness associated with
PVA and indicated by (A) in the previous IR pictures.

Continued development of the upper air disturbance at (B) can be tracked in
the IR pictures for 1330GMT, 1700GMT, and 2100GMT (Figures 7, 8, and 9,
respectively). The clouds associated with the upper air disturbance assume
a more "comma-shape" configuration through the period. In this case, the
sharp anticyclonic back edge of the comma at (E) separates the areas of
moderate and heavy snow to the east and lighter snow to the west. The
clouds at (C) appear to move southeastward in response to the movement of
the 500-mb low. Thunderstorms at (T) develop as the surface low in southwest
Louisiana intensified and moved northeastward along the trough axis.

The six-hour observations of precipitation ending at 1800GMT, 26 November,
and OO0OGMT, 27 November, are presented in Figures 10 and 11, respectively.
Most of this precipitation fell as snow in Missouri producing up to 10 inches
in St. Louis. Note in Figure 10 that the thunderstorm activity near Lake
Charles, Louisiana, produced 2.70 inches of rain in a six-hour period.

Interpretation of the infrared imagery in Figures 7, 3, and 9 suggested that
the 500-mb low was moving southeastward and deepening. The O000Gt1T LFH
analysis on 27 November, Figure 12, verifies this interpretation by showing
a deepened 500-mb low over northwest Missouri with a negative-tilted trough.
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U.S. DEPAPTMNT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service ... *

SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 1/76-1 V, 0I

A DECEMBER COLD FRONT AT THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS NM

H. McClure Johnson
NOAA/NESS/Applications Group, Washington, D.C. 20233

When a cold front is approaching the Hawaiian Islands in the winter season,
a set of seemingly simple, related, and basic questions is usually asked:
(I) Where is the front? (2) Will it pass any or all of the islands? (3) When
will it pass? and (4) What weather will it bring? These are questions of
practical importance, and of real interest to weather-watching islanders as
well as to professional forecasters. The problem is rendered more difficult
and interesting by the empirical fact that many such fronts approach closely
but do not pass, or do not seem to pass. Some are so modified or otherwise
weakened after several days of generally southward progress over mid-pacific
waters, that little happens or changes when they pass.

The cold front which approached the islands on December 8, 1975, did defi-
nitely pass the island of Oahu. Detailed data from this site sheds some
light on the nature of the meteorological problem and provides answers to
the above set of questions.

A section from the NMC surface chart for OOOOGMT December 9, 1975, Figure 1,
shows the surface position of the frontal surface to be a little east of
Oahu and just west of Molokai. The labeled dashed lines indicate other
operational positions (from Oahu) of the front at the times indicated. (The
Oahu OOOOGMT line is in quite good agreement with the NMC line.)

Figure 2, a 1 km resolution visible view, illustrates the frontal conditions
about the Hawaiian Islands at 0015GMT December 9, 1975. The major islands are
indicated by the letters: K - Kauai, 0 - Oahu, M - Maui, H - Hawaii. A letter
S indicates the approximate position of the ship JJDT (see Figure 1.) The
line A-A' indicates the position of the primary cumulus line that represents
a local maximum of vertical development and showers, and provides a good
estimate of the surface front position (between Oahu and Molokai) at this
time. A comparable "prefrontal" line lies further east, at P-P' with similar
lines appearing in and near the frontal zone, especially northeast of the . .
island. This multiple cumulus-line structure is a common analysis (and
forecast) problem with such older fronts. Usually, as here, the most promi-
nent line near the leading edge of the frontal zone relates best to the
surface position of the front as determined by conventional means with
relatively good data. This line is usually a distinct narrow, but con-
spicuously long maximum of cumulus convection. Several hundred miles south-
west of the islands (near N) this line changes into a net-like array of con-
vective cumulus cells. Much stratiform middle cloudiness can be seen along

"e" *,
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the length of the frontal zone major band, and is a major component of it.

It lies mainly northwest of the surface front position, and is reported'
by the ship at (S), and extends as far northwest as Kauai. A middle-cloud
plume (E) streams northeastward from Kauai's central mountain mass. A
meso-scale organized convective system can be seen near and north of
Oahu (0). It has a convective line (B) which runs northeastward and then
curves back southwestward over Oahu. A middle-cloud layer (D) lies to
the north and an associated cloud minimum or subsidence (G) area bounds
it on the west and southwest. This minor, component, comma-cloud system,
with middle-cloud "head" and cumulus line "tail", soon moved off northeast-
ward. Its passage brought the second period of Light showers to Oahu
(see Figure 3.)

Further to the northwest the cold advection cumulus field is well shown
as near C. Figure 2b depicts some of these features schematically.

Figure 3 shows the hourly winds, the light shower events, and hourly
temperatures at the airport station, Oahu. As the complex convective
frontal zone cloud system arrived, a slight drop in the temperature
occurred (2000GMT), showers began at 21OOGMT, and light west winds prevailed
(except immediately after the first shower.) Then as the second cumulus I%:
band passed, a little before 0000GMT, the winds veered becoming NW at
10-15 knots, and appreciable cold air advection commenced, resulting in
the substantially lowered minimum night temperatures observed from 1400 to
1700GMT. The pressure dropped from 1012.5 mb at 2000GMT to 1009.4 mb at
OOOOGMT, then remained fairly steady for the next 24 hours.

Figures 2 and 3, together, illustrate the fact that the convective cumulus
cloud system of the forewardmost part of the frontal surface (including

that part called the surface front) was at least 50 nm in width, and
contained significant and active substructure. The surface front as a
very narrow intersection line is an idealization. The real surface front,
a relative discontinuity and a narrow zone of large gradients and marked
changes, began its passage by Oahu at a time near 2000GMT, and was passing

at the time of the shower event of 2200-2300GMT (just before Figure 2),
and was clearly by 0100 or 0200GMT December 9, after which the post-frontal
cold air advection was distinct but of moderate intensity. This rather
moderate cold front did pass, but little troublesome weather was experienced.

I.i gure 4, an enhanced infrared view about 12 hour s prior to t rontal passage
;It Olaihu, shows the r-rontal zone major cloud hand as a we ll defined synoptic
scale feature and clearly west of Kauai.

Figure 5, the corresponding view about 12 hours after frontal passage at
Oahu, shows the middle cloud over Maui and the leading edge and convective
line at the island of Hawaii.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

A National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service

'SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 1/76-2 -.

MIDWEST SEVERE WEATHER OUTBREAK
.4 OF DEC. 13-14, 1975

Melvin D. Mathews and Edward C. Johnston
Satellite Field Services Station, Kansas City, MO

During the late night and early morning hours of Saturday and Sunday,
December 13 - 14, 1975, a series of severe thunderstorms developed over
portions of the midwest ... unusual for time of day as well as time of
year. The activity occurred along the trailing end of a remarkably well
defined vorticity comma cloud that developed over the central Plains and
moved rapidly northeastward toward the upper Great Lakes. A brief sequence
of related events follows.

A moderate amplitude long-wave trough extended N-S over the intermountain
region with a series of short waves rotating through it. At midday on
December 13, one such short wave near the Arizona - New Mexico border was
moving eastward at 20-25 knots. An upstream vorticity maximum over central
Oregon was plunging southeastward at 30-35 knots. With the ever decreasing
wave length thus implied, we expected the short wave in the southern Rockies
to accelerate northeastward. This in fact occurred later in the day. The
upstream vorticity center, which by then had dropped into central Nevada, ,..

was ejecting the short wave northeastward out of the southern Rockies as
illustrated by the barotropic vorticity analysis for 14/OOZ (Fig. 1). .

The short-wave trough was moving at a speed of near 60 knots by 02Z, when
the comma cloud began to take shape over western Kansas (K, Fig. 2). By
this time, the southern branch of the polar jet (A) was discernible in the
infrared imagery along a line from Dodge City (DDC) to Huron, S.D. (HON)
to International Falls, Minn. (INL). The subtropical jet (B) extended along
a line from Abilene, Tex. (ABI) to Tulsa, OK to Louisville, KY (SDF) (both
superimposed on Fig. 2). Note the obvious diffluent zone between the jets
downstream from the developing comma tail.

Conventional data at 850mb for OOZ showed a moist tongue with dew points
greater than 80 C extending from the Texas- Louisiana Gulf coast area north-
ward through central and eastern Kansas, western Missouri and southern Iowa.
A portion of this moist tongue, dark gray in the IR imagery, can be seen
between the jet stream cloudiness northeastward from N, Fig. 2. As the
leading edge of PVA moved over the low level moist field, a squall line
developed just to the right of the polar jet.

The comma cloud (K) continued to develop and race northeastward across the
midwest (Figs. 3 and 4). Radar indicated tops to 46,000 feet in the tail
of the comma which produced severe weather between 02Z and 1iZ on December 14.
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Reports included 4 tornadoes, 14 occurrences of gusts in excess of 50
knots, wind damage, and hail up to golf ball size from south central
Kansas to eastern Iowa. All of the severe weather occurred in the upper
diffluent zone between the two jets. The 0735Z radar summary chart (Fig. 5)
depicts the strongest activity as well as the valid weather watches issued
by the National Severe Storms Forecast Center.

We seldom observe a vorticity comma cloud system over land which is as
well organized as the one discussed here. We believe the compact and
well defined nature of this cloud system implies a concentration of
positive vorticity advection (strong upward vertical motion), and thus
is indicative of the severity of this thunderstorm outbreak.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

%at i ona I Weather Service/Nat ional Envi ronmental So tel I ite Service
SATELLITE APP~LICAlTIONS INFORMATION NOTE 2 /76-1

UINUSUAL. TROIICAl. l)EVFLOPMEN'l
FRoM A M II) PAC IFIlC COLD) LOW

Dionald I iN. CochIiranr

NESS,* So tel lito Field Services Stat tori
lono I uIui iw

Srop i caii storms inl Hawa iian watt rs; (he tfweeri1 1 40" 1 80('W) are rare . Non-
ropic~i vort Ices deserv inrg of- g Ilc warnings are morre frequent. Central

PAC itI i' Illurr icane Center records for 25 years show few tropical storm
racks ext end inrg no rthI of- 2 5ON and none north o)f 35oN . Neveheless,

Vt ,,tire IA shows, tihe t rai of a rema~irkablec storm. I t began as a cold l ow,
dc\oi opodl down tot the surrice. arid htccaiis a 1 irohal e hrrricane -- all well
rut 1 ofI t Iire 1l;iw r i i Ian I sIa nd s.

tlio SMS-2 p) i oc tare talken at 0048 (.M'I 31 AWrgrSt 1975, thre parent cold low
k~r A\ on F ivcure 1 N) was localted SOMC 1)00D km oirlotrf- Honolulu.

-t( iitt data1 and alireps, both ndi eat od that the system was a typical
riperciIone Whiicli normallIy i gra t es westward a]long the east Paci fic

I i'tire' ilehbr t-Pot(_eat (l11) (1975) svstem (a noew technique de-
i n1e d Lt met:; Witli tirt' Dvoraik (1975) sv-stei) , the lhinolIUlu Satellite Field
>uev htsSta't Jill (SI:58) 'cash e' his cold loW At 2) to 30 knots. At

* ill00 CMI, MI eti,~c tiW low waS cenre1Ld near A on ligiure 2A. (The shal -

* how vortex vi ii ooios f a aer ,rhsoriid liv the developing stormr.)
1"'. (() (;MIT, ()., SopLllhki :"B IFirie ), tilte low lirI alssumfed the characteristic

* hr~dtldt e isridd oaici io f a .1 1dvlii virteox. A 35 - to 40-knot
w l ,;titindt w r ccliiiired bV tire HPI :cV-;. e , ;11id :1 n rior applIi cirt ion

Di,,rir. ia\ i. our, jil i , it d s im i Ilar ri-i I s Corit iiiijo( gr-owth occurred
*t hit by\ e';lrt'iiri 101f101. oii thre 2rn

1 conv-ct ion neiar Ire circuilat ion center
- ii. r .. -re .i, tilit r.i II urIlid 1ur1 liecom'; ur ertr I ho:;e two Nov

cini, t i. s I k'cr os I 01( ;J11 iijL i p ilIi? I Iol) i, c I st orli

1,v 03 Sepltembenr Wr CMI lirr U2() the s'st nill wis c lrlv al trp ituai
C\Cloire. Wit it ';1h.1 IL- tril run 1S de 0 ver, urSt (CDI)r wirririitinta a mrore tiruir
'0-kiint irtireror t e.L imait (T1.0t trend iii', towaird Tl.5) (in thet Ityrk silo(.
.itc thra evenina: thn liirireit imurl ery lroml P18'-.' hinrted it tilre fornit ionl

Iiiee Next iiri n, contf igurrat ionr in tile t armii i* t ilt, 2018 GMT NI)AA
* view (Figrri_!i)) could nrot be mistaken. Anuri ',st a iilll a t t1re cIlssic round

;I . p robi li hiiiri- i, one -- anrd at /(11) iiirt h l ugl tilt' a ppjr0X ir mote I/ i5.

l-i -~ it li ittird. d :-ut ruin- In\ wi ch-i t nili ''! t lt ("ki W,js imbii'llt'rl I rni'lr

* n~'rrk 'i -u iim~i.11 in Purrs .,r ritiwi, ; wurriiinn'I. Sinis' the( nrc-
I Ii. lit -r i'u S i -- r i, jund i i I I l: t ht' lie unrr w.i lwim Ii)' in vi I .'

* ,it i.ilri r? 'Irn- iuluuI~ innit nrfllrirlt inli
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from ship data. Perhaps fortuitously, support for the satellite data
finally arrived. At 04 September 00 GMT a ship which apparently (and .

no doubt inadvertently) passed near the eye of this tight storm reported

* 45-knot winds. Located some 90 km WSW of the storm's center and heading
west, this ship's barometer read 1003.2 mb at 04/00 GMT with a three hour
tendency of +13.5 mb, suggesting a pressure under 990 mb near 2100 GMT.
Using Holliday's (1969) well-known graphical composite of the various

hurricane wind/pressure equations a speed of about 65 knots is obtained
from the 990 pressure. Additional ship reports at 0600 GMT continued toconfirm the storm's fury. A ship about 200 km SSE reported the highest .*h

ship winds during the sequence: 190 degrees at 55 knots. On into the
evening this small but dangerous storm tracked rapidly northeastward.. Before dawn she had lost most tropical characteristics, and was enmeshed

4 in the extensive frontal cloudiness and strong southwesterlies ahead of
the upper trough.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This note reports what may have been the first formation of a hurricane
north of the Hawaiian Islands, or, as is more likely, the first such
observed case. Dr. Neil Frank, Director of the National Hurricane Center,
has stated (1975) that the ultimate measure of an analysis or forecast
technique is its ability to handle the "rare" event, e.g., the explosively
deepening hurricane. In this storm, the Hebert-Poteat and Dvorak systems
seem to have handled a similar rarity quite well. This case again demon-
strates that real-time, high resolution satellite imagery, meaningfully
integrated into the man-machine mix, can make a significant contribution
toward indentification and eventual solution of complex meteorological
forecast and warning problems.
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U.S. DEPARTMENTr OF CO1K4ERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS !NFORMATION NOTE 2/76-2 R

VERTICAL WIND SHEAR~ vs. UPPER FLOW AS
REVEALED BY CIRRUS PLUMES - January 26. 1976

Edward C. Joinston
SFSS, Kansas City, Missouri

Freqluently, the wind direct ion it hig h levels is jromte onl sate] I it,-.'

pictures by the orientat ion of cir-rus blow-ofl.s tfrom ,tmoi mblias tor).
!fowever, such an assumpt ion is nit always valid. A good e'xa'iriple Of n'ri';
s)henomrenon occurred onl the morning o.: January 26, 1976.

AL 12!0Z, a line of thunderstorms extended southwes"tward -Tm ,he iru
:Canhandle into the Gulf of Mexico, as depicted by lie ' :;UMr srnaV Cilanr

Li Fig. 1. Note the cell movement within the line, rveraging 30-75 knots-_
-oward the northeast.

At this time, the upper level. flow pattern revealed a rather pronounced
mer id jona I trough extending from 'Minnesota southward across Texas, witi,
rodriinant. lv west tk, sorithwester Ly low over the (hii If -f~xi( o 'he
r rtes pou lu IIg 2 00b II, I hr ( Fi g,. 2) ihows w inIds- alon he )I oi 1 . t 'w inig

r( -)0l Lij o .26'), liccr-i ilng -101 ro I)0 knots o 1Ver Iirwro 0 4'5knot0LS
it l',irur'a . One BllighJt expect to ,ec -i-rrus blowing (;if Lithe tops of the

cirmulonimbris In 'hle (Guif* ti'ward ticu cost-northeast . Ihut the 137 Picture
'fows the orientoit ion of Lt-e cirrus st-reaks toward tilie So!utheast "Fig.

"his is anIl example oI Lile imlportant role that vert ica.l Wind -shear p)l'
in Lhe or L_,rtt ion , t ie( Cirrus pitimes inl the( picture. A vector rep-
resenLttion of- thle meain [1 ;,w through --he convoctive layer and at cirrus
levels illiist rates tO [sc ilat ionsh iip (Fig,. !'). Not ice the shear between

h( me-an el [I movement , !from abetL 225" it 5O knots, amnd thle 200mb average
i iow fin Lhat irca, )i.CIt ic(rkind ;0 kaot s . We have drawn the vectors tail

t. tail from th-oe di ret i(ns with I c.mgt hs proport iona Il to s;peeds (Vectors
A 'old BI in Fig. -4) . 1'11 IuL- ltanTt wiad !,hear is towartd the southeast, als

I'pe-eito hv Vtn .Ths v xpla; ins i ,Lhe o r io a 11t iii t o Iu r rus blIew-o tffs
inl Fig. 3.

I:Alnrjrlie-mich AIi isLi - ire not I 'm-quei L~v observed, !)ut io' oc-ur in varyijug
mier e frI t inc to t ime. The purpose of t sh tdis s o st

ili st rate lie impmor tainee ol eog's i thait tile VIvsw ill.1 u ts
allong then vert l,-al she0ar wind vector, rather thin the flow at cirruls levels.

Man t nr~s (ie hear wind will agree fairly wellwititrupefow bt
Iota w v;, i I Ius tra-ted here.

-d ReIf FISSA Teehn ica I Report NP( iMarchI, lP'- pp. 'i-i-I
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U.S. DEPAR'MiENT OF COMMERCE

-... National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 3/76-1

USING SATELLITE DATA AS AN AID TO FORECASTING
FOG AND STRATUS FORMATION

James Gurka
Applications Group, NESS

Although fog and stratus are frequently observed in the Gulf and central
plains states during the fall, winter, and spring when the low-level flow
is from the Gulf of Mexico, it nevertheless remains a difficult forecasting
problem. Now, enhanced IR satellite pictures can provide the forecaster
with a new tool for forecasting the extent of warm air advection fog and
stratus formation.

Frequently, areas where fog and stratus are most likely to form will appear
as relatively dark areas on satellite pictures that are taken a few hours
after sunset. These dark areas are normally found downwind from a moisture
source, such as the Gulf of Mexico, and as noted by Parmenter (1), appear

.- to outline the boundary of relatively moist air in the lower levels of the
atmosphere. This boundary can be monitored and used as an estimate of the
extent of fog and stratus formation during the night.

* Of course, the extent of the moist air at the surface can be located with
surface dew points. The satellite, however, has much higher resolution
than the surface observation network. Furthermore, the moisture will
frequently move into an area above the surface so that it does not show
up on the surface reports.

On October 27, 1975 at 0200 GMT (Fig. 1), the boundary of warmer temperatures
can be seen at A and B. The general pattern corresponds roughly to the area
of higher dew points on (Fig. 2.) Although the moist air appears to extend
into southeastern Nebraska, on the 0200 GMT picture, the dew point at Lincoln
Nebraska is only 31, and those in eastern Kansas are in the mid 40's, sug-
gesting that the moist air in southeast Nebraska is above the surface. From
the ceiling and visibility chart (Fig. 3), it can be seen that there are no
low clouds reported in Nebraska, Kansas, or Oklahoma at 0200 GMT. There is
some stratus reported in east central and southeast Texas (C, Fig. 1).

Using the moisture pattern implied from the 0200 GMT picture, stratus formation
would be expected in extreme southeast Nebraska, central Kansas, excluding
the extreme eastern and western portions of the state, most of Oklahoma,
except the western panhandle and extreme eastern portions, and most of Texas
except the panhandle and extreme western portions. On the 1331 GMT visible

- picture (Fig. 6), the pattern of fog and stratus (A and B) is very similar
to the moisture pattern implied from the 0200 GMT IR picture. The low clouds
did not extend as far west as expected in Kansas or in the Oklahoma panhandle,

%as some dryer air had moved in from the west shortly before sunrise.
S.
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the area of low clouds in Arkansas (seen in Fig. 6) spread northward from

an extensive area of low clouds that extended eastward to the Appalachians

at 1000 GMT (C on Fig. 4). For cases such as this, where the darker area

on the IR imagery indicates a low cloud boundary rather than a moisture -::

boundary, the cloud edge is typically more well defined than the latter; e

but at times it is difficult to distinguish between the two. During the

night, most fog and stratus, with the exception of post cold frontal stratus,

appears warmer than the surrounding land areas, while fog and stratus in the

daytime almost always appears colder than the surrounding land areas, which ,

are quickly heated. In cases where the cloud edge moves into a relatively

dry area, the satellite pictures can still be an aid for short range fore-

casting by simply making it possible to locate the position of the cloud

boundaries at one half hour intervals. 7

owever, in forecasting fog formation or any other meteorological phenomena,

the satellite data cannot be used exclusively, but is simply an additional

tool to be used with all the available conventional data to aid in the short

-ange forecast. For example, chinook warming over the central plains can
!saive a very similar appearance to an area of high moisture content. There-

ore, the cause of the warmer temperatures should first be determined from

hc surface charts. Also, deep river valleys almost always appear warmer

-han the surrounding terrain at night, and should not be confused with a

noisture maximum.

Lin summary, the pattern of relatively high moisture content in the lower

ievels of the atmosphere can frequently be determined from the early evening

'0200 - 0300 GMT) enhanced IR satellite pictures. This information can

then be used as an aid to forecasting extent of the formation of warm air

advection fog and stratus during the night.

Reference: Parmenter, Frances C., 1976: Low-level Moisture Intrustion

from Infrared Imagery, Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 104,

pp. 100-104.
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11.S. l)E 'ARTMENT OF Ct*ThIERCI;

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
%.

SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 3/76-2

a A NEAR-STATIONARY GULF OF ALASKA LOW--

ITS EFFECT ON WEATHER IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

France-, C. Parmenter

Appl icat ions Group/NESS

- Hi ini, the last week of lelbrtIary * the northwestern U3.S. exIWri enced the

-, :..:.o'iol ;i oimher ofI r;l in/snow produceing stib-syflopt ic svst ems that

,,iid ind rotaitctd itrotiln! i ae Gtilf of Alaskai Iow. ,uulio of these 0

CAine0 onshore- aiiul it0Oved eastward; others were e haumn11C ld nort hwest-

* ~ -i -1! n the rti-gedl coaist tine back towards the Alecutitans. -h data for

Itr'l 26 a ire kpresented. A time sect ion of weather from three stations:

V :i -i (AST) and PlendlIe ton (lID)'I), Oregon, and M issoulIa (MSO) , Montana,

iii repjresent coastal, plains, and mountain environments, is also in-

'ie 1or this day.

* ~ :i i ni ti alI so rface analvs is at OOOOCM'r, F'ebruary 26 (Fig. 1) , showed

wo -;nrflace lows north oi 50o'N. These were indicated by the two cloud -

(1,:csU and I,') in the, vis ihle (2245GMT) and IR (2345GMT) imagesPI

2 anid 3'). The v is ;i le data shows a remarkably large number of

'rinI edc lond sy\stems within this large cyclionic flow. For example,

i iii,'r of olId vor tices t hat have completed a circuit about the low,
i~i o n i ; cy lo ic arc from (L' to ))

(L,') is thie cloud band (M) associated with the analyzed Canadian

,OWd 1 ent. A well organized comma-shaped cloud pattern (N) lies ahead

i lit- stir Iace t rough near 130%~ while a smal ler cloud mass (N') appears

-i I lie apex of the wave on the southernmost front.

uo , pwind, a number of equally impressive cloud patterns can be

sen. Mvie l oops shiowed a low-level circulation with the comma pattern

I 1I (0) 1hl dILe.-ssecr ro ta t ioni w it h the i sy st em (P to 0W); IR data located

two iddit ion.i iareais (Q aind R ) as inc ipient stages of commlia ('lend devel-

* fl~Ill . Thle sutcceed lug ,cries of pictures Show thei einsquing1 tr;iJector ies

*m -iI(ke tlopin~nt s. What is of part icular interest is the behavior of the

II ,vetiis(N, N' 0) and PI)-I') and their (effeet on the weather at AST',

'1I1 i nd NISO (ilndilcated by dlots on Fig. 3) . A t inet sectilon shlowing

iimte r, winds and weather at these stat ions appe(ars !in Fig. 4. -I

* -i I.1 I %, ( ()OOOCMT) , p rec il pi tat ion was occurring a l ong t he coast with1
diowters on thle mounta ins neair I'DT and light rain at MSO. The 0245GMT

d-lt .1 (Fir. ')) Shows a general. eastward movement of all the systems during

the in I erven 1ing three hours with some important changes evident in the

N-7
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a ht'.'Iie Iitis t L')have cauight up and ii1iCri':iattiCl ti cIiMIVC't.L ion IlearI

t lic flimiia t ailI o f(0) and a ppea r Lo he iidvinc ing eaP L I ard fast er than the
C, I s '(P), n(orth o1f It 50 N , thu Isuglgest ing1 a S ign'I i f i c'Ant s .-peed shear

11,v 064 5GMT! (Fig. 6) , thle o rganized c Iotidiness wi L Ii the northwl~ard moving
wave (N' ) has hecome b~roken by the ter rain int i niumhber of eaIst/wes t

haznds. The upIwind clocud svsLoins (0, P) con til nut to Islo)w I i t t Ie eastward
twovement northi of 4 5(N , while the southe rn portioins con(in e t,) move NNFE
r cst I t in p i n t lie re,-o r i cn t at i on o f th11iSC cOnl Li o . 1n ito a) I Ill re zon a

con I i guira io~n. Press;ures have, st rt ed to !-, I I rajpid! v in Orego)n a 1though
SsuirfaIce w intds rema11 in eas.-ter I \ (Fig'. !1) . 1,;ISi'(d On t li' u11VOemeltS a eXt rap-

01,lat ed frolm this sate! I i Le datar, prec ipi tat1 iol Wonuld li- t.'xjact ed , once.
wIil ;hn . t Ii' i :e oliai ' by a; I i t') : h I i rlv wIild:; ait

- . lit It' :,' i ItI i t !d I- li it per ii oti I I it(' L tiii t i)ii i11 w i nd a * I .1I I in i i prL--hi re ,

I [It!i n' re.I S ip ,itw sh;iwer actL i v i Iv f rom 0600(;MT'

* l~I 100GM'!, I ght buit 'on t inuiiis snow was repo rted at. MSO . A look at the
I114 'iPMT data (I .7) , sho~ws thait this r. p a o or iginated from the
ic'rajilic~ji 1,; protiiiet' ci rrus and alto-st ratus cl oudiness thatI frequentl'v
thrm; in areas ('i IiVA. hir-ing thlif periodi anot.her systemn (S) moved from
ali it m i nr? lto son~tierii Oreg4on. Note thait the c loud iness at (P'') has

N.tillit' ['o0re tl,,Irgi i /ed ;111 at i 1 1 phttes- ,:i t iirea t to L te Oregon ('0):l st . tWind1cs 7

* - t~i:iVr(. t'li',ct !'tm I i ght a-oiithcl' to'Ii SW, -,lst i up to 23 knots at AST .

'I ti"i 1i 14.iM (; (.] ' 8) t-li ' hit t ii iit mi'i m i: u t. ;i ipro.-it'li Ill,

- 'i~ d :t ASI'. A 2 K'hf mc(Il !14t;1.( wmrd l mivt'iii,'o (Ii ti I l iil h;iiid (N

* . ii. t ii-:t'i Ia o, t c iii ,Id s-ihiw ;I t PMSI .

1il', iir'.sir'i 51 O shotwt rs mar-k t h, appjrOaClj Of t he TIUti, ,\'Ste'm

:Ii' (1W1i I ii ' I :;~ itt O t15 Mo.( v11 I Snax t loscr Ilki (' iO ~ Iiic'cl vim I t

I ckt Ft' i, I0) , tI ' I - 'vat , :i I '' I id (S) ( i :1! t i I I i', I titait ccl . .I

ll* ii' hr w ;~t Ill \c icy 'I "l ik 1 l" .li~lpedit j r ii inl Id iik nId Situ lt ;Ii.

re-;:I -in thL i1i iii ip ar t 0 I 1 c iVL I' ace t li'W

1. i i .', i O ~ IH W 'tt t II' I;I ' SI1
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ESSA: The title of Note 3/76-1 should read ttUsing Satellite Data As

An Aid to Forecasting Fog and Stratus Formation; paragraph

2, page 1, line 3.. .upwind should be downwind.
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Fi gure 1.Surface Analysis, 0000 GMT
26 February 1976.
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Figure 2. Visible Imagery SMS-2 
-

2245 GMT, 25 February L976.
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Figure 3 Infrared Imagery SMSt2
2345 GMT, 25 February 1976.
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Figure ,4. Time sect ion (increaising from rig,>ht
to left) of altimeter, weather and""
winds at three stations: Astoria (AST),
and Pendle ton (PDT) , Oregon, and .Mis soula, '-'
Montana for 2 February 1976.
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Figure 5. Infrared Imagery SMS-2, 0245 GMT 
.

26 February 1976.

Figure b. Infrared limagc -rv SMS-2, 0645 GMlT
26 February 1976.
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Figure 8. Infrared Imagery SMS-2,1345 GMT.
26 February 1976.

Figure 9. Infrared Imagery SMS.-2, 1545 GMT
26 February 1976.
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Figure 10. Infrared Imagery SMS-2, 1745 GMT
26 February 1976.



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service V

SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/7* i'-

OCEAN THERMAL FEATURES AS SEEN FROM GOES-I

Stephen R. Baig

Satellite Field Services Station, Miami, FL

The National Weather Service has recently introduced a "Gulf Stream Wall

Bulletin" as an adjunct to regular East Coast weather broadcasts for
mariners. The bulletin provides the location of the western edge (cyclonic
edge) of the Gulf Stream.

The National Environmental Satellite Service makes input to this product

with thermal infrared data from both the NOAA-4 (polar orbiting) and
GOES-I (geostationary) satellites. This note will describe some of the

Miami SFSS experience with GOES-1 from the marine viewpoint.

There can be little doubt that for non-spatially limiting features,

imagery from a geostationary satellite is much preferable to that from

a polar orbiting satellite, at least where there are no features to

provide easy registration of latitude and longitude.

The second and perhaps most important advantage of the GOES-i data is
that it provides an image every half-hour instead ot every twelve hours
of the entire Gulf StLeam region. ocean features do not move with speeds
which would require im;aes more often than once every few days, were it

. 0 not for the overlying clouds. When a few hours of GOES-l imagery are
used to prepare all animated movie the drita seem to come alive! Small
cloud-free areas move along with the air flow, revealing the positions

of thermal feature.S in the rearly stationary water below. The satellite
analyst's eve Pcrsi.itenenc :ntegraLes this information, allowing the
thermal featres -n tit,, watecr o be de.scribed with a continuous contour.

- The Images used for ite 1re0p. ication of the animated movies are 'enhanced"
to better displiv the weak ther-mal ,rad cnts found in the ocean. NESS

" oceanographer.s hi.,t pit ;,.,red a itimber ,: different enhancements for
various p ,lr ' I t;", ,' 11. the' GulI Stream and adjacent waters
the most use I,. II r.in* nt cuI-rent lv *ivailahle is labeled "S" (The type
of enhancement di-, i in i (;0t:S iin ig s indicated in the picture

" header. ) At dc,: r ipt i,, , t h, S-c urve enhancement is included in the
''Enhancement Kit" ,v;ilable at all WSFo's.

It is expct td t i. ,i moii interest i, ,enerated with in tile marine
-- communitv, tht T.irii, ,,-it. will be ,isked to supply not only the

(;ulf Streti Wal i Bit!I it iTI hut aiso mor, dt,L iltd information about

* We've bten1 I ;kted , .' -ub: i I), l rs to ;:ilrt'r te notes ,t i a I I y for each

calendar veal. So :ir in 1 70 w'w' ; istr ibuted 2 Informat ion Notes

in each of th' i ir!:t 3 month ind this one in April for a total of 7.

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
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thermal features in smaller areas, and the changes features undergo
after the Bulletin has been issued. Indeed, the increased number of
observations provided by GOES-i imagery already has shown us a higher
variability in the Gulf Stream position than had been generally recog-
nized.

Occasionally the cloud conspires to clearly reveal large portions of

the oceans. An example is shown in Figure 1. The Gulf Stream system
is well defined from near the Georgia coastal zone downstream to a

position south of Nova Scotia. A series of small edge waves can be
seen along the cyclonic edge.

Southeast of Cape Hatteras a pool of cool water is nearly surrounded I
by a warm band. Two well defined warm eddies can easily be seen in
the slope water between the cyclonic edge and Nova Scotia. Data from
recent research cruises into similar eddies shows that the water is
uniformly warm right to the bottom of such eddies, (Apel & Byrne).
Many such features can be tracked from day-to-day.

In the Gulf of Mexico a good portion of the Eastern Gulf Loop Current
is visible. This water bulges into the Gulf and then breaks off,
forming a gigantic warm eddy. The process repeats on an annual cycle
(Maul, 1975). Knowledge of the extent and position of the features
described above are of immense value to merchant shipping as well as
fisheries interests.

In the Eastern Pacific two patches of cold water can be seen extending
out from the shore. One, near 16N98W, is the result of the classic -0.
Tehuantepecer, cold air being funneled through the mountain pass of
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. The second patch extends seaward from
near 12N86W. In this case air is funneled over the Lake Managua
region. These low level jets cause a seaward displacement of the
usually warm surface water and brings colder deep water to the surface.
In both areas the marine forecaster can therefore infer the direction
and relative magnitude of the low level winds. Note also that the wind
stress curls the cold water to the right.

It should be noted that only a few hours before this GOES image was
made the entire Gulf Stream system was covered by cloud. A few hours
after this iamge was made, cloud again obscured the Gulf Stream. By
monitoring the images on a 30-minute schedule the marine forecaster
can request ocean enhanced images timed to provide him with a maximum
of information. By contacting the oceanographer or hydrologist at
the NESS/SFSS serving him the marine forecaster can obtain other
information which will be useful in his forecast speciality.

Figure 2 shows the analysis made from the movie loop prepared using a
series of images including figure 1. These loops are analyzed every
day at Miami. On Tuesdays a final weekly analysis is prepared, on

2



tracing paper, using Tuesday's data. If a portion of the area is
obscured, then data from Monday is used, and so on. In this way
the latest available data is included in the final weekly analysis.

If an area is obscured for more than one week, no data is shown on
the analysis. By hanging the most recent analysis over those of

?-'. the previous weeks, changes can easily be seen and data from previous
weeks used to estimate positions in the breaks in the most recent
analysis.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/8

THE EAST COAST WINTER STORM, 1-2 FEBRUARY 1976, A CASE STUDY

Richard M. Clark
NOAA/NESS, Satellite field Services Station

Washington, D.C. 20233

This storm produced the first significant snowfall of the winter season
in the Washington, D.C. area. Although only one inch of snow was officially
reported at Washington National Airport (DCA), strong winds and plunging
temperatures, which accompanied tile passage of a cold front after the storm
passed to the northeast of DCA, whirled the snow into near blizzard con-
ditions that made driving hazardous and closed most schools. The purpose
of this paper is twofold: First, the origin of the storm is unique in
that it can be traced from over southern Baja, CA as an upper level
cold-core low. Secondly, as the storm moved from tile Gulf of Mexico up
the east coast tile night of 2 February 1976, the author, who was on duty

in the Washington SFSS, had an opportunity to observe, compare, and
comment on the relative merits or disadvantages of three different en-
hancement curves of GOES-I infrared (IR) imagery. Tile first of the three
curves was the Z curve which was developed for general purpose meteorolo-
gical use with the fulll disk IR. This curve is primarily used for film

- loop product ion by the Sate lii te Fie I d Services Stat ion and the NESS
Satell ite Winds Group. It also is forwarded via GOES Fax to NWS WSF0is,
supported by the Wash ington S"SS , who desire receipt of alternate visible-
infrared images on tile Washington one milt, resolution sector (DB-5).
During the nighttime hours it is alternated (every other image) with an
IR image having one of 12 different enhancement curves currently being
tested and improved by NWS Field Forecast Offices and the Washington SFSS.
As seen in Figure 1, temperatures from 56.8oC will appear as black areas -
on the satellite images with the Z curve. Enhancement is applied to
lower warm clouds (Segment 2) and high level, cold clouds (Segments 4 & 5),
whi le a slope factor of I is applied to midl Ic level c lotds (Segment 3).
The G curve was enhIanc i ng tIe I R images as tlr' storm was in tihe Washington
SFSS area of responsibility (Figure 2). The objective of this display
is to enhanct both tor fog/strattus (Segment 2) and convect ion with one
curve (Segments 4 - 8). Segment 3 oI this curve ranges from -3.2 0 C to
-21.7 0c . This wide, black buffer zone is an attempt to differentiate
between Lhire warm and co(ld ends of the curve. As seen on later images,
a consid.rablIe area of Lata was hlacked out by the black buffer zone
hut this w; is pr imar iy with clear skies after the storm had passed, so
-:As of little Colnsequelce. On tie positive s ide, Segnent s & 6 showed
.iiddle clouds and lower cirrus white Segments 7 & 8 clearly depicted
convectlive areas. The third enhancement curve being monitored was tile
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M curve (Figure 3). This curve was set into one of the Washington SFSS
floaters. The primary purpose is to enhance convective activity by
using an alternating gray shade step-function format for the coldest
temperatures. All data warmer than -320 C are displayed linearly
(Segment 2) but with a steeper than normal slope factor of 1 to produce *. '

some enhancement. Convective areas stand out well, especially Segments "-

5, 6, & 7, and they are easy to interpret.

The author first noticed a well defined comma-shaped circulation of middle P
and high clouds south of El Paso, TX over Chihauhau, Mexico on the early
30 January 1976 IR film loop. A vorticity center was drifting to the
southeast and by OOZ 31 January appeared to be just south of Laredo, TX.
After the storm passed the Washington area, a call to the NWS San Antonio
Forecast Office (WSFO) revealed that they had been monitoring this system
earlier on the Kansas City SFSS KB-8 sector from the NESS SMS-2 satellite.
San Antonio WSFO provided Figures 4 and 5 for this study. Both images
are enhanced IR with the Z curve. Figure 4 is the 2215Z, 28 January image
which shows the early stages of development of the system. The bright clouds
over lower Baja, the Gulf of California, and Mexico, depicted as "Ci:, are
high, cold cirrus moving in the direction of the arrow. By 0115Z, 31
January (Figure 5) the upper level cloud shield has increased with the
leading edge extending eastward over the Gulf of Mexico, again depicted
as "Ci". Cloud cover had increased with the familiar comma shape,
indicative of positive vorticity, with the center of rotation near
notation "0". This center correlates well with the National Meteorological
Center (NMC) 300 MB Analysis at OOOOZ, 31 January which placed a closed
low southwest of Laredo, TX (Figure 6). The corresponding Surface Chart
(Figure 7) had a weak surface low near Tucumcari, NM with variable middle
and high clouds over the area. 24 hours later, at OOZ, 01 February, a
surface low with closed circulation was centered over Louisiana (Figure 8).
By 1500Z, 01 February, NMC had placed the apex of an open wave frontal
system near Tallahassee, FL (Figure 9). Aloft, a north to south trough
of Low pressure extended to all levels from a low over James Bay in the
north to over New Orleans in the south (Figures 10, 11, and 12). Positive
vorticity was being advected rapidly to the east as seen on the NMC
Barotropic Chart (Figure 13). The 1500Z, 01 February, Visible 1 mile
resolution GOES-I image (Figure 14) correlates well the position of the
open wave as seen on Figure 9. A line of thunderstorms is along and
ahead of the frontal position over the Gulf and north across Florida
and over central Georgia. Dense cirrus overcast covers most of South
Carolina and the eastern half of Georgia. Rain is falling over Georgia,
the Carolinas, and Virginia with snow showers over New England and Central
Pennsylvania. An opportunity to compare the enhanced G and M curves with
one of the last visible images before darkness covered the East Coast was
at 2130Z. By this time the open wave was over Augusta, GA (Figure 15) and
the trailing cold front had crossed the Florida Peninsula and paralleled
80°W offshore. Comparing the 2130Z Visible (Figure 16) with the 2130Z
enhanced M curve (Figure 17), and the 2100Z enhanced G curve (Figure 18),
an important feature on each of the three images is the north/south
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trailing, or western edge of the dense cirrus shield which extends from
over Roanoke, VA south to Columbia, SC, then offshore north of Savannah,
GA. These stations are indicated by R, C, and S on the 3 satellite
images. A wedge of cold, dry air has moved in behind the frontal zone
causing skies to clear over coastal areas of Georgia and the Gulf Coast
states to the west. The M curve enhanced IR (Figure 17) also shows the
sharp break over the Carolinas between the warm lower clouds to the west
and the higher colder clouds to the east. The location of the offshore
thunderstorms, as indicated by the symbols on the visible image, are
fairly easy to locate because of low sun angle. However, some cells
are undoubtedly lost in the dense cirrus overcast which covers the
offshore area north to southern Delmarva. The M curve shows a good
correlation between known convective areas and Segment 6 (black) and
Segment 7 (white). For example, the black area of Figure 17, along
the North Carolina coast, northeast of Cape Fear, was being tracked by
Wilmington (ILM) radar. Unfortunately, Hatteras radar was inoperative
during this time period. The author has depicted the dark gray areas
(Segment 5) over the Carolinas as indicative of towering cumulus (Code 3)
since moderate rain was reported through this area. The G curve (Figure 18)
correlates well with the M curve in depicting thunderstorm areas. This is
especially true of areas 1, 2, 3, and 4. Individual cells and clusters of
cells appear to protrude above the black (Segment 7) areas. The white,
hazy appearance (Segment 8) of the image over the black areas is cirrus
blowoff from overshooting CB tops. On later images this cirrus is seen
being pushed to the northeast by strong southwesterly flow. The dis-
advantage of this curve is the large areas of data blocked out by the
buffer zone (Segment 3) which saturates the image with black. Some of
these buffer areas are indicated on Figure 18 as "B".

The next series of images shows the rapid northeast movement of the storm
but more dramatically shown is the intensification of offshore convection
ahead of, and along, the trailing cold front. As seen on Figure 19, at

0300Z, 03 February, the surface low was centered over eastern North
Carol ina. vie 0300Z enhanced IR with Z curve, (Figure 20) shows a
large area of convection north of 35°N and between 70oW with scattered
cells to the south ahead of the cold front. Figure 21, with the 0330Z
M curve, shows a very large increase in the areas covered by the black,
Segment 6, and white, Segment 7. Figure 22, with the 0330Z C curve,
shows a similar areal coverage of Segment 8 (white), when compared with
the M curve area of temperatures colder than -52°C, or the combined areas
of Segments 5, 6, and 7. Of interest on Figures 20,21, and 22, are the
enhanced clouds over central North Carolina and south1central Virginia.
This represents ;in area of positive vorticity advection (PVA) which moved
over the Carolinas with the upper-level trough. [ts center is seen over
Louisiana on Figure 13. T his is what the satel I ite meteorologists
normally look for when viewing the IR movie loops - positive vorticity

advecting over an area at mid-tropospheric levels. 1'V centers are usually
best defined on IR imagery as middle-level alto c 10l1, as opposed to higher,
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colder cirrus clouds. As such they are warmer than cirrus clouds and
appear darker than cirrus on the IR image with Z curve, yet brighter than
lower, warmer clouds. Tracking the vorticity induced clouds gives the
field meteorologists an opportunity to compare the NMC 5 panel Barotropic
and Baroclinic models and LFM packages to the actual speed and direction
of vorticity and moisture advection. 6.%-. "

Also of interest on this series of images is the rapid movement to the
northeast of the trailing or western edge of the high cirrus cloud shield
noted on Figures 16, 17, and 18. The trailing edge now extends from
over Norfolk, VA northwest to near Charlottesville, VA representing a
speed of approximately 65 knots to the northeast. It was near the same
time as this series of images that Patuxent River radar started painting
buildups east of the Delmarva Peninsula. These cells moved northeast
and were off the 125 nm remote scope by 0445Z. The storm continued to
move rapidly up the east coast and by 150OZ, 02 February, had deepened
to 958 mb and was centered over Maine (Figure 23). During the night
the M curve was dropped from the imagery. However, the 1400Z enhanced
IR with Z curve (Figure 24) depicted the offshore frontal position with
a line of CB ahead of the cold front. Cold, bright cirrus tops are
also seen over the Culf of St. Lawrence and northern New Brunswick with
the upper level vorticity center (PVA) near Portland, ME. Cold, dry
air follows the surface position of the front and a dry slot is seen

northeast of Maine over New Brunswick. Behind the front to the coast
is predominately broken to overcast low clouds. A dry slot is also
seen in the offshore low clouds from near Bar Harbour, ME south to
35°N. Skies over Virginia and the southeast states are mostly clear.
The 1500Z enhanced ( curve image (Figure 25) correlates both the
existence of the line of CB ahead of the cold front and the two dry
zones dtescribed from Figure 24. The black buffer zone B again appears
over Virginia and North Carolina.

in summary, although based on a limited number of images, it appears
that the M curve is superior to both the Z and g curves for routine,
operational use. Convective cells on enhanced Z curve imagery may be
hidden or difficult to locate when embedded in multi-layered cloud shields.
Also, the M curve with 5 step-boundaries to provide temperature contours
for quantitative height determination does a good job of differentiating
warm, low clouds from middle level clouds as well as showing convective
areas. The G curve may be superior to the M curve for showing individ--._'7
ual thunderstorms or clusters of convection. However, the large areas
of data blacked-out by the buffer zone on this curve may discourage its
routine use by forecasters.

Editor's Note

Since the writing of this paper, a modification has been made to the M
curve. The new M curve incorporates the same slope factors I, 2, and 3
as the Z curve (Figure 1); maintains Segments 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the M
curve (Figure 3); and incorporates a slope similar to that .of the G curve
(Figure 2) at the coldest end. This new M curve should therefore be able
to handle most of the enhancement needs for rout ine sate ll i te meteorology
analysis.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/9

CONVECTIVE TRIGGER MECHANISM
AS VIEWED BY GOES-1

Edward C. Johnston
Satellite Field Services Station, Kansas City, MO -,

During the early morning hours of Tuesday, March 24, 1976, a significant
upper air feature was detected in the satellite imagery which rather
strongly influenced the surface weather over parts of the central U.S.
later in the day. A brief explanation follows.

At 07Z on the 24th, an upper trough extended southward from a vorticity
center north northeast of Williston, North Dakota to the northwestern
corner of New Mexico. The trough was translating eastward at 30-35 knots,
in good agreement with the interpolated barotropic position and speed.
However, shortly thereafter, a spiraling cloud configuration (V Fig. 1)
appeared along the Nebraska - South Dakota border. Though none of the
prog packages showed evidence of this system, a definite cloud rotation
could be seen near Valentine, Nebraska on the movie loop at 09Z. This
feature was moving eastward at 35-40 knots and accelerating, with indication
of a subsequent turn toward the northeast. Positive vorticity advection
(PVA) ahead of the poorly defined vorticity comma tail helped trigger
convective development (T Fig. 2) along the 850mb thermal ridge from , .
northern Oklahoma to eastern Iowa in advance of the surface frontal p
system. By 13Z (Fig. 2) the center had accelerated to near 50 knots
and had moved into southwestern Minnesota, with an associated short
wave trough through western Iowa.

It was learned later that WSFO Milwaukee, Wisconsin (indicated by (o)
Fig. 2 and 3) had updated their morning state forecast to include a
chance of thundershowers during the day over most sections. Surface
conditions were not particularly favorable for convective development
at the time, as temperatures were in the 40's with dew points in the
low 30's. Later conversation with the WSFO revealed that the revised
forecast was based on the possibility of a short wave coming out ahead
of the mean trough, and that the final decision was influenced by the
satellite interpretation message which called atte:.Lion to this impulse.

By 1 3()Z (Fig. 3) the vorticity center (V) had moved i nI o northwestern
Wisconsin. Strong I'VA ahead of the associated short wave was generat ing
convective activity (T) over Wisconsin, verifying the earlier updated
forecast.

7N.7
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- This is one of several cases observed this spring in which significant
., -*. PVA has been one of the more important factors in generating convection.

-.
:  The presence of this impulse, which was not detected by the OOZ March 24

vorticity progs, was obviously a major contributor to the convective OL
development that occurred on this particular morning.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service

SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/10

TECHNICAL ATTACHMENT

BRIEF ANALYSIS OF AN ARC CLOUD AND ITS EFFECTS

ON A NEARBY THUNDERSTORM

Daniel L. Smith

WSFO, Birmingham, Alabama

Since the introduction of routine GOES Imagery there has been increasing
awareness and documentation of arc clouds* and effects associated with
them. Unfortunately, little of this documentation has originated from

the field and there may remain some doubt whether features of this scale
can be incorporated into our forecast and warning procedures - even when

recognized in the imagery. The present report concerns the occurrence
of an arc cloud which was unusual (to the author) in two respects. First,

the arc cloud was observed in IR imagery at night. This is unusual be-
cause the cloud is a low level and relatively warm feature. Second, the
major effect of the cloud appears to have been enhancement of an existing
thunderstorm. Usually we try to anticipate where an arc cloud may induce

new development.

The accompanying figures show the sequence of events in East Texas during
the early evening of March 25, 1976. From 0000 to 0230 GMT enhanced
(curve MB) and unenhanced IR images are shown and at hourly intervals the
corresponding MDR(l) data are included for comparison. In the MDR plots

i)allas (D) and Tyler (T) are indicated to serve as reference points. At
2330 (all times GMT) the last visual image of the day shows an arc cloud
emanating from an eastward-moving group of intense thunderstorms in the
vicinity o- Shreveport. The arc cloud is moving westward. In all
photographs, the arc is just at the point of the arrow - it was very

faint in the original images and in the process of reproduction may be
difficult to observe.

Between 2330 and 0030 the arc cloud propagated westward toward the group
of thunderstorms southwest of Dallas. MDR data and satellite images

suggest that these thunderstorms moved very little during this hour.
Based on imagery available at 0030 we anticipated at that time that
within aln hour these thunderstorms would intensity rapidly a11 ,ng the
eastorn edge of the ctloid mass. Since our main concern is far from East
'txas, we had no way of knowing whether this expectation w;as reasonable
in light of additional conventional data or whether the preVious state ot
events supported this estimate. The passage of the arc cloud at Tyler

*"Arc cloud" is a misnomer but use of the term will be continued here.

Actually, the miniature cold air mass which originates from a thunderstorm,

of which the arc cloud is only (sometimes) a visible manifestation, is
% the meteorological feature of interest.

% (I)Manu;tlly Digitized Radar

%
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might have been seen in conventional surface data but in this case was
probably obscured by the thunderstorms themselves. It could not be seen
in the hourly observations which may mean only that the scale of the phe-
nomenon is too small.

At 0100 the arc cloud appears to have just passed under the eastern edge
of the thunderstorm cloud area. The satellite picture is ungridded at
0130 but the arc cloud can be seen extending northward from the top of
the cloud area. At 0130 the MDR data shows an eastward movement (or
development) of the thunderstorms although intense echoes (MDR 8) are
still located southwest of Dallas. The MDR 8 values near Tyler do not
seem to agree with the satellite photo. These MDR squares are well beyond
the effective range of the Stephenville radar and the 1DR values are based
on intensity estimates. (The echoes were noted as TRWU in the body of the
radar SD report.)

Part of the arc is still visible at 0200 and the enhanced IR image clearly
shows that our expectation was verified - whether or not the arc cloud was
the cause. The sketch beside the 0200 picture shows the outlines of the
thunderstorm cloud areas at 0100 and 0200. The highest cloud tops are
shaded. A similar superimposition at 0000 and 0100 would show little
change during that hour - especially with regard to the location of the
highest tops. The rapid eastward shift of the strongest thunderstorms
can also be seen by comparing the 0130 and 0230 MDR plots. Note parti-
cularly the very strong and intense echoes south and southwest of Dallas
at 0230.

How such an expectation might be translated into a useful forecast is
another matter. It might take the form of a special statement such as,

...there are indications that this storm will increase -
rapidly in intensity within the next hour in the
vicinity of ... , etc.

As a final note, it is interesting to observe in the 0230 picture the
boundary of the moist air in West Central Texas. The dry line separates
the lighter (drier) and darker (moist) areas of the picture. (Notice in
th. 2330 visible picture that this area is generally cloudless.) It was
aiIong the dry line, at about the point marked by the arrow, that the
thunderstorm group subsequently affected by the arc cloud first formed
;about mid-afternoon.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/11

* HIGH LEVEL P'VA II'IJLSE IS INTENSIFIED BY LOW-LEVELI OLD FRONTAL OCCLUSION

David L. Cohen
National Environmental Satellite Service, San Francisco

* (On April 12, 1976, a positive vorticity advection (referred to as PVA)
imlple smoved Over a weak, old frontal occlusion off the southern California

* ~coast. WhIlen the two systems were in phase they intnsi ified eaich other, and
lhis in tuiirn caused moderate ra in over southern CalIif[urn ia i at r that clay.

Th is ipaiir gives a brief history of 11ow a high level and a low level system
developed separately, then later came into phase and intensified, and how
this kind of development could be anticipated by using satellite data. The

*first set of pictures show the systems about 24 hours before they came into

12Z,_Apjril Il, 1976

The general synoptic scale flow pattern that prevailed over the eastern north
pacific throughout this episode was shown on the 500 mb chart for 12Z, April 11
(Fig. 1). A broad long wave ridge had its axis along 1550W. A sharp trough-
line was quasi-stationary just off the west coast along 1270W.

Theic SMS-2 JR picture for 12Z, April 11 (Fig. 2) clearly shows the positions
of tHe two systems.

* Iii.o low level system (A, Fig. 2) was an old frontal occ lusion with its hack
ed),ek near I 30 N, I 34"W drifIt ino east southeastward about 25 knots. Two days
o; i r I ir t b )ro ke oI a iIi iis i -stil~t i ona ry mi id -1);1 i f i c f rot Lncair 4 iS0 N, I 60"W
011od since then bad been drifting, cast souiiez.stward . It is 'significant

hat the old oiccIus ion (lid ma i otain its organ izat ion ais it moved through
an area of- general Isubsidence between the long wave ridge 1line and the sharp

- I tough line.

The fact that this old occlusion did maintain its organization could be
verified bY' examining, the TR enhancement curve "if" that was available at
the San Franc isco) SFSS during tliis period. Curve ''H' is a three step IR
inc em, 10-cmit cur ve.'Il( It first stop goes from black to wh ite between

* 30('( andl O'C he sci 'nd step goes from black to white between 00 C and
-',"'C; Li tird st',o goes from black to white between -52oc and -82oc.

i: le 01(1 171 1itiJ(ilil dr i t d cast sout lieastw;i r(I, (h be oldest cloud t I
* . q11rat tires we-re ill Lill esecond1( step of curve "'if", It hai is in-i we.en o

cind( -52((,. T[he old occlusion is shown (A, Fig. 3) ;is i I appe.i red on
cuirve "i" at 1 2Z, April II I, 1970.
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The high level system (B, Figs. 2 and 3) was a PVA impulse near 470 N,
t48°W at 12Z, April 11. This PVA impulse could first be seen at 12Z
April 10, near 430 N, 165 0W. Being a high level system, it first moved
northeastward over the long wave ridge line near 155 0W, then dropped
east southeastward at about 50 knots towards the sharp trough line. WE
Like the old occlusion, the PVA impulse maintained- its organization
quite well in an area of general subsidence.

OOZ, April 12, 1976

Now the stage was set for the PVA impulse to move over the old occlusion.

The back edge of the old occlusion was near 30'N, 130OW (A, Fig. 4) and

Iihd changed its movement to just sliglitly south of due cast at 15 to 20
knots. The PVA impulse was near 40°N 1330 W (B, Fig. 4) and still moving

cast southeastward 50 knots. Since the PVA impulse was moving in an
almost straight line; its vorticity was due mostly to the shear term
in the vorticity equation.

12Z, April 12, 1976

The PVA impulse was on top of the northern part of the old occlusion with 1P,

the back edge of both along 1250 W (A and B, Fig. 5). As the PVA impulse
reached the base of the sharp trough (Fig. 1), more of its vorticity was
due to the twisting term in the vorticity equation.

OOZ, April i3, 1976

The dramatic result of the l'VA impulse and the old occlusion coming into

phaIse could he clearly seen at OOZ, April 13. The two systems had "merged"

and greatly intensified just off the southern California coast. A new M

vorticity center had formed near Point Conception (A, Fig. 6). As the
main PVA impulse slowed off the coast, cirrus clouds moving out ahead
of it were over southeast California and western Arizona (B, Fig. 6).
During the next 24 hours, the system off the coast moved inland and brought
between 1/4 and 1/2 inch of rain to much of the southern California coastal
area.

It is quite .likely that the PVA impulse would have undergone some intensi-
f ication at the base of the trough even without the presence of the old
ocCIlusion, but this intens ification would not have been as great. The
presence of the old occlusion also pinpointed the exact area where the

intens if icat ion would take place.

S.cpmra r Iv, both the 'VA impulse or the old occIusi o could probably
h;Ive pa:;sed through southern Calliforn ia and caused lilt I' or nio precip-

it;at ion It was tlIe coming into phase of the two that gave the total -

system far more impact then the sum 01 both its separate parts.
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The purpose of this paper is to show how useful the SMS-2 satellite can
be for tracking and anticipating the "merger" of a high level and a low
level system. Using the satellite, it should be possible to forecast

whether a weak front will pass through an area almost dry, or if it will .
- receive a sudden input of upper level support and pass through the same

area quite wet. 
0
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMhERCE t

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELIT'E APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/12

AN EXAMPLE OF DRY LINE CONVECTIVE DEVELOPMENT
"THE OMAIIA TORNADO"

Joseph A. Miller
Satellite Field Services Station, Kansas City, Missouri

Satellite Imagery presented a "birds eye" view of intense thunderstorm
development on May 6, 1975, as a well defined dry line moved eastward
over the Plains.

There were other meteorological factors at work in conjunction with the
dry line development which meshed together to produce the Omaha tornado;
however, for the sake of brevity, the sequence of satell ite pictures
(h'p ic lig the actual (fry I ine development will be presented as an entity
devoid of charts and figures.

lBriellv, some of the other meteorological factors are here presented. Most
important was an old surface boundary formed by previous thunderstorm
activity. Across the boundary a wind, temperature and dew point discon-
tinuity developed as rain-cooled air "back doored" into northwest Missouri

' and extreme eastern Nebraska. Figure 1, a visual one-mile resolution
0 picture taken at 2045 GMT shows this boundary as a line of clouds (A)

extending from southeast Missouri to northwest Missouri and then disap- " -

pear ing beneath the cirrus "blowoffs" in extreme southeast Nebraska.
The geographical location of this old boundary, with respect to the squall
line(s) easing in from the west, was probably a prime factor in concentrating
the maximum low level convergence near the intersection of the two lines --
in the Omaha area. Figure 2 is an ungridded visual 1/2 mile resolution
picture taken at 210OZ with synoptic surface reports superimposed (Omaha (0)
i.s circled). Note the Ioation of low surface convergence and temperature-
dehw poiut d iscont inuiti s in this view. Also, it appears that the low level
* loist t oinuIg was squiieezcd and funneled into the Omaha area by the old boundary
t th, lieest and the approaching dry line to the west. An unstable air mass,
the location and configuration of the high level jet structure, PVA, etc.,
were other segments of the total picture, however, let's look at this series
of two-mile resolution IR pictures with the concept that here is pristine
dry line development.

I IZ FIC. I Low level cimiilus clotids, in the moist air, can be seen
as . lon, grey shadow (I)) fron centraiI South )akot;i
sotlthw;ird throtigh ea;stern Ni'hr;iska into norili ent ral

T'teX.;. 'flit' shi ir , we!;t. r c d'i e corre.la tv!; 1i tit' tdlrilitiil

(Irv I in(-. Noite, t it I int, of t huide rst orl!; (Bi) fr(m south t-

t.S;l;| Mi ;:itiri Ito we.stern Iowa.
% %
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1600Z FIG. 4 The sharp western edge of tile low clouds (dry line (D))
is still plainly visible and has edged slowly eastward
during the past hour. The line is beginning to come to ,
life as the first hint of developing convection can be ,-V-
seen over south central South Dakota (E) and along the
central portion of the Kansas and Oklahoma border (C).

170OZ FIG. 5 Dry line (D) has moved further east and is "lighting up"
along a good portion of its length. South Dakota thunder-
storm tops are pluming off to tile northeast with the ,-
prevail ing upper flow. The Kansas and Oklahoma activity
contintoes to increase in intensity and convection has
started to form in eastern Nebraska.

17(1Z FIG. 6 In just 0 minutes, activity has shown a marked increase.
"Tie, entire eastward moving dry line commences to explode
as it begins to encounter the deeper moisture gradient along
the western side of the moist tongue axis.

.100Z FIG. 7 This print was taken approximately '33 minutes prior to the
Omaha tornado. Very heavy thunderstorm activity can be
seen from the Dakotas to northwest Oklahoma. The main
squall I I ine is near the western edge of the bright clouds
with cirrus bowoffs to the east and northeast of the line.
Note Also, several large thunderstorms (F) over eastern
Texas. This activity is just east of the dry line near
the intersection of the sub-tropical jetstream, as evidenced
by tile high clouds from the Texas Big Bend northeastward,
and the low level moist tongue.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Nal-ional Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/13

A LIMITATION TO THE ENHANCED IR DATA

,% Brian E. Heckman
Satellite Field Services Station, Kansas City, Missori

One of the immediate benefits realized with enhanced IR (EIR) data (when
using certain look-up curves) has been the elimination of the dense cirrus
shield frequently observed with convective activity on regular IR data.
EIR data received at 30 minute intervals provides a new dimension in
weather analysis to field users. This new dimension is a vertically
structured temperature profile of cloud patterns and is especially useful
in the analysis of convective activity. Extensive work in the enhancement
of NOAA IR data has been conducted since 1974, at the SFO SFSS with
excellent results.

EIR data was transmitted on an experimental basis to the SFSS's between
June 1975, and January 1976. Comparisons were made between these data
* nd radar data to determine how the satellite imagery could be used to
monitor thunderstorm activity.

Experience to date indicates trends of intensity and movement of convective
areas is best afforded by the MB (Figure 1.) or similar curve. Convection
is well highlighted by segments 4-8 (Figure 1) on the enhanced image. We
have tound that the time rate of change, as determined from an EIR sequence
of biuilding convection, to be somewhat analogous to intensity trends noted

-" by the Video integrator and Processor (VIP) on the WSR-57 radar. This
a lalows the forecaster to relate changes in cloud top temperature as sensed
by the satel lite to changes in intensity as indicated by radar.

Even though enhanced data provides a new means of observing convection,
certain limitations exist. Several cases have been documented in which
two areas of convection appeared similar on the Radar Summary Chart
(intensity, areal extent and maximum cell tops), but appeared significantly
different on the EIR data. A detailed investigation was made to determine
the cause of this difference. Our approach was to examine conditions at
the t ropopause since, in general, the upper extent of convectiw , growth is
near this level.

Clotid top temperatures are a function of tihe environmental air temperature.
Each shade of grey in tie EIR image corresponds to a known t emperatture
intcrval . Therefore, if a cloud is displayed in the imagery as- ;I part icular
r. :y ,h;hid,, the c oijd part icIes lisst cxisi at (hilt I eve whol. tI Ie tilnlosplh'ric
tvnIpt rattire is within the temprature range assigned to [Ihi;t ,I;hade of grey.
(This assumes that the cloud particles in question rad iate as approximate
black bodies).

.6
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Assume, for instance, the tropopause temperature was near -55 0 C and the

enhanced curve displays as black those cloud particles whose temperature

is between -59°C and -620C (segment 7, Figure 1). In this situation, *"--'

black would not appear on the EIR image since cloud particles which have ' -

these temperatures do not exist in the atmosphere at this location

(assuming the convection did not penetrate the tropopause).

Based on a number of cases studied, it appears likely that the manner

in which active convection is enhanced (number of segments displayed)

is heavily dependent upon the tropopause temperatures. Evidence

supporting this conclusion is illustrated in the following discussion of

a case study.

The Radar Summary Chart for 0135Z April 7, 1976, Figure 2a, depicted a :%

scattered area of TRW- from north central Kansas to central Nebraska.

Maximuim cel I to)s ranged from 30,000-40,000 feet. '['he scattered area

of TRW+ and TRWXX located in south Texas at 0135Z April 8, i976, (Figure

2b) was of similar intensity and height.

Figures 3a and 3b are the enhanced images using the MB look-up curve for

display of these convective areas. It's obvious the activity in 3a is

much more accentuated than in 3b. Note only the first three grey shades

are displayed in 3b while all shades plus some lighter shades inside the r%

black region (temperatures < -630C, segment 8) are displayed in 3a.

'['his gives the impression that the thunderstorms in 3a are stronger.

Response from field forecasters indicates that significant weight is

placed upon the appearance (the number of grey shade contours present)

of the FIR data when judging convective strength. If this technique was

appi ied in this case, the activity shown in Figure 3b would rate lower

than that shown in 3a. Two tornadoes and several reports of large hail

occurred on the 8th, while only thunder was reported on the 7th.

Figures 4a and 4b show tropopause temperatures taken from NSSFC's Jet
1"id Tropopase Chart for OOOOZ April 7 and 8, respectively. Figure 4a

de-piclts a cold termal pool aloft over the northern Plains with temperatures

in the -600 C to -62 0 C range near the Kansas-Nebraska convection. In the

.area of maximum tops, the observed temperatures correspond fairly well

with those represented in the EIR. The small amount of grey within the

blick iuy,g.sts the spacecraft sensor is detecting cloud particles in

tit' ],owe r end of se'gmtnt 8 (Figure 1).

It i! i t crst iu, t o compare th1i s situation with the enhanced dep ict ion

of the act ivit it t. lii ki iii t y of a wan t liermal ridge aloft over central

l,.x.t:; ("i '1' ",1t . "'Tl i i'rll c.li over tti'- convi ct iii ilil.l Ai ;t ill are

itil ,Nit oi'tk i 'i it, -li it-, i ) i i i I1 .11i ' 1iii iI I t ill te' e llip ''-

I irc I -h e t ik t I IliI I )re-tV !;hi~ite 0,gn n Fi giiri' I)
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This case brings to light how two areas of convection which appear similar
on the Radar Summary Chart can be displayed significantly different by the
same enhancement curve. Even with intense thunderstorm activity (accompanied
by severe weather reports), the enhanced data can appear very flat and
unaccentuated. It is suggested that the tropopause temperature overlaying
the convection greatly affects the enhanced display.

The look-up curves constructed for enhancement of convection have been
changed (GOES Imagery Enhancement Kit, Amendment /3) so that a family
of curves are available to field users. This variety of curves is made
so that all displays of convection, regardless of the curve, will exhibit
convection in a similar manner (all curves are now similar to MB curve).
The only portion of each curve modified is the colder portion which has
been adjusted for varying tropopause temperatures. Use of this family
of curves should provide greater flexibility in selecting a curve cor-
responding to existing or anticipated tropopause temperatures. Also, all
convection, regardless of season or synoptic situation, can be judged by
somewhat of a common denominator, i.e., the number of grey shades displayed
and amount of accentuation present.

This case study illustrates one of the limitations encountered when a
single curve is used in the enhancement of convection. A possible solution
to this problem has been provided. In conclusion, knowledge of existing
tropopause temperatures by field forecasters contributes to a better
understanding of enhanced displays of convective activity.

Reference:
(I) GOES Imagery Enhancement Information Kit, FSD, NESS, 1976h.
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FIELD SERVICES DIVISION - NESS ENHANCEMENT TABLE MB
COUNT VALUE-INPUT

000 051 122 153 204 255

WHITE

55

I -.

0

2106

05

134 88.4 42.5 - 3.4 -74.5 -165 0F

*56.8 31.3 5.8 -19.7 -59.2 -1090C
*330 305 279 253 214 1640K

TEMPERATURE

VC(MEN'I TC TEMI ERATURE COMMENTS

NIMBIR TO REASON FOR SEGEMENT ENHANCEMENT

*1 +58.8 To +28.2 Little or no useful Met Data (Black)
*2 +28.8 To + 6.8 Low Level/Sea Surface Difference

3 + 6.8 To -31.2 Middle Level - No Enhancemen t

'4 __-32.2 To -41.2 First Level Contour (Med Grey)

5--- _-42.2 To -52.2 Thunderstorm igtGry

*-53.2 To -58.2 Enhancement (akGe

-59.2 To -62.2 (Black)____________________

-63--To -80.2 0 versho2in Tops Enhancement ___

-8.2 o-109.0 _______ ____C_
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SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/14 .- --

DIURNAL VARIATION IN THE WAVELENGTH
OF LEE STANDING WAVES

Carl E. Weiss
Applications Group, NESS

Low-level standing lee waves are frequently observed during the winter and
spring downwind from the Appalachians. The vertical motions which establish
and alter such a wave pattern are of interest to most light aircraft and
glider pilots. Changes in the lee wave pattern reflect variations in thermal
stability and tropospheric winds. The 1 km visible imagery for April 27, 1976
illustrates a situation in which wavelength changes were observed during the
dav.

Scorer (1949, 1953, 1954) has demonstrated that the wavelength of lee standing
waves is a function of both the wind speed and stability, with the former
being more critical. Short wavelengths are found with light winds and strong
stability and longer wavelengths are found with stronger winds and weaker
stability. Fritz (1965), using Corby's (1957) observational results along with
TIROS visible imagery, observed a similar relationship between wavelength and
wind speed and stability.

The 1 km visible imagery for 1330GMr on April 27, 1976, Figure 1, shows an
extensive area of mountain wave cloudiness (A-A') stretching from central
Pennsylvania into southwestern Virginia. This wave cloud pattern developed
within a stratocumulus deck extending southward from the Great Lakes. This
cloudiness was located in the region of northwesterly flow behind a large
storm over the Canadian Maritime Provinces, Figure 2. The stratocumulus
terminated abruptly where the low-level flow changed from cyclonic to
anticyclonic curvature. A more cellular or convective pattern is present
in the stratocumulus field north of Lake Erie and in portions of Ohio and
'ennsvlvania (B).

The surface and 850mb analyses at 1200GMT, Figures 2 and 3, show a trough
extendiig westward from the low center across northern New England into
the Great Lake states. At 850mb, a pool of cooler air extended from
Michigan into Ohio and Pennsylvania. The enhanced convection (B, Figure 1)
appears to be located in this cooler, less stable air aloft, with snow
showers being reported in this area.

The 1200GMT sounding from Dulles Airport, Virginia (LAD), Figure 4, suggests
that the stratocumulus layer was shallow with cloud tops occurring at
864mb -l4O0m), the base of a strong subsidence inversion. Wind speeds
below the inversion averaged 20 knots and ranged from 31 to 34 knots just

.. .*,
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beneath the inversion, reasing to 8 knots at the surface and 15 knots
at 820 mb. The strongest winds were found just above the average mountain
ridge elevation. Winds in the lower layers were from the northwest,
perpendicular to the ridges of the Appalachians. Adiabatic conditions were
present below the inversion in the wind-mixed lower layers.

By late afternoon, 2035GMT, the wavelength of the lee wave clouds (A, Figure 5)

had increased markedly in Virginia and West Virginia. Part of this increase
in wavelength can be attributed to the diurnal destablization that occurred
due to daytime surface heating and stronger lower-level winds.

At this time, the stratocummulus south of the Great Lakes had become
generally more convective with the most cellular clouds (B) stretching
from eastern Ohio into Pennsylvania, West Virginia and extreme western
Maryland. This convective area moved southeastward during the day.
Mountain waves of even longer wavelength (C) are visible in the area where
the enhanced convective cloudiness had entered the standing wave train.
Along the northern portion of this area (D), over southwestern Pennsylvania, .
the added instability coupled with somewhat lower terrain had almost completely
destroyed the wave pattern. The southern edge of the stratocumulus through
northern Virginia and extreme southern West Virginia continued to mark the
boundary between cyclonic and anticylonic surface flow.

The synoptic situation at OOOOGMT on April 28, had not changed significantly
from the earlier map. The gradient flow remained west northwesterly at both
the surface and at 850mb. The area of enhanced convection continued to
accompany the cooler temperatures found in the 850mb trough (Figure 6).
Snow showers, reported earlier in Ohio and Pennsylvania, had ceased by this
time.

Bv 000(;MT, the low-level inversion had lifted to 828mb (-1700m) and had
weakened considerably at lAD (Figure 7). The average wind velocity below
the inversion had increased to 27 knots during the day. The weakening of
the inversion or the destabilization of the lowest layers can be attributed
to advection of cooler air aloft and solar heating of the surface layers.

In summary, the meteorological conditions on the morning of April 27, 1976, -S

favored the formation of lee standing wave clouds over the Middle Atlantic
region. An increase in the wavelength of these wave clouds reflected a gradual
d c, -re ase in the atniospht,ric staibil ity and an increase, in the wavelength of ,4

these wart' clouds reflected a gradual decrease in the atmospheric stability

;ld ;in increase in the low-level winds.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite .ervice
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/15

THE USE OF GOES 1 km RESOLUTION IMAGERY IN HELPING PINPOINT TORNADO ACTIVITY

James F. W. Purdom
Applications Group, NESS, Washington, D.C. 20233

The isolation of areas within a severe weather watch where intense tornado
activity should be expected to develop is one of the real problems facing
the field forecaster. For many years, an accurate and timely mesoscale
surface analysis was one of the most important tools available to the
forecaster in locating these areas. This was because surface reports were
the only observations of sufficient density, in both space and time, to
identify mesoscale weather systems. The most important information to be
gained from an analysis of this type is the location of areas of stronger
surface wind convergence and thermodynamic instability and how they change
with time. This type analysis, however, is a laborious one with many
mesoscale systems going undetected due to the lack of a reporting station
at the right place at the right time. Additionally, when a mesoscale

* surface analysis is of most value to the forecaster, he is normally too
busy to do more than take a cursory glance at the currently available
teletype data, or NMC surface chart.

,_-._.-The same type reasoning used to make a mesoscale surface analysis alsoL" holds when using GOES imagery in severe weather forecasting. Changes in
thermodynamic instability can be inferred by observing cloud types and
their change with time. Many important areas of low level moisture
covergence appear as organized convective lines in the satellite imagery
long before the first thunderstorm associated with this covergence forms.
Other important boundaries, such as those bounding the thunderstorm
mesoscale high are often readily detectable as arc cloud in the imagery.
One of the more important things which satellite imagery has repeatedly
shown is that the merger or intersection of these convective cloud lines
and arcs with another boundary, such as a front, dry line, or other
convective line almost always locates a point for intense thunderstorm
development. In fact, for at least one type of intense tornado,
convective-scale interaction in this form seems to be an absolute require-
ment. The following example, from May 25, 1976, will be used to show how
satellite imagery might be used to isolate an area with a high probability
of intense tornado activity.

May 25th was an ideal day for tornadoes in Texas. The 1800 GMT NMC
surface analysis, Figure 1, shows a stationary front across the central
portion of the state; the dry line in southwest Texas was just beginning
to move eastward. Inspection of the I km resolution GOES picture for
1800 GMT, Figure 2, shows a large thunderstorm area alonq the stationary

' -4%
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front at A. This thunderstorm area was moving to the southeast along the
*front and as we will see, it played a key role in determining where the

tornadoes would be later in the day. By the 1900 GMT GOES picture,
Figure 3, the arc cloud boundary (B, C) produced by the thunderstorm
complex at A was easily detectable. The important area of the arc is
along its western end, where it will be interacting with the stationary
frontal boundary and the dry line; attention should be focused there
for tornado activity. At 1900 GMT, a scan of the teletype would have
shown that the arc had moved to the south of Abilene, Texas (ABI) where
the wind had shifted from 2100 at 8 knots to 900 at 13 knots. Note the
enhanced convective activity forming where the arc and frontal boundary
are merging (D). By 1945 GMT, Figure 4, a large thunderstorm complex
has formed at the intersection point D. The arc cloud is readily
detected merging into the area. For point warning purposes, all attention
should be focused on that storm area.

Figure 5 is the GOES picture for 2045 GMT with Abilene, Texas located
at the X. The following severe weather was reported in the Abilene area:

1. 2045 GMT, tornado 14 NNW ABI, 5 homes damaged;

2. 2053 GMT, tornado 10 N ABI;

3. 2120 GMT, tornado 14 E ABI, farm homes damaged;

4. 2130 GMT, tornado 7 NNE ABI, 12 homes damaged.

In this example, the arc cloud merged with a stationary frontal boundary
helping create the needed conditions for tornadic thunderstorm development.
Similar results would have occurred if the arc had interacted with the
dry line. Thus, the use of satellite imagery in the early location of '-

boundaries and subsequent determination of important interaction points
can greatly aid the forecaster in his mesoscale assessment of the
convective situation at hand.

2
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Figure 2. GOES-I, Visible (I KM) data taken at 1800GMT 25 May 1976.

Figure 3. GOES-i, Visible (iKM) data taken at 190OGMT 25 May 1976.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/16 .>

HOW CAN DISTANCES ON GOES PICTURES
BE MEASURED MORE ACCURATELY?

John D. Thomas
NOAA, NESS, Satellite Field Services Station, Washington, D.C.

Have you noticed that weather systems seem to move eastward faster on
satellite pictures than the other data would indicate? This discrepancy
may be a result of the procedure used to measure distance on the pictures.
The standard method seems to be to measure distance on the pictures the
same way as on weather maps: transfer the distance to a latitude scale,
at the same latitude as the segment being measured; a technique that
works on weather maps, because they are projections of the earth which are
designed so that the distance scale is the same in all directions from a
specific point. But the grid on GOES pictures is designed only to fit
the view of the earth from outer space. The distance scale is not the
same in all directions from any given point, because of the earth's
curvature.

The 60 n.mi. per degree of latitude technique is accurate on GOES
pictures only for measurements in a north or south direction. In
addition one other condition must be met: The latitude scale that is
used must either be near the segment being measured or near the mirror
Image of that point on the other side of the longitude of the satellite
subpoint. For vxample: The latitude scale is the same at 40°N 85°W
and 40'N 65'W for GOES-i, which is located at 750 W.

This method applied to east or west cloud motions on GOES-l pictures
can lead to large errors, especially in New England where the earth's
curvature causes distances to appear to be compressed much more from
south to north than from east to west. For example: When measuring
the distance across the state of Maine (at 450 N) on a map projection
and rotating that distance to the perpendicular, it measures ap-
proximately 2.80 of latitude, or about 168 n.mi. (Figure 1). This
is comparable to the distance obtained from a Rand McNally Atlas.
If this same distance is measured by using the same technique on a
GOES-I picture it becomes approximately 4.20 of latitude, or about
249 n.mi. (Figure 2), an error of 48 percent! The error is less over
the rest of the U.S., but is significant (20 percent to 50 percent)
throughout the Eastern Region.

An accurate measurement ot the distance between two points on a GOES
picture can be made by transferring the points to a standard map,
if the points can be transferred accurately. In many situations,

% •
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especially over the ocean, this may be the best way to proceed. But,

what about those times when the points cannot be accurately transferred
because they are not near geographical features on the picture or the
grid?

East or west distances can be measured accurately on GOES pictures
by using the longitude scales on them. The number of miles per
degree of longitude is a function of lat itude-. 'rhe following table
is provided to measure the miles-per-degree at various latitudes on
('OES-I satellite pictures.

Latitude (degrees) n.mi. per degree of longitude

20 56
25 54
30 52
35 49
40 46
45 43
50 39
55 35
60 30

For the greatest accuracy, measure the degrees of longitude in the same
geog ,rphical area as the segment being nitasured. Again, for example:
,he- neast~ired distance across Ma ine at 4 )oN on tile sat cI I itt picture
(Vigure 2) is approximately 3.90 longitude. Using the table above:
3.9' x 43 n.mi. = 167.7 n.mi. -- the same as the map measurements.

To-

However, the latitude and longitude lines are left out of the satellite
grids over the U.S. It turns out that, over the eastern U.S., the error
is very small if a longitude scale over southeast Canada, the Gulf of
Mexico, or just off the East Coast is used instead. It must be remembered
though, that the number of miles-per-degree of longitude that is used
must correspond to the latitude where the longitude scale is located
on the picture.
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/17

ESTIMATION OF RAINFALL FROM SATELLITE IMAGERY

Vincent J. Olivetr and Roderick A Scofield

IIGAA/tESS Applicat Lons Group
Washington, D.C. Z21233

I I 1NtlDrla R01 Folansbiee antd 01liver (19/)) dieve loped ti Il~difi
catl ion to0 this ret hod for use with the vniiw

it I le earliest St Udi'S was hy MAe I i hhi' i dg' Ut tI tub Iis-ht'd IItU lI.S eri I)I, has klevCe I ed .1 t eChItiI que
(1I)b7) at Ponniti vania Staite University whoI for e-St ulting raitnfall frois winter storms any-
coqtpared th~e local rainfall with the coItbination where in dhe woKrld using the twice-per-day satel-
of image brightness and infrared (IR) tehiperature. lite pictures nowx routinely; available. Follansbee
Later Eric Barrett (1970, 1973) of Bristol Univer- cottitines the use of satellite imlagery with the
sity, England, did a series of studies on tnnthly nonial frequency and altiount of precipitation to
rainfall estimiates in which lie developed stat is- obtain a rainfall estimlate based on the amunt
tical ttisthods of estiniating rainfall frarn neph- and type of cloudiness. Values from zero to
analyses and later from the actual pictures. several 'nundred ne-rcent of normtal are obtained
Ma.1st of this work was desip-ned to determidne where using this technique.
rain had fallen; hoever, his latest works concern
the use of satellite data for the prediction of Thiis present study of quantitative
rai n, precipitation is an IttLtITL toit1lice iMuch Of

he reseairchi done previouslyv in COnjinct iitn withI
Otitint 'Ilk past fi 'a' yearI; With t s' he ;htee U~IIII ti'n IICW If I'l- ti c t' 'iast'

t1ve'it oft hist mr :,.1t-i litt 1 .11.i .In toi t. t- vm61l !'ciumiqis-s Til- Aptil iomi!; Croip t NES r l-5 ii.

it i (1in;i)tso LiA-it-1it ivt-si;, I'ld ctllit Hivfie n IR k cture presentatijolt

uind Slkr (1'3. Sittitson and Wxxiley (1t 371) (whicht we cal I pict ore enhaticentint) miakes use
aind Gri ffith et at, (191/t)) FRL, Mialrai Were of an ina~log equivalent of a look-uip table by
piion'eers in this eftort . Wt. are row at the point Jhich the tentperatures and the Ilicture gyay-scale
where given the high quality digitized satellite cant be mudifiei to give us the ability to deter-
pictures, the processing equiprint. and tint', niine the tmp~erat-Lre (or height) of the tops of
reasonably accurate esimte of precipitation clIouds from the inslgery receivedi every half-hour.
can be made. iv using a nearly linear relat sovship between

tsrperature alnd brightness (dairk for want anti
Hydroiogist~s, working on current sdiite for cold) up) to the thin cirrus level,- we

titerilt icinalI problemis for river or lake nuinageient, ohtain the iisivil cltitid nict tres everyonie has
hay'e freqiurnt lv asketd the fotlowing quet'sIions: helcia famii I tar withi. then hV 'ntioUril- ti W
(1) fliw canl wt' use the satellite data to dletermine coitr t '~iu.tilswith var is:; 2ilk' Ut ttrl

I' " tta i waershed t-ainfli q uickly ei'tji to he of We set the t tIpS o (1t1~ -s tttu, i thet tdi:tri -
iLst inw'the tLy-ti-d0y operat ion ofi tt ai or spill- hut ion ofi lilt- .iivi I iiottrildiiat colmttvir4tg th

waly sys;t etin? atid (2) Where have rains occurred in :itons. Aa tint liii cii expect iht hI ss a-Iit
lu past ihour hiv nough t1) t1mli.-s fiishflooding? 1%uIitSt Ilt~t ii111t witCirii I.nt t ti;.11C
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latitudes. Using enhanced IR imagery as shwn tpwind portion of the convective system between L

in Figure 1, we see seven distinct gray as the cumlulative digital IR values and the observed
Each shade was assigned a number with (dark 6-hour precipitation. is equation was generated
gray) representing the warmest and "7' (whitest) from the data in the upwind portion of the con-
those clouds with the coldest tops. The following vective system and is given by:
gray shades were evaluated as follows: P = 0.0185E, where .'.' "

N d 
P = observed 6-hour precipitation and E)-23C) =2 cumulative 6-hour digital IR values.

darkigra (-4 to -50C) = 4 Thme results from using the above
dark gray (-44 to -58°C) = 4 equation are presented in Figure 3. In the
light gray (-59 to -63C) = 6 Fiure, the 6-hour rainfall estimates are plotted
blacest (-64 tot -6 ) be6wamd analy/'ed for 000O-0600(2-ff, 26 August 1975.

-68C) t eThe observed 6-hour precipitat ion amounts ending
at 0600( "r are plotted ;nrd analyzed in Figitre l.
In both Figures, the upwind and (ixtiwind portionsUtilizing the above scale, digital of the cnivective system are indicated by the

IR values were obtained for a 6-hour period dashed line. In the upwind portin of the con-
(every half-hour) hetween 0000(M r and 0600(W vuctive systeni, the analyses of the 6-hour
on 26 August. Then these digital IR values were rainfall estimate and observed 6-hour precipi-
summed (for the 6-hour period), analyzed, and tation are comparable. In addition, rainfall
compared with the 6-hour precipitation ending at

0600)fl. Ths cmpaisonis how in igue 2was generally overestimated in the periphery of060GMc. This comparison is shown in Figure 2center
with 500 mrb winds for 000(Q'fl' depicted. Since line, the rainfall estimates were not usable.
12 enhanced IR pictures were employed in this This was expected since that sector represented
case study, the max__mum cumulative digital IR the blow off anvil area.
value possible was 84. The maximum cumulative
IR values of the convective system were located
and a dashed line was drawn approximating the 3. SUMMARY
axis of the digital IR pattern passing through
this maximum. This dashed line separated In this paper, a simple scheme for
approximately that portion upwind from the IR i rainfall was developed for summer
maxinmu and that portion downwind. In this case, convection in the middle Latitudes. Since this
the southern two-thirds of Missouri was in the sinple scheme gave usable results for six-hour
on the dort iow whiporthton. rTherund ontd wasn a mr atsytmb narigtedt
pwind port ion while the nThern one-third w rainfall estimation, it appears worthwhile toi n t e ck~ nw nd p rti n Xh up w nd nd d wn -m a ke a m ore exac t sy s tem by en la rg in g the da ta '-

wind portion of the convect ive system can be sample and incorporating the following already
determined directly frtvn the imagery pattern in demonstrated improvements:
Figure I by using the shape of the individual
anvils to determine the wind direction. a. Use only the uxind portion of each

Ict can be observed in both Fuigures I c lonimbus cell for the rain estimates.
and2 that the largest gradient in the enhanced b. Weight the rapid expansion period of anvil
IR imagery and in the cumulative digital IR values growth much greater than the decay period.
occurred in the upwind portion of the convective
system Also, this upwind portion was where the c. Use Simpson and Woodley's results to
most significant precipitation occurred. The gie gre a nd Wight to e s ul to

enhanced IR imagery in Figure I shows the cumulo- nivrbus cells. w t r
rntis anvil cirrus blowing off dow tream. This n ucl
cirrus contributed to the rather large digital IR --
valties located in northeast Missouri, southeast
Ia. and northwest Illinois. (kx.nwind from th The scheme should also be a fulction of the synoptic
c i't, thutide rstornrs. Six-hour precipitat ion situation and local effects. These above inmprove-

,trronts were ent, r.lly less than 0.2 inches in ments plus an increasing ability to produce digi-
tla .rtva, tally enhanced pictures with greater temperature .

resclution and more precise slicing in the anvil
tlrrvla.t ion,; w.re cotsuted btwtuken are:; suggest that hydrologic appl icat ions of

ri,. 'L1rer.1t ivr dy. tai IR valK'; and the observed satellite imagery can become of great value in
-ti, sr 'rv.cipitjtion. Th&esr correlationis wre the near future.

ciriitt ed for the entire convective system (upwind
and ' wrwind portion) and for the upwind portion
alon-.

For the entire convective system,
the correlation between the observed 6-hour NOTE: This paper appears in the preprint volumes
precipitation and the cumulative digital IR from both the Sixth Conference on Weather
values was 0.63. However, when data from only Forecasting til Anitly!.i:;, May 10-14, 197h,
he. ulwind portion of the convective system %*s Altrlay, New Y,,rk atn th, n'titerence on

cot:;i.,krvd, the cor-relation increased to 0.88. lyir,-Mt."or,,l, .,y, April;ut-,',, " I, 6, ,
A 'ii ldhI regression equation was obtained in the F,'t.. Worth, '''L:;.
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Figure 1. SM-1 Enhanced IR, 8 lkm resolution,
0300G1T, 26 August 1975.
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C U.S. DEPARTMENT OF C0MMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service

SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMAT ION NOTE 7 6/18

SATEL. ITVP1 CTURES USED) FOR IOCAT INt; THE RAINFALL
ASSOC: I A'l ') WIT[H A (;NVECTIVE SYSTEM OVER TlEXAS

Roderick A. Scofield
NESS/Applications Group

Oine of the ongoing projects in the Applications Group is the fine tuning of
a scheme for estilllatilug ra ii ofal amount,- from satlci L imagery. Enhanced
JR and high resol1ut ion visible imagery are used to l ocate rainfall areas in
'ouVeCtive Systems. A thunderstorm cluster over Texas on May 25, 1976, is
used to point out some important factors in using this techinique.

SvnopticSituation

Thel( suirfac e ainal vs is for I 500GMT in Figure I Shows aI qilaSi-sta'tionary front
e'xtenlding from the northern Gulf into north central Te-xas. Aloft, a northi/
South ridge extends from Texas into0 southern Canada ait I 200GMT, Figure 2,
with a 100 knot jet max located over sou~liern Arizona and New Mexico. Showers
anld thunderstorms are observed 'just north of the front Under the upper level
d if fluent flow over Kan.Las, Oklahoma, and northern Texas. Thie LF'I analysis

at1200GMT iul Figure 3 shows ridging throughout the P1lains with weak PVA in
western Te-xas and Kansas. A moist area of > 70% in the mean relative humidity5. analysis (Figure !4) is observed over nor-,hern Texas and Oklahoma at this time.

I'resence of a low-level bukndarv, weak PVA, diffluence aloft, and moisture
contributes tO the develIopment and maintenance of Severe thunderstorms over
northern Te'Xas on this day.

Locat iIKI i~ ait-fa 1 1 %reaa a ill", Sa t c I ii e, Kadar and Surkace tisira ons

Sillt to *'b;ocvat ijot-s- it F S(VI' igure conit iulue t o shIow shiowers ain(
tII tuInd Lr,,to r ms i i iSoenit :'i t (- rn 0Ok i al Iioma anlld nIo r t IIem Te xa s. IMinetral Wells

(MWI) ,'tca s, rport s t hat the thunderstm rms north of the station are novi1ng
senllt heas twa rd . Stat ion locations from Figure 5 are shown onl the on c-mile
v a il b I e im"Igt rv\, in1 1 IgUre 6. The vi.s ib 1 e ii-.igerv sIhews; a line of ove rshoot ing
taps (14) along thc e Itad ing ad ge of thet thulnderstorm area just north to north-
wes t of MWIL. .v by cepa r i g the satl1lit c imiagery, Figure 6 , withI the ceoinc ident
Ste phliasv ill ti (SEP) , TexNas. raidar observat ion, F igu re 7 , the re 1at ion ship
hact wten the hriglt t x t ird aclends and ove~rs boot ing t ops and] thle intense
r-li C(10- r chosncoe ppairean. On tha .,The r hand , t lie hr i lit , Smooth a I auis
nea, r Witchuita i~il ls (S1 1 5) an1d i)a I las-lorL Worth Airporl)F) Texas (Figure 6)
represen1t middlec and ihcloud debr is without prec ipi .tt io. Also, the radar

lad icates, tha.t the dairker cloends (at 1) inl Fi gure 6), just east and northeast
"f DhEW, do not ionti ii i jg prec ipitaIt ion.

II1%
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* One of the characteristics of a convective system is for thunderstorm
generation to take place on the upwind side and to propagate to the right € ,
of the mean tropospheric wind. The downwind side locates the blown-off
anvil material region which contains little or no rainfall. At 1500GMT, I
the upwind side of the thunderstorm system is just north and northwest

- of MWI, and propagat ing southeastward. The strong westerly winds aloft
w i iIk a t hunderstorm system propagating southeastward pl aces SPS and DFW -,

in the downwind region (further discussion on upwind and downwind portions
of convective systems as related to rainfall is given in Oli-ver and
Scofield,( 1976)).

An enlinced IR (Mb curve) picture, taken at 1530GMT (Figure 8), indicates
that the upwind portion is composed of a tight gradient of colder temper-
atures (light gray to white contours). The area from near DFW eastward
lies in the downwind portion where the cold temperatures of the blown-off
anvil material are still present, but the IR temperature gradient is
tmuch weaker. The warmer (darker) areas embedded near the thunderstorm
clusters at (A) : d (B) may be due to strong compensating subsidence at
the periphery of the more vigorous cells. A radar picture at 1530GMT
;jal the surface sectional at 1600CMT, Figures 9 and 10, respectively,

how I hat intense t hnderstorms are occurring at MWI. MWI, eported hail
ij) to 1 1/4 inch diameter, winds up to 35 MIli, and heavy rain during the
1'I00-1600GMT period. Over 2 inches of rain was reported at MWL while
DF),W, which remained in the downwind portion of the convective system,
received only 0.08 inches. The radar picture in Figure 9 shows that the
intense echoes which encompass MWL are associated with the colder cloud
tops and tight IR temperature gradients displayed in Figure 8. The
blown-off anvil material from near DFW northward and eastward has cold tops,
but is in an area of weak LR temperature gradients. This area is associated
with either weak echoes or no echoes.

Summar y

In the visible imagery, the heavier rainfall is associated with bright,
textured clouds with overshooting tops. Bright, but smooth clouds, and
darker cloud areas are associated with little or no rainfall. In the
enhanced IR (Mb curve) piCture, the heaviest rain is not only associated
with cold tops (enhanced light gray to white) but is also in the area of
I ilt IR temperatlire gradient (upwind portion). 'ho blown-olf anvil area
conliins little or no rainfal1,possesses cold tops3 and lies in a region
of weak IR temperature gradient (downwind portion). There are situations
when the upwind port ion and act ive thunderstorm clusters are difficult
to find because: (1) the tight IR temperatire gradients cannot be
discerned, or (2) the eolder enhanced IR contours overspread a large
area . In such si tuations during daylight hours, the capability of the
high resolution visible imagery to delineate bright, textured clouds
and overshooting tops can greatly aid in pinpointing heavy rainfall areas
in convective systems.

2
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

. National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/19 --

Samuel K. Beckman

Satellite Field Services Station, Kansas City, Missouri

A unique characteristic of SMS/GOES satellite imagery is the early detection
of mesoscale features which are located between reporting stations. One
1mile visual pictures from GOES-1 during the afternoon of July 13, 1976,
provided an exce I lent example of tile format ion of small scale frontal waves
a Iotng he cold I ront (Figure I) uver Minnesota anid eastern Sui th Dakota.

At 2100 GMT (Figure 2), positive vorticity advection, in advance of a short
wave (A-B) over the western Dakotas, created an increase in clouds (C)
through the frontal zone (D-E) in eastern South Dakota. The resultant
convex bulge toward cold air is characteristic of the wave stage of cyclonic
development. A second wave (F) is also evident on the front to the northeast
of St. Cloud, Minnesota. Rain was falling out of the post-frontal clouds

* (P-P') extending from southeast North Dakota to northwest Nebraska. The
northern edge of the high cloud band extending from Rapid City, South Dakota
(north of B) to central North Dakota (I) was associated with a weak polar jet.

Bv 2200 GMT (Figure 3) a cluster of convective cells (G) began to form near
tlie crests of the frontal waves where cyclonic circulation associated with
Ih-. wive -iigment(ed sorfacc ('onvergence along tile front . At 2230 GMT.
(Figure 4), a tine of cells had developed along the entire cold front (H-1)
from northeast Colorado to Minnesota. The 2235 GMT radar summary chart

(Figure 5) showed maximum thunderstorm tops of 15km (49,000 feet) near both
wave crests.

" lThe storms associated with the wave over southern Minnesota produced 1 3/4
inch hail and wind gusts around 50 knots which caused damage to trees in the
vicinity of Redwood Falls, Minnesota. This was the only reported area of
severe weather along the front on this day.

Tlii.s example illustrates how smal scale features, such as these frontal
waves, can be identif ied in satel I ite imagery. Prior to the operational
tuse of satelIite imagery, systems of this type were often-times not readil v
i ppairtnt on synoptic scale surface charts Early detection of these waves
was helpful in isolating are~as of increased surface covergence along a f ront
which on this day, produC(ed a localized area of severe weather in southern
M i nnesota.

-ERRATA: Note /l/ .l)elet,, "erm in the vorticity 'quationl" on page 2,
paragraphs 2 and 3, last sentences.

'|c**...*.*.*.**jA .. *. - ' .
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U. S. I) IARTMENT 01F COMMERCE

Nat ioal Weat her Serv ice/Nat iona I Env ironmontal Sat ol 1 te Service
SATELLITE AP'PL ICATIONS I NFORMATION NOTE 70/20

CUMULUS L INE FORMAT ION IN 'Ill: TRADE-WINI) EASTERLIES:

Robert N. Larson
NESS, Satellite Field Services Station, Honolulu, Hawaii

Thc ocean area between Cal ifornia and Hawaiii, located to the south of tile
sornilermanent Eastern Pacific surfacu high pressure ridge (35 0 N), normally
is lairgely covered byv an extensive low-level trade-wind cloud field. This
cloud field is usual lv restricted in the vert ical by thle presence of a
;t rong subsidence tempe)Lr.atutre ivelrs ion. During the summer this inversion
hi :Ivi t aIverages from 50(0 m a long the CaIiftorn ia coast to about 2000 m over

((iwo i lud patterns uinder this, inversion vary fromt thbin stratus, pre-
don i unAnit ne~ar (Xili orn in, to compleox mosa ics of open-clos;ed cell tilar
.s t r.i toctmu Ins (Sc) fJur[ter loftshore, to inc reasinugly more unstable cumulus P
(Cui) clusters and lint, formations. Such Cu clusters and lines, when
adLIVeCted over the Hlawai(ian Islands by the, prevailing NE trades, contribute
significantly to trade-wind ra infall1 Organized Cu patterns such as
nososcal Ie C i rc ulat. ioni sys tems ain d f r onltai shea r 1I jne s hiave rec en tlIy been
conls idered via geostat ion.-rv satel i t e iimagery byv We idon ( 1975) and Larson
(1976) , respect ivol v. I liese (,u patt[erns hiave f-requent lv been observed to
be assoc iated with ia di sruipt ion of t11e t rade-wind invers ion and resultant
above-norma I rainlii1 1. -

IWO txm CX11 I es ofI non-fIron ta I Cu I i noe f o rmoi 1, Lin occuiir red NE o f Hawa ii dur ing
I ()-23 Ap r i 1 19 976. TI ic st( I inkts a ppeared a aid behaved very s im ilarly to d

routta I sher I illies- which Arte A frequent- source of winter tmade windl
-i Il it. I I I il n lakva i i lbTh ;vno t, i c pa t ern ofi (lri ng tlIti s pe -r iod was rt, I atL i VCl y

lit. d IS ;11( t v pi At; Selli iii Fi . I ol 0000 (;MI, 20( Apr i I ain
I.-Wslim leehighpresure i.Ic wa cc tere nea 1' 1 N withI prevailI ing

loW-lee IC cas0,toLr I i es t o L te SOUth1 ovtrl th1e, Iaiwa i ia;n I sI id s . At the
-)0(11) 1h I V I ain ENF-WSW t rougih ext e nded tron Cal If Iorn ia t o (lawa i i .By

2 Apr iI theit stir fac e r idge sh iftted soot hwa rd to near 30oN ahead of
ain ;iplroich ,i CcoIld fronlt While the 250 nih trough became oriented N-S
. I 1z~ I4 )5 Thu; ; iItter doveI lopillolt was., due, to tIo ifIu c o o

p.5511 hort-.wave rug ;11o!t ii) Otil %V'sterikes. The presence) (I

lippt r-l eve t rougih i Itt; rolbl v COWI CIlhut d tO the' Iredllill nanee 01
opeLn-Ce 1101 ar Cui ina the a rca betLween' la W li i 11ld I * 'i during 19-23 Apr i

(Fg.2-6l).IN

I' )Y'Ir\r I roFii i a .11 ' I Ap i l d .1> \ I I lit' A, 1.,



process. Line B is now well organized and approaching the islands.
Final ly Fig. 6 of 23 April shows both lines west of the islands and
moving westward at about 20 knots in response to increasing trade wind 6.e

veloc it ies.

Weather in the islands during the Cu line passages consisted primarily
of the light showers at sea level and some heavier showers at higher
elevations. Rainfall during the 24-hour period ending 1800 GMT
(0800 HST), 22 April, and largely attributable to line A, was in excess
of 25 mn at some mountain stations on the islands of Kauai and Oahu.
Heavier rainfall, with amounts to 48 mn, were recorded on the island
of Hawaii, which was located directly under the 250 mh trough. Rainfall
associated with the passage of line B, during the 24-hour period ending
0800 HST, 24 April, was somewhait less overall than I rom I ine A, although
amounts in excess of 25 mm were again reported on Oah. Th i1s slight
reduction in rainfal l may have been re lated to the more rapid movement
of line B through the islands and to the dampening influence of a short-
wave ridge aloft at the time. Nevertheless both lines produced ap-
preciable and well above-normal periods of trade-wind rainfall. This
increased rainfall was evidently attributable to the increased vertical
development of the Cu in the lines which were able to penetrate the
prevailing 2000 m trade wind inversion. Lihue radiosonde soundings
revealed a coincident inversion breakdown during and rapid reformation
after the passage of both Cu lines.

The 24-hour SMS-2 satellite coverage now available in lawaii enables
forecasters to more ;iccurately track i variety of transit ing mesos<cale( I
trade-wind distUrbncs. Through such observation the impact of these

- disturbances on island weather is rapidly becoming better understood. -

Without adequate satellite observation in relatively data-sparse oceanic
areas, the forecasting of many mesoscale features would continue to be
largely an impossibility.

REFERENCES

larson, R.N., 1976: Shear line Weather Regime Over Hawaii, Mon. Wea.
Rev. 104, 1(81-1083.

Weldon, R., 197): low Level Circulat ion Systems in the F;ister ics,
NOAA NISS Satcl I jic Applications Inlorniat ion Notc 14/5-1, / pp.
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U .S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

:1:.-.'o - National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
'--A SAI'ELITE APPI]CATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/21

MOISTURE EF.FECTS AS SHOWN ON COES-ENIIANCEI) I H 1MAC;ES

l;IU M. 1)Uernberiger (1,:DR. NOAA Corps)
Satellite Field Services Station, Miami, Fla.

The type ;and amount of cloudiiness over an a rea are certain indicators of

atmospliertc processe's SLII as a i r mass. movement , convergent areas tipper
ltvc I iii I ialt'nce, ;ald irregular beait ilug: of the tarth's ;irf- .cc"
The amoun t and di str i but ion oif wa t e r vapor is direct I y connected to
these mot ions And processes.

tnder ciear sky condit ions, itmospheric moisture will bsorl outgoing
long wive radia tion, ths a lower r;adialice ttmperature will result

Iand the surf ace will aappeair colder in the daytine satelli te View
than it actuall Iy is. (At night the opposite is true; a warmer temperatture
is observed as w;iter vipor serves to c(s' a "greenhouse" effect.) In
order to del incate "mist" and "dry" arias, a comparison of an enhanced

infrared (EIR) picture (GC enhancement curve) with a compatible visibl.e
sector is presented to illustrate the ctffect of moisture on radiance
temperatures.

[it 19307z IR phot ograph (Figure 1) shoiws many small "dry" zones (white
cia - out 1 ines) in the easLern (a i hribbelan Sca (Box I), a few just east of the
yS •gahammas (Box 2) anid thrace'.o ies in the western (;u]f of Mexico (Box 3)

Comparing the IR with the 1930Z visible picture (figure 2), note that
lie ge'ltrail "gray smciring'" ((;) in figure 1 through the eastern Caribbean1
Ss '.i a t e)f 75W is iii are,i of very few swmall I iids (G, I iure 2) in
tlIe v is l I,,. (AI cast,'rlyV wive, 1;n;te~d ne;ir 82W at this time, had a
hii t or of I itt c It i a -al dust heh imt :e w;i ve, thus the 1 c oo 'tr retlurn

is nlOt tn' to t a )httna . pairticenlate sauticr.)

I,)ii i ', ti i c lie t1', r i lt ;a',i u i () n how l :1 tauut i st ire dec rea ;e

* ar, ,rim --::it toi , , ) ala 0.5 'rim (Itcrt 'iaat- sat Triiidad (T) I(I

th , pc - ul , I 2Z Aiit, ;t I , 1970, t hrii ,h O Altui: ; I I, I / . iiased t puu

t li'shc (0i u Ipt'r I r tnti IN'lit'ii t anti t i1' : ii t'mliai 't'iitm i i t' he I R
I igiare 1 , tln' 1 01- , ro d Triinidad vis in a dark or drv zone of 7.0

grains h i Ic . il -I gryV :sirea , report ed ;n 8.5-grim tits'asr'ment -

et,1 'd u oll tli sir ', u' i-uumiriso , tit' a ulaio lnt of moi sture thit will
'-,at(' IIi "',r. ,ax -.; i- ai' it ) mi-s GC - arv' di;plamv is; abut 8.( gr ;

(:rnd (ax'maim 1-aLaud I I iiiet'a 'tl:1 ( .1 ra,,Fim;, I -t,n 9.9 I I .) mincing

this ! -Siet pm'r i tn , e i W s i- ii ir i ti H it- la-a lbi it- lnay,ery ( mt taIiliwi).
Tl , tiit;i it) i i a r1't I ihowod i a o1i ifl i rut e t i id ilti iiiat - t ,i-r('i.
p j it I ed ')I) tlt' w'st, rn i,'tdg' ol t - i sI i l-d
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Using figures 1 and 2, the "dry" zones (D, D') just east of the Bahamas
align very well with the clear zones of the visible picture, yet in
between these zones a two-degree-wide "smear band" (G, figure 1) with
only widely scattered low clouds (G, figure 2) is present. The
surface water temperatures varied very little, and in both areas the
thermal grndients were very weak and could not have had any major
effect on rad iance temperature.

Possible uses of such enhancement curvs, besides tile present analysis
of the Gulf Stream, are the location of areas of large-scale vertical
motions preceding a frontal passage and the location of the large
moisture pockets for a severe weather outbreak. On the other hand,
the dark clear areas provide information about large-scale atmospheric
subsidence. The best results using the GC curve, however, have been
over water, and an adjustment must be made for any such plotting over
land.

A second use would be the estimation of precipitable water for a
tropical or semi-tropical area using the available moisture as shown
Irom the picture. Expanding this concept to the trades, the moisture
content of an easterly wav could be monitored. However, a significant
i)rOWb01e wonud he the Offect of the African dust behind the wave on the
radiance temperature. (Visible data could assist in the determination
of the cooling process.)

In one recent case, Lhe Miami area forecast was improved as a result of
monitoring the movement, expansion,and contraction of a "dry" zone.
Figures 1, 3, 4, and 5 show a "dry" zone approaching and crossing the
southeast coast of Florida. The Miami sounding confirmed a marked change
from a "moist" to "dry" condition between 12Z August 14 to OOZ August 15,
1976, and the stability index increased from a +1 at 12Z August 14 to a
+4 at OOZ August 15, 1976.
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SAELT NOTE.K A.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/22

AN EXAMPLE OF NIGHTTIME FOG FORMATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA

James J. Gurka
Applications Group/NESS

This information note discusses the use of satellite imagery in the
short-range forecasting of fog and stratus formation during the night.
Conditions favorable for the formation of advection-radiation fog
include clear skies, light windsjand a maximum of low-level moisture.
Frequently, areas with a relatively high moisture content in the lower .t
atmosphere can be inferred from the enhanced infrared (EIR) GOES imagery
(references 1 and 2). At night, these moist areas will generally appear
as warmer regions in the EIR due to the fact that the ground does not
cool off as rapidly in a moist air mass as in a dry regime. Therefore,
it is not the moist air itself that is seen on the IR imagery, but
rather the effect of the moist air on the radiating surface. (It
should be noted that the warmer ground temperatures do not necessarily
show up at the six-foot instrument shelter height.) Delineation of
these warmer, moist areas is important since they will be the most
likely areas to watch for fog and stratus formation.

At 0600 GMT on October 14, 1976, skies were clear over South Carolina
with a cold front approaching from the northwest (see Figs. 1 and 2).
In Fig. 2 and in the visible imagery at 1630 GMT (Fig. 3), there are
several lakes and reservoirs (dark areas) that can be seen: H is the
Hartwell Reservoir; C is the Clark Hill Reservoir; M is Lake Murray;
A is Lake Marion; and 0 is Lake Moultrie. The front became stationary
along the South Carolina coast during the afternoon of the 14th and
moved very little throughout most of the following evening. With
clear skies and very light winds, there was a good setup for fog
formation in the vicinity of the front (Fig. 4). A zone of maximum
low-level moisture could be inferred from the 0600 GMT EIR picture
(Fig. 5) near the front with boundaries at A and B. The moisture
maximum becomes particularly obvious when compared to the ground
temperature pattern on the previous evening (Fig. 2). The darkest
spots on Fig. 5, however, are the lakes and reservoirs that are shown
on Fig. 2. Melding the surface observations with the moisture pattern
shown on the EIR picture, isodrosotherms were drawn on Fig. 4. Using
both the satellite data and the hourly observations, considerable
increases can be made in the presentation of details in the dew point
analysis.

By 0800 GMT and 1000 GMT (Figs. 6-8), the darker areas had become more
pronounced (A and B, Figs. 6 and 8) with an obscuration due to fog,

.
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first reported at Savannah (SAV) on the 0800 GMT observation (Fig. 7).
By 1200 GMT, a very distinct pattern of warm temperatures (C, D, and
E on Fig. 9) marked the boundary of the fog, which was verified by (1) .

the visible picture at 1230 GMT (Fig. 10) and (2) the reports of dense -.' -
fog at Columbia (CAE) and Charleston (CHS) at 1200 GMT (see Fig. 11).
This fog pattern formed within the area of maximum low-level moisture
as indicated on the earlier satellite pictures.

Frequently, an enhancement curve with a steeper slope in the warm end
than this Mb curve is needed to pick out areas of low-level moisture
in the early evening and the fog itself later at night. In this case,
however, as can be seen from the Charleston RAOB on Fig. 12, there was
at least a 100C temperature difference between the instrument shelter
temperature and the fog top temperature.

The example shown in this information note demonstrates how the EIR
satellite pictures could be used to pick out areas of maximum low
level moisture which under clear sky conditions represents the
location with the greatest potential for fog and stratus formation.
Obviously, it should not be assumed that the appearance of a low level
moisture maximum will guarantee fog formation, nor should the foQ
be expected to fit the moisture pattern exactly, but it can give a
fairly good estimate. In this particular case, the moisture did not
show up well until approximately 0600 GMT; but in other cases, the
pattern has been discernible as early as 0100 or 0200 GMT.

REFERENCES

1. Parmenter, Frances C., 1976: Low-level moisture intrusion
from infrared imagery, MWR Vol 104, pp 100-104.

2. Gurka, James J., 1976: Using satellite data as an aid to
forecasting fog and stratus formation, NWS/NESS Satellite
Applications Information Note 3/76-1.

3. Sutton, 0. G.: "Micrometeorology" McGraw-Hill, NY 1953,
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/23

UTILITY OF SATELLITE DATA OBSERVATIONS
DURING FLASH FLOOD WATCHES - FREDRICK, MARYLAND

FLOODING, October 9, 1976 ,.,

Gilbert Jaqer
Applications Group/NESS

On October 9, 1976, a devastating flood hit the old historical downtown r.
business district of Fredrick, Maryland. Although the area flooded was
only a few blocks in extent, more than $4,000,000 of damage was done.
fortunately no live,, were lost. Nulerical guidance and satellite
)hotographs taken durinlo this event illustrate the potential for heavy
rains. A close inspection of the satellite data taken on the day of
the flood show, with the benefit of hindsight, that local flooding
night have been forecast in this area. A flash flood watch had been
issued for the nighttime hours before the event occurred, but it had
been cancelled for the period of flood-producing rains.

A deepening surface Low had been moving up from the south along the
east flank of the Appalachians during the night and was centered in
northwestern Virginia at 1200Z (Fig. 1). Very warm, moist southerly
flow and strong vorticity advection occurring between 0000 GMT and -
1200 GMT on the 9th (Figs. 2 and 3) combined to produce a very unstable
situation. Rain began falling before imidnight on October 8 and continued
throughout the night. Accumulations in the Fredrick area totaled more
than 4 inches (10 cm). This rain was particularly troublesome becauso
the ground was already saturated from heavy rains the previous week.

The enhanced infrared (EIR) picture (Fig. 4) for 9 Oct, 1000 GMT, shows
the lare convective comma-shaped cloud mass (G-G') associated with the
surface system while the cloudiness with the upper level center remained
back at (II). By 1300 GMT (Fin. 5), the area of maximum convection
IG-G') had moved into eastern Pennsylvania and New York State. The
"onvective topS appeared (Iolder at this time and the pattern more
oranized and the tai] of the comma extended down off the coast. The
width of the area of colder cloud temperatures that was over Virqinia
ind North Carolina in Figure 4 had decreased considerably as it moved
offshore. Convective activity appeared to be concentrated in the band
just off the coast at (C and D).

By this time, the (.1loud pattern associated with the tiper level center
had also become better defined (H). The 1300 GMT DAI visible [)hoto
(Fi( I. 6) show , a smll Cb cell (A) embodded in the milt.ilayered cloud
band near Fredrick. It is also visible as a small point. (A) on the
1300 GMT [IR picture (fig. 5). Examination of the low sun angle
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1230 GMT view (Fig. 7) reveals the small Cb cluster (F) that moved
up from the southwest across Fredrick. Later, by 1330 GMT (not shown),
these build-ups moved northeast to the Pennsylvania border. The
thunderstorm appeared to form over the ridges to the southwest of
Fredrick, most probably due to low level up-slope motion.

The Patuxent, Maryland, radar pictures showed an intense echo moving
over Fredrick around 1300 GMT. The radar supports the idea that the
Cb formed to the southwest of Fredrick as the 10-minute interval
sequence for, the hour previous to 13001 showed no strong echoes.
A 1ine (Iradually solidified tro an amorphous area of precipitation
"- ld can be seen in Fi gure 6 extendinq from [, to 13'.

The most intense Cb moved over a heavily built up and paved section
to the west and northwest of Fredrick, Maryland. The total rainfall
amounted to 6.1 inches (15.5 cm) with about 2 inches (5 cm) falling
from the last thunderstorm. This water rapidly drained off into a
very constricted portion of Monocacy Creek, thus flooding the Fredrick
business district.

The potential for local flash floodinq can be assessed from the sequence
of LIR photos using the method of Scofield (SAINs 76/17 and 76/18).
Close monitorinq of the behavior of imbedded Cbs not only alonq the
trmnt , Nut al o in the near quadrant. of an extenvsie ,t.orm suc:h as
thi an, a t. . The lt ter type of convective develo ll ent can be
,elpacially danIer'us as it may take place after flash flood watches
have been can(eled.

• ..1.#.. ...:..;..........-....................-......,.......-............ ............ ,.....-.... .
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE .

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/24 1

PRE-FRONTAL GULF DISTURBANCE

Stanley W. Wright
NESS/Applications Group

During the period beginning in the late fall and extending through the
spring, disturbances often form in the Gulf of Mexico and move north-
ward over land. The disturbances serve to enhance precipitation and
initiate pre-frontal rain. These features usually appear in IR satellite
imagery as low cloud comma configurations. This note describes a pre-
frontal disturbance that formed in the central Gulf and moved northward
over the Florida Panhandle on October 20, 1976.

The 1500 GMT, 19 October, surface analysis (Fig. 1) showed a cold front
approaching the Texas coast. The 1430 GMT, 19 October, IR data (Fiq. 2)
shows the cloudiness associated with the front. Of particular importance
in this Situation is the presence of a comma-shaped area of cloudiness
A) that was located in the surface rid(e,.

K, on I IY, t he Wi nd'I te, t.i on Of tot' Analt Y,i and I luai n Group (NES"),
, . .lar,,,l pr j ovide the F' > tL ,.S '' 'it' a i (,t of low-level wind
or" t,. t tor the Guif o! Mexi(ce. These do iVed winds are calculated

- TI:, !ow cloud ;noions. The ve(ctors thi were de rived or 1530-7/00 GMT,
S,, ,r, ar; super , :.osed on a 1-km Glf ectur (Fio. J). On this day,

'*i ,' vi(. t or'S ,ipporttid the possibility of a low-level circulation in

wo on tral Gulf. Th, Wiinds Section informed Kansas City SFSS that a
S, in e ("e!t ill tne aniidteil version of tnese data. Subsequent
I i views showed hat the disturl'ance grew both in size and con-
o n i t :iovd iort.hward at 15 knot<;. During this period, the

,i:'he,,v flow alonq toe Florida (Iulf coast was 10 to 20 knots.
lit s) r n i te asrsat i. c e te dwi 1h he disturbance was first indicated

St' d, to anlysis just nff the Florida Pannandle at 0600 GMT,

:1)"-( 1 or1 iilkal (i qi. 4) for the0 period Ondinol at
I' noI p, , s,,i, no pre, t itatioi !or 1he soulheIst.

'.i ,'> il, '  
i,)ltt", 1 t h er , o ',<>erVo ! 6 -h(l r,1i0 il 11 I hall (rill. 5) -

i,.iVi it' I thit liqh t r.intiill had bequn. fiquro C show, the LFM forecast
'. 'i i L 1 i on li l- ', thin erie-half itich in l h mithea-, f f o r a

1. hjlir ptrl,i* ,i ?'1ti 1a 1'd0) 1I;M1, :>) 0( d lder. 1"y T)00d rM1, ;,) O(.ober,
t h P i,tll h,!a I l flll i iin n (th' Florida pen i tr1 I o wi ht I more than
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one-half inch of rain over western Florida and southeastern Alabama
and a maximum of 1.37 inches at Dothan, Alabama (see Fig. 7). The
accompanying satellite view (Fig. 8) shows the cloud pattern at this
time. By 1200 GMT, the end of the LFM forecast period, more than .- , A.
one-half inch of rain was recorded over a wide area of the southeast
(Fig. 9).

This case illustrates the importance of a pre-frontal disturbance
in initiating and enhancing pre-frontal precipitation.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 76/25

THE USE OF THE HB IR ENHANCEMENT CURVE TO MONITOR
THE ONSET OF FROST CONDITIONS IN THE WESTERN STATES

James J. Gurka and Ralph K. Anderson
NESS, Applications Group

The Hb enhancement curve (Fig. 1), which is used operationally in the
Western Region, has a black contour that covers the temperature range U?
from O°C (32°F) to -3.30C (260 F). Theoretically, on clear nights,
this contour could be used as an indicator of the ground surface
reaching freezing and the onset of frost. However, there are no ground
temperature data available to check the accuracy of the satellite-
observed temperatures on a given evening. The question then arises as
to whether the relationship between satellite-observed ground temperatures
and the six-foot instrument shelter temperatures is consistent enough to
calibrate the temperature values associated with the enhanced infrared
(EIR) contouring. Satellite data could then be used to indicate the
onset of freezing conditions in remote areas.

In an attempt to answer the above question, a grid with station locations
(Fig. 2) was used to estimate the time at which the edges of the freezing
contour passed over 30 stations in nine Intermountain states. It is
important to determine this time accurately since it is only at the
"breakpoint" of a contour that a temperature is defined. For example,
if a station is located in the middle of the black contoured area on the Hb
curve, the temperature could be any value between O°C and -3.3°C.
However, at the instant that the contour spreads over a station, the Q
ground temperature should be O-C.

On the evening of October 18-19 of this year, in the Western Region,
the colder edge (C on Figs. 1 and 2) of the freezing contour on the
Hb curve corresponded fairly closely to an instrument shelter temper-
ature of 1°C (34'F). Thus in this case, the average difference between
the satellite-sensed group temperature and the six-foot shelter temper-
ature was 4.4% (8F). Figure 3 is a plot of the time that the instrument
shelter temperature dropped to 1°C versus the time that the colder edge
of the black contour spread over the station.

The best fit straight line on Fig. 3 is Y = .86X + 1.16 with a correlation
coefficient of .96. The average error from the best fit straight line is
47 minutes with 19 out of the 30 cases having an error less than the
average. The larger errors, such as the one case with 2.62 hrs. and
another with 2.44 hrs., occurred when the contour remained stationary

,.
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II
near a station location for several pictures, and thus small gridding

k errors could have made substantial differences. The theoretical best
fit straight line should be Y = X. The average error from Y = X on
this evening was 52 minutes, with 20 out of the 30 cases having an
error less than 45 minutes. Therefore, there appears to be a close
and consistent relationship between the satellite-observed temperature
and the instrument shelter temperature.

There were several limiting factors in this study: (1) only hourly.-

temperature reports were available; (2) the enhancement IR (EIR)
pictures were taken hourly, and thus the arrival of the gray contour
and the time at which the temperature dropped to V°C were interpolated;
(3) the resolution of the IR sensor is 8 km, so that the imagery presents
a ground temperature that is an integrated radiational field from the
ground, tree tops and other vegetation; and (4) slight gridding errors
could have made a substantial difference for estimating the temperature
at a point. Another possible source of error could be the amount of
moisture in the atmosphere. The magnitude of error in satellite-derived
temperatures due to water vapor absorption as a function of precipitable
water content is shown on Figure 4. The precipitable water chart for
1200 GMT on the 19th (Fig. 5) clearly shows that atmospheric moisture
was minimal in this case.

In order to use the EIR satellite pictures to monitor the spread of
freezing temperatures, the user should: (1) be familiar with what
instrument shelter temperature corresponds to the onset of frost in

the area of interest; (2) determine what instrument shelter temperatures
are associated with the edges of the black contour in cloudless areas
as early in the evening as possible; (3) estimate what portions of the
contour will be associated with the onset of frost in the agricultural
area of concern.

On the basis of this one case, there appears to be a fairly consistent
relationship between satellite-derived temperature and instrument shelter
temperature. Therefore, knowing what that relationship is on a qiven
evening and what temperature is associated with the onset of frost in
a particular location, the EIR satellite pictures, and in particular
the Hb curve, could be used to estimate the spread of frost conditions.

2
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

F' * National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
%.0 SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 2/77

FIRST GLANCES CAN BE MISLEADING
IN LOCATING VORTICITY CENTERS

Carl E. Weiss
Applications Group, NESS

A problem in both static and animated IR picture interpretation is that an
apparent center of cloud rotation frequently does not coincide with a centerof maximum vorticity.l This is particularly true with rapidly moving short-

wave systems in the westerlies. According to Weldon (1976), a cloud rotation
center is defined as "an apparent 'center', 'axis', or 'hub' of rotation
within the cloud motions when viewed in time lapse motion." The GOES-I IR
imagery on 3 September 1976 illustrates such an example.

At 0001 GMT on 3 September, cloud rotation about (R), Figure 1, was evident
in the IR movies. The LFM vorticity analysis at 0000 GMT overlaid on this view,
Figure 2, shows the vorticity center (X) to be farther west than the cloud
rotation center (R). This is not an obvious location in view of the cloud
pattern. The cloud rotation (R), in this case, lies ahead of the vorticity
center and is to the north of mid-level wind maximum (S to S') in the area
where the vorticity is strongly cyclonic. The cloud rotation center (R) be-
comes better defined in the IR imagery at 1200 GMT, Figure 3. Here the
curvature (C) of the accompanying cirrus to the north of the center (R) has
become more pronounced. At this time, a closed 700 mb low (L) was analyzed
to the northwest of the rotation center. Examining the 1200 GMT LFM vorticity
analysis with the concurrent IR imagery, Figure 4, one can see that the
vorticity center (X) continued to be to the west of the cloud rotation (R)

*. in an area relatively free from any middle or high cloudiness. As before,
the cloud rotation is found just north of the leading edge of the wind

maximum (S to S') where the vorticity gradient is strong.

This apparent discrepancy between the locations of the vorticity center and
the cloud rotation center is common. Several possible explanations for this
disa(ireement come to mind. First, since systems often slope in the vertical,
clouds showing rotation in the satellite imagery may not coincide with the
analyzed vorticity center at 500 mb. However, studies of systems with cloud
tops near 500 nib revealed that a similar spatial difference between the
location of maximum vorticity and rotation centers still existed. Secondly,
a systematic bias in the vorticity analysis could also lead to this same
discrepancy. Typically, only over oceans or at other locations where cumulus
congestus or cumulonimbus are found behind the comma cloud, do the vorticity
centers and the cloud rotation centers agree. In those cases over the oceans,
clouds are sometimes present at the vorticity center and therefore the maximum

1. In this discussion, a maximum vortyctycenter fs defined as a-point at
a given level where the value of absolute vorticity is at a maximum. At
500 mb, this correspondends to an "X" on an NMC vorticity analysis.

--. - ,. .1.
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turning is seen there. More commonly, however, the vorticity center is
free from any significant cloudiness. It is obvious, but often overlooked,
that cloud rotation can only be seen where clouds are present. Therefore,
cloud rotation is frequently found at some location other than the vorticity
center. Weldon (1976) depicts a typical short-wave comma cloud pattern with
the corresponding vorticity and streamline analyses, Figure 5. The vorticity ".
center (X) is just to the rear of the comma head (A). If rotation in the
clouds is evident, it will most likely be in the hatched area (B) along the
shear axis of vorticity (dot-dash line, D to D'). This relationship between
the vorticity field and the cloud pattern is common for most short-wave troughs
imbedded in a strong westerly flow. In summary, by recognizing the typical
relationship between cloud rotation centers as seen in satellite imagery with
analyzed vorticity centers, errors made in locating vorticity centers (which
can be more serious than no analysis at all) can be minimized.

REFERENCE

Weldon, R. B., 1976, unpublished satellite training notes. (Available from
NESS, Applications Group (S121), World Weather Building, 5200 Auth Rd.,
Washington, D.C., 20023.)

Errata; SAIN 76/23: Last sentence, first paragraph should read:
A flash flood watch had been issued for the nighttime hours before
the event occcurred and had been extended for Western Maryland for the
period of flood-producing rains.
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Figure 1: GOES-i Full-Disk IR Imagery, 0001 GMT, 3 September 1976

Irv~

Figure 2: GOES-i Full-Disk IR imagery, 0001 GMT and NMC LFN
Vorticity Analysis 0000 GMT, 3 September 1976.
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Figure 5: Schematic showing the relationship between the cloud
pattern, streamline pattern, vorticity pattern and -

jet stream in a short-wave system in the westerlies.



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service ,-.
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 3/77

A QUICK WAY TO DETERMINE CLOUD FEATURE
SPEEDS USING GRIDDED SATELLITE PICTURES

H. M. Johnson
App1 cations Group/NESS, Washington, D.C. 20233

John D. Thomas, in the Satellite Applications Information Note 76/16,
points out the need for care in determining the movement rates of
satellite-observed cloud systems or system details when using the
usual, operationally available gridded IR or VIS pictures, and presents
two simple methods for determining these speeds accurately. This note
presents a quick way to apply the second method without doing any
numerical calculations (other than the very few required to set up
the procedure initially). The procedure is of very general appli-
cability and has been tested by use for several years.

1. What is needed:

(a) Gridded pictures or an appropriate overlay grid (a full
set of latitude and longitude lines is best).

(b) A two-point divider or equivalent (such as a child's
school, circle-making "compass"). A millimeter scale- "
will do in a pinch.

(c) A small piece of graph paper (one inch paper, 10 squares

to the inch, is excellent).

2. How to do it:

(a) Measure separately, with dividers (or scale), (1) the east-
west component of the displacement of interest, and (2) the
north-south component of the same displacement, in terms of
degrees as shown by the grid.

(b) Convert these to displacement rates for a time interval of
1 hour (or other standard time-in-erval, if preferred).

(c) Determine the north-south component rate (in knots from
Fig. 1 using the- 0-lati-tude line.

(d) Determine the east-west component rate (in knots) from
Fig. I using the latitude (or an approximate "average"
latitude) of the feature of interest (interpolating in
Fig. I as necessary).

I 5..I



(e) Combine the 2 components by simple vector addition, using
the graph paper (as shown in Fig. 2). The desired rate
"L" can be obtained by a separate piece of qraph paper of
the same type used as a scale to measure "L" or an arc may
be drawn of radius O-B (which is "L") with a compass (or
divider) about 0 as center to the line O-C and the lenqth
of "L" read directly from the oriqinal graph paper scale
(In Fig. 2 a northward rate of 10 knots combined with an
eastward rate of 17+ knots gives a vector sum of 20 knots
(from 240'').

The two components must be determined separately because the N-S
component does not depend on latitude, and the E-W component does
depend on latitude, strongly at the higher latitudes, as shown in
Fig. 1.

Fit]. 1 can be used for loops also. For use with a 10-hour loop,
mAitiply the values on the horizontal scale by 10 (or better, add
or substitute a scale renumbered in this way). Similarly for a
12-hour loop, multiply by 12; for a 24-hour loop, multiply by
24, etc.

Note that this procedure is a rapid one largely because once set
up, no additional numorical calculations are needed.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/4

EARLY SIGNS OF TROPICAL STORM DEVELOPMENT
IN THE WESTERN ATLANTIC

Vernon F. Dvorak
NOAA/NESS, Applications Group, Washington, D.C.

Introduction

During the past three years, a total of 10 tropical cyclones reached
tropical storm intensity or more in the western Atlantic after showing
early signs of cyclogenesis in the region east of Florida and north of
200 latitude. Satellite pictures of five of these ten storms are shown .-

to illustrate the earliest indications of their development. An analysis
of the cloud pattern evolution is made to test the criteria currently used
by operational analysts to forecast tropical storm development.

The operational procedure regarding initial development is to monitor all
disturbed cloud areas and determine when a cloud system warrants a Tl
classification. This number (TI), when used without a minus, forecasts
a storm of tropical storm intensity (T2.5) 36 hours from the time of
classification (Dvorak 1975). The Tl classification is made when a
disturbance meets the following criteria:

(1) A cloud grouping has persisted for more than 12 hours that
(2) includes an area of either dense-appearing convective overcast

or cumulonimbus organization of at least three degrees in areal extent
with

(3) cloud line curvature defining a cloud system center within an
area less than 2-1/2' diameter. The center can be defined either by curved
cloud lines associated with cumulonimbus, by low cloud line curvature with
the center defined near dense overcast, or by a combination of the two.

Data Description
-.

Figures 1 and 2 show four days early in the lives of tropical cyclones
Belle and Gloria, 1976. The pictures, taken 24 hours apart, are arranged
in columns with time increasing from the bottom ?f the picture to th top.
In each horizontal row, coincident infrared (IR) , enhanced IR (EIR) , and
"VIS" images are displayed from left to right.

Figure 3a, b, c shows three different tropical cyclones in the IR only,
with time also increasing from bottom to top. The disturbances shown are:
Figure 3a, Becky 1974; figure 3b, Dolly 1974; and Figure 3c, Candice 1976.

I. 7 curve dispIad
2. Applications Group qanvia enhancement
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In all the storm histories shown in these three figures, the disturbances O
reached tropical storm (T/S) intensity in National Hurricane Center bulletins
from 23 to 33 hours after the time of the picture in the top row.

Data Analysis .

Four days before tropical storm (T/S) was named (bottom pictures). In
the first views, clusters of convective clouds and cirrus are visible (A)
but little, if any, sign of curved convective line structure is apparent.
(The right-hand disturbance in Figure 2 does show this but is not discussed
in this paper.)

Three days before T/S was named (second picture from bottom). All
disturbances now show some convective line curvature (B), but only the
patterns in 3b and 3c show good center definition (i.e., within a 2.50
area). The smooth uniform appearance of most of the clouds defining these I:
centers suggests that there may be little convective line structure under
them. The "VIS" pictures (not shown) do show the north side of these
patterns to be only thin cirrus (C). This leaves the remaining amount of
dense clouds too small in area for the Tl criteria. Either TO or TO.5 is
usually used in these marginal cases (depending on the persistence of
the features observed in previous pictures). The IR data were shown in
preference to the "VIS" to illustrate how well the IR imagery reveals the
organization of the cirrus outflow patterns (C). Note the similarity of
this pattern for all disturbances at this stage of development.

Two days before T/S was named (second picture from top). Convective
line curvature has increased in all cases but the center definition
remains marginal in all but those in Figures 2 and 3a. In Figure 2,
however, the amount of deep layer convection is too small for Tl. In
Figure 3a, the pattern showed signs of being in excess of T2, but
operational rules constrain the analysis to Tl.5 on the first classification. L-

The patterns in Figure 3b and Figure 3c, being still weak, illustrate
how the smooth uniform cirrus patterns seen the day before can give the
appearance of advanced pattern evolution during the first days of develop-
ment. With short interval data, these patterns are often seen to be short-
lived.

One day (23-33 hours) before T/S was named (top picture). By this time
dll pictures show convective line curvature defining a cloud system center
within a small area. At this stage, one day after TO.5 or more, the cloud I
pattern is expected to show more organization of dense clouds around the
system center. This usually takes on the appearance of a curved "comma"
hand at the T2 stage similar to the ones seen in Figures 1, 2 (EIR) and 3a
(D). The band is more tightly curved than required for T2 in Figures 2 and
3a, but since Fiqure 2's T-numher was only TO.5 the day before, it was
held down to T2. The band in Figure I has not quite made it to T2 so it
is held to the expected change of one number per day.

2



I.
"... Summary and Conclusions

1. The earliest indication of cloud pattern organization in the cyclones
of the sample was observed about three days before T/S intensity was
reached.

2. The first sign of cloud pattern organization was the appearance of a
"cold" overcast cirrus pattern over previously existing convective clouds.

. The cirrus pattern showed anticyclonic cirrus shear across the cloud
* system. The pattern appeared to be similar in all cases at the same stage

in the growth process and usually weakened during the succeeding 24 hours.

3. The developmental criteria tested in the study worked well for all
storms except Becky which was forecast 23 hours early. The addition of
cirrus cloud pattern criteria for detecting the early stages of cyclogenesis
is suggested by the study. Cirrus patterns as well as areas of deep layer
convection are easily recognized in enhanced IR imagery.
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* \' : National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service

*pro SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/5

MERGER OF TROPICAL CYCLONE REMNANTS OVER THE NORTHEAST PACIFIC

Arthur C. Pike
NESS, Satellite Field Services Station, Honolulu, Hawaii

An unusual case of two large, distinct tropical cyclonic vorticity maxima
of approximately equal strength merging to form a unified system occurred
east of Hawaii in August 1976. It was the first such instance to be viewed
by the SMS-2 geostationary satellite. The disturbances involved were the
late, declining stages of tropical cyclones GWEN and HYACINTH. They are
illustrated with SMS-2 daylight sectors of two km resolution, except in
figure 4, where the resolution is four km. Since tropical cyclone pairs
are commonly observed during the hurricane season over the northeast
Pacific (Baum 1976), a future case similar to this one is likely to occur
there.

Figure 1 is a view of GWEN and HYACINTH late on August 9 when their centers
were 1550 km apart. GWEN, to the southwest near 10'N 125 0W, has maximum
sustained winds estimated at 45 knots, while HYACINTH appears near peak
strength as a 95-knot hurricane near 15'N 111 0W. By the afternoon of
August 12, figure 2, HYACINTH has moved west-northwest to 220N 128 0W and
has weakened to a 55-knot storm over relatively cool, 21'C ocean surface
water. GWEN, now only 770 km southeast of HYACINTH and embedded in its
convergent counterclockwise flow, is moving north-northwest at 15 knots with
35-knot winds. The Fujiwhara effect (Fujiwhara 1921, Jager 1968), a
relative cyclonic rotation about each other of two cyclones as they approach,
is now evident.

One day later on August 13, figure 3, both systems are weakening 35-knot storms
spaced 480 km apart. GWEN has shifted northeast of HYACINTH and is beginn-
ing to move more westward at an accelerated rate of 28 knots. HYACINTH
continues west at about 15 knots. Only seven hours later, figure 4, the
predominatly stratiform cloud patterns of both cyclones are merging in
the general vicinity of 23'N 137°W, although the GWEN vorticity maximum
is still well defined about 450 km to the north-northeast of the HYACINTH
maximum. Highest winds in the system are estimated at 35 knots just
north of the GWEN maximum.

By the morning of August 14, figure 5, the two vorticity maxima have
become parts of a single larger-scale cyclonic system near 22°N 141°W.
The remnants of GWEN, farther north at this time, and HYACINTH are now

* only 180 km apart, and are beginning to diffuse vorticity into a common
center of circulation between them. In figure 6, taken early in the
afternoon of August 15, only one well defined vorticity maximum can be
seen, near 22°N 148 0W. Highest winds are estimated at 25 knots. The
disturbance seen near 240N 141°W marks the remnants of tropical depression
11, which was not involved in the GWEN-HYACINTH merger although it did
execute a Fujiwhara-type motion along the periphery of the merging pair.
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Now officially classified as a single tropical depression, T.D. 9, the
cyclonic system moved generally west-northwest for the next several days
passing 200 km north of Oahu and Kauai in the Hawaiian Islands during
August 17. The only associated Hawaiian rainfall occurred in conditions '" " ,-,
of sea breeze convergence in the col area south of the depression.
Although no strong prevailing winds were apparent in the depression,
cumulonimbus convection was briefly activated within it on August 17
northeast of Hawaii and on August 20 near 370N 178 0W as it passed through
regions of ascending air east of slow-moving upper tropospheric troughs.
The system recurved into the westerlies as a minor vorticity maximum
on the latter date.

A best track map for GWEN, HYACINTH and tropical depression 9 appears
in figure 7. East of longitude 140'W it is based on information supplied
by the National Weather Service Forecast Office at Redwood City, CA;
farther west it has been constructed by the author.
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*Fig. 1: SMS-2 visible (2 km resolution), 2315Z, 9 August 1976.
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*Fig. 2: SMS-2 visible (2 km resolution), 1815Z, 12 August 1976.
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Fig. 4: SMS-4 Vi b 1 (4 kmn resr)iion) ,0115Z, 14 August 1976.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

." National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service

SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/6

THE FEBRUARY 23-24 DUST STORM AS VIEWED FROM GOES-,

James J. Gurka
Applications Group

NESS/Washington, D. C.

On February 22, 1977, an intense surface low developed in the lee of the
Colorado Rockies (Fig. 1) producing strong winds but very little precipi-
tation in the drought-stricken areas of eastern Colorado, western Kansas,
and west Texas (see Fig. 2). As was expected, the storm began producing
blowing dust on the 22nd. By February 23 and 24, the storm was responsible I
for the most spectacular dust storms over North America since geostationary
satellite imagery has been available. While the satellite imagery made it
possible to monitor the spread of the dust, the 24-hour P.E. trajectory
prog. proved to be a useful tool for predicting the spread of the dust on
this occasion.

The hourly sequence of visible satellite pictures beginning at 1700 GMT,
February 23 (Figs. 3-6) shows the edges of the blowing dust at A, B, C and
D. At 1700 GMT (Fiq. 3), one area of dust is confined to west central
Texas and appears as a hazy, milky-looking area between A and B. Farther
north, a more widespread area of dust extends from northeast Colorado,

_ southeastward through parts of Kansas and the Oklahoma and Texas pan-
handles (D) and then northeastward through central and northern Oklahoma
(C). Numerous observations of blowing dust were being reported on the
1800 GMT surface chart (Fig. 7). From 1800 to 2000 GMT (Figs. 4-6), the
dust originating near the west Texa- border spread southeastward into
central Texas, and by 2300 (IM" (Fig. 8), into southeast Texas. The edge
of the northern dust area at 1) spread southward durinq the afternoon, while
that at C moved southeastward. The airborne dust can also be seen as a
cold radiating surface (A, B and C) in the daytime IR imagery (1900 and
?000 GMT, Fiqs. 0J and 10).

[1y 1600 GMT on the next day, Febrary 24 (Fig. II), the dust extended from
southern and western Oklahoma and northeas;t Texas (D) eastward through
portions of Arkansas and Louisiana into Mississippi (E), Alabama and Georqia
(A); and then southward into the Gulf of Mexico, with edges at B, C and F.
On the 1600 GMT infrared picture (Fig. 12), the dust can be seen over land
(A to D); however, in [his case, the temperature of the top of the layer
approaches that of the sensed water temperature in the Gulf and could mask
the actual thermal pattern and lead to errors in determining sea surface
temperatures from the satellite imagery.
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The dust on both days extended upward through a deep layer in the
atmosphere, with several pilot reports taken on February 23 over Texas
indicating tops of the layer to be 12,000 to 15,000 feet. On the 24th,
reports of dust tops from 7,000 to 9,000 feet were common, with most

pilots reporting the thickest dust in the lowest 3,000 to 5,000 feet
range.

The 24-hour P.E. trajectory prog. for the 850 mb level (Fig. 13) moved
some of the dust-laden air from central Texas into southeastern Georgia
between 0000 GMT on the 24th and 0000 GMT on the 25th; another portion
was forecast to move into the Gulf of Mexico. For the same time period,
the trajectories passing through the dust in Oklahoma extended southeast-
ward to Alabama and then northeastward through northern Georgia and into
the Carolinas. From the 2200 GMT satellite picture (Fig. 14), it can be
seen that the trajectory forecast was fairly accurate with the dust extending
through Georgia and into the Carolinas and southward into the Gulf of Mexico,
with edges at A, B, C, D, E, and F. This suggests that the satellite-
observed dust patterns, combined with the 24-hour trajectory prog., could
be useful tools in the preparation of aviation forecasts during conditions
of blowing dust.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service *-. ,-
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/7

AN OCEANIC CYCLOGENESIS - ITS CLOUD PATTERN INTERPRETATION

R. B. Weldon V
NESS, Applications Group V

Shown is a series of 13 infrared pictures over the Pacific. The pictures
are at 3-hour intervals and span a total period of 26 hours. Picture 14 is
a visible image which corresponds to the time of picture 6 of the IR series.
The cloud pattern evolution shown is a type which is often observed with
relatively rapid cyclogenesis over the oceans. Many aspects of the cases
are pertinent to weather systems that occur over North America as well.

Note the cloud pattern that is labeled "A" on pictures 1 and 3 and its
evolution during the 36 hour period. Some aspects of the cloud pattern
and its evolution are unique to the case shown; other aspects are common
to many systems of the type. It is those common aspects that are emphasized
in the following observations and interpretations.

The cloud pattern evolution:

Most of the cloud pattern change occurred during the 24 hour period which -

began at 12 GMT, 3 February, and ended at 12GMT, 4 February (pictures 3
thru 11). On picture 3, the cloud pattern - labeled "A" - is well defined
with a relatively uniform cold top area and a distinct edge on the poleward
side. The "distinctiveness" of the cloud pattern has increased during the
previous six hours (compare pictures 1, 2 and 3), although the general "wing"
or "leaf" shape has continued. The cloud top area has become more uniformly -
cold and the poleward edge has sharpened - become better defined. In many
cases, this trend is accompanied by a clearing or decrease of cloudiness
adjacent to the main cloud pattern, but this is not apparent on the pictures
shown here. I have noted that such an increase in "distinctiveness" is an
indication that the system is intensifying; the mid-tropospheric vorticity and
temperature gradients are increasing with time, and the value of the maximum
vorticity associated with the cloud system is probably increasing with time.

Note that tne poleward edge of the cloud pattern on picture 3 has a low
amplitude "S" shape. On FIGURE 3 - which contains the same IR image as
picture 3 - this edge is identified by the white letters 'a", "b" and "c".
The shape of the edge reverses from slightly concave to slightly convex
at point "b", an inflection point. On picture 4, that portion of the edge
which was concave west of the inflection point (section "a-b" on Figure 3),
now appears as a separate cloud band. The clouds which were south of the
edge in that portion of the system have begun to dissipate - or have stopped
forming. This trend continues. On picture 6, the edge band itself is no

* longer detectable; and the cloud pattern has begun to form a comma-like shape.
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That part of the edge which was convex east of the inflection point
(section "b-c" on Figure 3) has been maintained. This has evolved
to become the border of the "head" portion of the emerging cloud
comma pattern. On picture 6, a protruding cloud point or "tip" (labeled
"D") appears at the rear of the comma "head". When viewed by 30 minute
interval time-lapse motion - film loops - the tip appears to have evolved
from the inflection point of the original edge. A small clear "slot"
appears to the south of the "tip". It is the presence of the "slot" that
differentiates between having a "tip" rather than an inflection point at
the location where the edge reverses its shape from concave to convex.
During the ensuing pictures of the series (pictures 7 thru 13) the slot
becomes larger, the portion of the edge which is concavely shaped (south
and west of the slot on picture 6) rotates cyclonically with time, and the
tip "hooks" cyclonically around the center of maximum vorticity.

Picture 14 is a visible image which corresponds in time to the IR image of
picture 6. This was the first high sun angle visible picture available
to me for that date. Note the bright distinct pattern and the smooth top
appearance of the main cloud system on the visible picture. Such distinctive-
ness on both the visible and IR images is an indication that the cyclogenesis
is occurring through a vertically deep layer. With such a case over an -
oceanic environment, it is likely that significant surface cyclogenesis is
accompanying the upper level cloud system development. Had there been visible
data available for the time of picture 3 (about midniqht local time), cloud
pattern "A" would likely have displayed a similar bright well defined pattern
as on picture 14. This opinion is based upon observations of other similarly
developing systems at the same phase of their evolution.

The cloud system "movement" and relationships to the wind field:

Which way will it move? If, at the time of one of the first 3 pictures,
*- cloud system "A" had been recognized as an incipient pattern of a developing

storm system, this would have been one of the basic questions asked. Another
related question is: "which way did it move?" The first requirement for
answering either of those questions is to define "it". Figure 4 is a drawing
which depicts the movement of the edge "a-b-c" which was indicated on Figure
3. The edge position is shown at six hour intervals. The numbers correspond
to picture numbers. Point "a" was defined as the location where the cirrus
which was coming over the upstream high level ridge crossePd the "tail" end
of cloud system "A". Point "b" was defined as the inflection point of the
ori(qinal edge, which became the "tip" as the system evolved. Point "c" was
defined as the point on the "outflow" end of the edge where the clouds either
ended or became ragged. Keeping in mind that picture 9 was a 0615 GMT picture
30 minutes later than it should have been to maintain the 3 hourly intervals,
the following observations are made:

2
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Note that prior to picture 5 the cloud system had changed little in shape
and moved rapidly toward the east-southeast. It was during the period
between pictures 4 and 6 that the "a-b" section of the radar edge became -,

banded and disappeared - shifting that part of the edge southeastward and
forming the comma-like shape. It was during the same time period that the ,
inflection point/tip part of the cloud system changed from moving eastward
or slightly south of eastward to northeastward. Both the change of direction
and the transition of the cloud pattern are coincident with the development
of southwesterly winds in advance of the vorticity center at mid tropospheric A
levels. A "waving" or increase of amplitude of the streamlines at middle
levels occurred, and the system began to "turn the corner".

Studies of such cloud systems over the U.S. data network have shown that
the "vorticity center" - or the point of maximum absolute vorticity value
of the 500 mb winds - is located just to the rear of the inflection point
on the clear side of the distinct edge - as seen on pictures 1,2, or 3.
On picture 6 it would be located southwest of the "tip" feature. As the
pattern evolves and the amplitude of the "trough" in the wind field and
height contours increases, the vorticity center moves faster than the
"tip". I have placed dots on Figure 4 indicating where I believe the
vorticity center would most likely be located with respect to the cloud
pattern at each of the 6 hour intervals. Note that a line drawn between
the vorticity center and the "tip" (or the inflection point of the edge) at
each picture tine would rotate cyclonically as the pattern evolved. This
changing relationship is directly related to the fact that the system was
developing an increasing amplitude trough (and eventually a closed low and
streamline center) and to the fact that the vorticity center (and the tip
feature and comma head) were moving in a path that curved increasingly to the
left with time.

In regard to the part of the system that moved northeastward, another point
to consider is: can we determine from the satellite pictures when the upper
level center "closed" in the contours and streamlines - if it did? Consider
picture 7. If we examine the cloud motions on movie loops at the time of that
picture, or those of other comma shaped cloud systems in a similar phase of
development; the following is observed. The small cloud elements on the
north or northwest side of the slot are moving backwards - or losing ground -
with respect to the overall cloud system movement. Clouds are dissipating
at the edges of the tip. On the other side of the slot, clouds seem to be
forming. In other words, the air northwest of the slot is losing ground to
the moving cloud system, and the air southeast of the slot - and along the
ed(e southward of that area - is gaining ground with respect to the system.
At this phase of development, this differential motion is due mostly to wind
shear and only slightly to curvature. The air northwest of the vorticity
center - at cloud levels - is still moving from the west or southwest with
respect to the map, but not with respect to the system which is moving faster.
A "Closed" circulation is present in the relative motion of the air, but not
in the winds. As the system evolves and the circulation "closes" in the wind
field, the following behavior is observed on movie loops. Cloud elements
move back along the tip area and dissipate; those that move furthest before
dis sipating dEfine the end of the tip. There is considerable variation in
this process at half hourly intervals, and a corresponding variation in the -I
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shape and extension of the tip. As the system evolves, these elements tend
to move more to the left and further along the path than their predecessors
before they dissipate. The result to the pattern is, that the tip begins
to hook cyclonically around some point moving with the system. In the case
shown, this pattern appears on picture 9 and is better defined by picture 10.
Experience has shown that this process of the tip hooking around into a curved
pattern occurs at about the same time that the elements begin moving back with
respect to the ground (as well as with respect to the system). Thus, the hooked
tip pattern is a good indication that the system is "closed" in the wind
field - and contour field - at cloud levels. Careful study of the film loops
for the case shown indicates that the system was "closed" in the cloud level
flow: probably by picture 9 and definitely by picture 10. Note that the tip '

can be hooked completely into a circle; and, if the system is still moving,
the vorticity center will not be in the center of the circle formed by the
hooked tip. It will be offset to the right of the center of the hooked circle
looking downstream in the direction of system movement.

Whereas the coma "head" portion of the cloud system turned northeastward,
the part of the cloud edge indicated by "a" continued to move eastsoutheastward
until picture 8, then eastward until picture 10. Section "a-b" of the edge
rotated cyclonically, such that point "a" which was about 500 miles westsouth-
west of "b" on picture I is nearly the same distance to the southsoutheast of
"b" by picture 13. Edge section "a-b" forms the rear edge of the "tail" cloud
feature of the evolving storm cloud "comma". The tail cloud band, in this
case, indicates a vertically deep frontal zone extending thru the middle and
lower troposphere. Significant convection occurs along that frontal zone
from the comma head southward (or southwestward on the earlier pictures) to
point "a" where the cirrus crosses over the frontal zone. The northern edge4. of the cirrus which crosses the tail/frontal zone is near to and parallel to
the axis of maximum winds at high tropospheric levels. Thus, point "b" re-
presents the point where the axis of the jet stream crosses the lower level
frontal zone. At low levels the frontal zone extends under the jet stream
cirrus. The cloud band labeled "f" on picture 14 and on IR picture 6 is
likely very close to the location of the surface cold front associated with
the developing cloud system.

At the time of picture 9, the southern end of the tail/frontal zone where
the jet stream cirrus crosses has been moving eastward, and active convection
has been occurring. In the interest of forecasting the weather to the east
of the tail at those latitudes, the significant question is: is it safe to
extrapolate the past movement of the southern end of the active frontal zone.
From experience I have noted that, a.; long as the cirrus coming over the up-
stream ridge extends downstream to - or across - the frontal zone tail band
as a well defined band or edge nearly parallel to the high level winds, the
frontal zone - where the cirrus crosses - will continue to move, and convection
will occur along the tail to the left of where the cirrus crosses. When the
cirrus edge or band coming over the upstream ridqe is well defined, the axis
of maximum winds tend to be parallel to the edge and parallel to the isopleth-
of vorticity. If such an edge is present and nearly straight upstream to the
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ridge or back upstream 10 or 15 degrees longitude, then the frontal band
at the crossing point will remain active and move in the direction of the
cirrus that crosses it. I can reliably extrapolate the frontal band
movement for 12 hours or more. If the definition and straightness of the p...

edge is maintained, but the upstream ridge is building northward with time ".
the jet and cirrus band will rotate anticyclonically and the crossing point
will move increasingly to the right of its previous track. In this case,
none of the above are occurring. Examination of the clouds of the upstream
ridge indicates two changes occurring during pictures 9, 10, and 11. The
flow between the upstream ridge and the frontal band is increasing its
amplitude. The cloud edge near the ridge is more and more anticyclonically
curved and that near the frontal band is more cyclonically curved. The cirrus
edge near the frontal band is rotating cyclonically in concert with thisincrease of amplitude; and the point "a" of the system begins to turn toward

the northeast. Also, as the increase in amplitude occurs, the cirrus no longer
extends from the ridge to the frontal band. The second change occurring is
that the edge near the ridge is becoming ragged indicating that the flow is
across the vorticity isopleths in an "negative vorticity advection" sense. This
also indicates that the strong winds in that area will be spread over a wide
area; the axis of maximum winds will be difficult to define. The first
change indicates that the point of cirrus crossing the frontal band will turn
toward the northeast (or more to the left of its previous track); and the
second change indicates that the system will begin to shear out and weaken.
Note on Figure 5 that the 300 mb contours spread in a different pattern
between the upstream ridge and the evolving storm cloud system. During
the period from picture 11 until picture 13, the cloud system elongated into
a northwest - southeast orientation, and the cloud bands became thinner.
Studies of such cloud system behavior over data rich areas indicate the e

following: An elongated region or "lobe" or higher vorticity values extends
from the vorticity center to the point where the cirrus crosses the frontal
band. As the cloud system stretches or elongates in the manner shown here, {.

the vorticity lobe also elongates, the vorticity gradients decrease, and -.
the value of the vorticity center decreases.

Secause of the change of structure of the upstream ridge, the demise of the
system can be guessed at the time of picture 11. By picture 12, the guess
is reinforced, and by picture 13, the trend is well established. After that
the system continues to "shear out" as it moves against the blocking ridge-
trough pattern over the North American continent.

The early cloud pattern identity - a "baroclinic leaf"

How soon was the development identifiable on the satellite pictures? The k

answer is - in my opinion - at the time of picture 1. Although the cloud
pattern was identifiable prior to that time, it was less distinct. By
picture 1, the pattern had a distinct "wing" or "leaf" shape which is character-
istic of the incipient cloud patterns in many cases of cyclogenesis. I refer
to such an incipient cloud system as a "baroclinic leaf". I could not be sure
at the time of picture I - based merely on the shape alone - that the cloud
pattern "A" was of the "baroclinic leaf" category. However, there are some
additional clues which reinforced the identity.

5
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(1) If the "leaf" shaped pattern is a "baroclinic leaf", it should
be located within the jet stream zone, or in the exit region of
an advancing jet stream with weaker flow ahead of it. The differences
of the low clouds in picture 1 indicate that pattern "A" is within

. ."-, the jet stream zone.

(2) The logitudinal cloud axis of a "baroclinic leaf" pattern will
most likely be oriented in a direction which is rotated counter-
clockwise by some acute angle with respect to the direction of
the upstream jet axis. This is difficult to check on picture 1,
since the upstream jet stream is on the horizon of the picture.
A related characteristic which can be checked is that the axis of
the "leaf" will usually be in a direction oriented counterclockwise
from the direction of propagation of the cloud system. This is
true at the time of picture 1. The axis of the "leaf" is WSW-ENE,
and the direction of propagation a little south of eastward.

(3) On an IR picture, the cloud top area of a "baroclinic leaf" system
is usually colder and smoother on the wider portion, with the cloud
tops becoming progressively warmer and more irregular toward the
narrow "tail-like" end.

From the above combination of characteristics, the "baroclinic leaf" identity of
cloud pattern "A" was firmly established; and the interpretation that significant
('-velopment was underway was a highly reliable one. The primary remaining
question is: What is the vertical depth involved in the development? The
coldness of the pattern on the IR image indicates that system is affecting the

6. high troposphere, but some "leaf" cloud patterns and their associated
development are confined to the higher levels.

In this case, I concluded that the development was vertically deep and
probably included the surface. The conclusions were based on the following:

(1) Such coldness on the IR image with respect to other cloud systems
on the same picture, implied a vertically thick cloud system.

(2) The jet stream associated with the system appeared to be vertically
deep because of the effects on the convective clouds on opposing
sides.

(3) The de\ lopment as not in the southern branch of a split in the
westerlies, but appeared to be within the main branch of the jet
stream. High level development often occur in the southern branch
of splitting westerly jet streams.

(4) The development was over the ocean where a large availability of

low level moisture existed.

Another point to check in this regard is:

(5) [o(e' a low level tail-like band of clouds - such as those associated
with a surface front: - extend to the rear of the narrow end of the
'lea f"? If it. does the develooment involve, the o wer atmosphere.
In this ca'se, the area where the low band wouild be is obscured by
hither I out',. So, this clue cannot hi' che(J',ed.

6
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Figure 3 shows the 300mb contours from the NMC analysis superimposed on
the IR image of picture 3. The purpose of the figure is to illustrate the
relationships of this particular "baroclinic leaf" pattern to the long wave
environment. Figures I and 2 depict "baroclinic leaf" patterns within two
other types of environments.

The following conditions are common to "baroclinic leaf" patterns in all -'-

3 types of environments:

(1) The region of the atmosphere under the leaf is frontogenetic.
In early stages of most cases, the frontogenesis was strongest in
the middle troposphere, and was occurring in the deformation zone ,. -
in advance of a speed maximum in the jet stream upstream from the
leaf. The overall frontal zone is parallel to the longitudianal
axis of the "cloud leaf". As the system progresses, lower level
frontogenesis begins or increases under that part of the leaf with
the concave rear edge. This appears to be enhanced by sinking air
to the rear of that part of the cloud system. At high tropospheric
levels the frontogenesis is greatest near the convex portion of
the edge.

(2) The presence of the "leaf" is an indication that cyclogenesis is
likely. If the development is not halted by some change in the
environmental conditions, the "leaf" will evolve into the storm
cloud comma pattern.

94.,

(3) Although the "rear" edge of a "leaf" is often well defined, the
winds and height contours at cloud top levels are oriented across
the edge at angles ranging from very large at the narrow (usually
equator-ward) end to very small or paralled at the wide (usually
poleward) end.

(4) The leaf pattern is located within a tight gradient of 500mb p
vorticity isopleths. The 500mb winds cross the isopleths in a
positive advection direction. The vorticity gradient is usually
increasing with time. For those systems that are developing rapidly,
the vorticity isopleths are parallel to the contours and winds
along the jet axis upstream from the narrow end of the "leaf".

(5) The jet stream axis is NOT along the well defined edge of the leaf.
The jet stream axis normally crosses the leaf pattern in a manner
depicted by the arrows on Figures I and 2. The jet stream is usually
well defined and strong at middle levels upstream from the leaf
where the cross-hatched arrows are shown on Figures I and 2. There
is more variability in the jet structure on the other side of the
leaf.

The following differences which depend upon the 3 types of environments
shown:

Fijure 1:

Here the "baroclinic leaf" is located over a pre-existing or established
low level or surface frontal zone. The clouds associated with the low level
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front are indicated by the hatched band. As the deep layer frontogenesis
occurs, the low level increasing gradient will be merged with the existing
gradient of the established surface front along the tail portion of the
leaf. In such cases, when the surface cyclogenesis occurs north of the
established front, that portion of the newly forming cold front which is
north of the established front, will be "an instant occlusion". If the
surface cyclogenesis occurs in the surface frontal zone of the pre-existing
front, a "frontal wave development" will occur. My observations indicate
that the place where the surface cyclogenesis occurs in most dependent upon
where the middle and upper level strong wind zones are. The lower level
environment - especially the availability of warm moist air - appears to
influence the rapidity at which the surface cyclogenesis proceeds. This may
be related to the fact that when a "leaf" cloud pattern does occur over or
near to an already established surface frontal zone, the convex curved
portion of the edge and the clouds in that portion of the "leaf" dominate
in coldness and brightness. In fact the cloud system quickly takes on more
or an "arch" shape rather than a "leaf" or "wing" shape on the IR images.

Fjgure 2:

Here the "leaf" occurs on the forward side of a relatively high amplitude
trough. Frequently in such cases considerable high cloudiness is present
on the warm side of the jet stream axis. Note that the edge of that cloud
pattern coincides closely with the axis of the jet stream indicated by the
arrows. The edqe of the "leaf" does not. In regard to the low level frontal
locations, similar variations occur as in the case of Fiqure 1, since often
there is a pre-existin, low level frontal zone under the jet stream related

- cirrus. Frequently a new surface front will form along the tail of the
"leaf" before it accelerates eastward and overtakes the colde pre-existing
front.

F i yure 3:

Here, as in Figure 1, the "leaf" is forming within a relatively low amplitude
branch of strong westerlies. However, in this case there is no pre-existing
surface frontal zone near the "leaf". Note the southwest to norteast oriented
warm cloud bands well to the southeast of the "leaf". These are the remnant
frontal cloud bands of previous systems which have moved east and dissipated
a(lainst the blocking ridge. One of these stil' had active convection along
it in picture 1. In such a case as this - during the early staqes of the
"leaf" - a surface front may exist, trailing back upstream under thr middle
'Ind upper level jet./baroclinic zones, or it may form under the tail end of
the "leaf" as the system intensifies.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/10

LIFE CYCLE OF AN ATLANTIC SUBTROPICAL LOW

James B. Lushine
Satellite Field Services Station, Miami, Fla.

I p2

The subtropical cyclone has drawn increased attention by Atlantic tropical
meteorologists due to its greater frequency in recent years and its potential
for transformation into a tropical cyclone (Frank, 1976). Hebert and Poteat
(1975) have described three principal types of genesis of subtropical lows
that predominate in the Atlantic. One of these is the type which forms east
of an upper tropospheric trough but not in a frontolyzinq zone. The evolution
of this type of subtropical cyclone near Bermuda during the period 11-15 March
1977 will be examined and probable reasons why it did not become a tropical
cyclone will be offered.

A mid-tropospheric short wave moved eastward off of the southeastern U.S.
coast on 10 March 1977. By 1501 GMT, 11 March 1977, this short wave was
centered along 68'W between 25"N and 350N and was reflected on the surface
as an inverted trough (Fig. 1). Twenty-Four hours later the middle level
short wave had moved eastward and surface pressures had fallen about 3mb.
Fig. 2 shows the 1800 GMT surface analysis superimposed on the 2 mile
resolution visible picture taken at 1501 GMT on 12 March 1977. During the

- next 24 hours, the system moved southwaro at 5-10 knots and convection
increased dramatically. Bands of thunderstorms began to align themselves
in the familiar comma-,haped confi guration seen in the formation of some
t l i ca I ( yc I ones. Visible movie loop,. (it this time inidicitc d Ia low cloud
irculation (ent~er had developed. Fi(i. 3 is 1 112 mile resolution visible
i ture taken i t 1)01 GMT on I13 Ma r h ]'h J7 with .it 1800 GMT surface analysis
,uper imposed. SurfaLe pressures had nw dropped approximately 6mb in the
past 24 hours. Wind speeds up to 30 knots were ubserved well away from the
low center, a distinguishing feature of uubtropical cyclones as opposed to
purely tropical cyclones. Although exhiiniting some tropical characteristics,
the still cold air environment around the low is indicated by the stratified
low clouds seen northwest of the center. The urface low center had now
moved southward at 10 knots. By 1801 GMT on 14 March 1977 (Fiq. 4),
weakening of the system was inferred from the satellite pictures as the con-
vection had diminished ind become displaced well to the east of the low-
level circulation. fnis circulation was then indicated by rather poor
aI I jnment of the low -l evel ,:umul us e.m e,:ts. Al tho,'gh surface pressures in
the I ow rema i ned near I y uni h(i n(ed from '4 hours ear Ii er, fa 11 i n( press ure
ahead of an approachinq cold front weakened the pressure (radient and winds
around the low subsided. I.y 1331 GMT, 15 Mrch 1977, the convection had
moved further eastward and decreased rapidly (Fig. 5). The surface low center
had moved slowly southward and was bareL. di5(cernible as a weak 1014 nib
low pressure center. Six hours later there was no evidence of the low center
on the surface,either from conventional data or from cloud motions.
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The reason t no .11 .v lor e failed to become tropical IL
were twofold. I irt , ,i t, e;:iperatures were 3"C-8 ° C below the
coLmonly recojn 1 d tnrt-.nuld vilje of 27C needed for tropical storm
formation (Palm'n. 1948,) These sea surface temperatures were obtained
operationally from satelite observations, a weekly summary of which is
shown in Fi(. b. The other factor which inhibited the transformation to
a warm core tropical cyclone was the strong vertical shear of the horizontal
winds. Mean wind shear charts (not shown) derived by subtracting the
1000-600mb mean wind from the 600-200mb mean wind indicated shears of 15-30
knots in the area of the subtropical low. This shear is 5-20 knots greater
than is normally associated with tropical storm formation in the Atlantic
(Hope, 1975).

Satellite depiction of cloud cover, sea surface temperature, and wind
flow has (iven the tropical meteorologist an opportunity to observe and
evaluate the potential of disturbances over data sParse areas.

Thanks qo to James Eskdale for his drafting and photographic expertise and

to Suzanne Melisano for the typing.
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE I-

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/11 . .

AN EXAMPLE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF SUBSYNOPTIC FEATURES IN FORECASTING

Warren M. Wisner

Satellite Field Services Station, Anchorage, Alaska
,\

The use of GOES/SMS-2 imagery in forecasting for the Alaska area got a
big boost when the Synchronous Meteorological Satellite (SMS-2) was moved
to 135W some 35,795 kilometers above the ocean. This satellite is orbiting
eastward at the same rate as the earth's rotation giving it the appearance
of being stationary over the same location on the ocean. Since the open-
ing of the National Environmental Satellite Service's (NESS) fiel.d station
in Anghorage in December, 1975, the use of the SMS-2 Infared (IR) data,
which -is received hourly, has become a major input for the locating and
tracking of weather systems as they move towards the Alaska mainland.
However, weak looking but potentially important short-wave or subsynoptic
features are often overlooked by the forecasters as important weather
producers. An example of this occurred on April 26 and 27, 1977.

The 0000 GMT Monday, April 26, 1977, 500mb analysis, Figure I, shows a
trough through western Alaska. The corresponding surface analysis, Figure
3, shows a weakening occluded front from a low in northeastern Alaska
through Anchorage and Kodiak. The SMS-2 picture for about the same time
shows the cloud pattern associated with this front, ABC on Figure 7.
Note also at this time that a poorly organized system was located about
800 kilometers west of Washington state with clouds spreading northward
to southern southeast Alaska.

Figures 8 and 9 show that the frontal clouds over the Gulf of Alaska
dissipated as the front moved eastward. Also one can see on Figure 8
at 'D' what appears to be the start of a speed maximum coming into south-
west Alaska. This speed maximum, DE on Figure 9, reaches the bottom of
the trough aloft over Kodiak Island and from the conservation of vorticity
laws,. develops a weak vorticity comma '0 on Figure 10. This vorticity comma
moved eastward across the Gulf of Alaska with the 500mb trough, see Figures
2 and 12.

Meanwhile, the cloud system south of southeast Alaska first, weakened and
then with the approach of the vorticity conina, began to reintensify and
move northward. This development reached its maximum when the vorticity
comma reached the southeastern Alaska coast, Figure 13. The intensification
of this system was missed by both the LFM and PE proq series and also by
the guidience forecasters at WSFO Anchorage. The forecasts for southeast
Alaska underplayed the precipitation and ended it too soon. The precipi-
tation ended with the passaqe of the 500mb trough which could have been
timed by using the speed of the vorticity comma which apparently was tied
Lo the bottom of the trough.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/12

AN EARLY MORNING FOG BOUNDARY AND ITS EFFECTS
ON AFTERNOON CONVECTION

Charles F. Burger
NESS/Applications Group

Washington, D.C.

The formation areas of afternoon convection are, in many cases, influenced
by a variety of mesoscale features, such as differential heating, the sea
breeze, and terrain. One such case occurred on 11 July 1977. The MOS
thunderstorm forecast available that morning (Fig. 1) showed a broad
region of 60 to 70 percent thunderstorm probabilities over Virginia, the
Carolinas, and Georgia for the period from 1200 GMT 11 July to 1200 GMT
12 July 1977. An important task for the forecaster is the refinement of
synoptic scale forecasts such as this through the specification of areas
where convection is most likely to form and the direction that it is likely
to move. This task can be aided by using satellite imagery for analysis and
for delineating regions and boundaries that might contribute to convection.

The NMC surface analysis for 1200 GMT (Fig 2) shows a broad area of low
stratus and fog in the region of 60 to 70 percent thunderstorm probabilities.

* - Differential heating due to the fog can affect the formation of afternoon
convection (Purdom and Gurka, 1974). The most likely formation area is
on the clear side of tne fog boundary, and the least likely area is near
the center of the fog region. It is therefore important to be able to
analyze the fo boundary correctly. The 1230 GMT GOES-I, 2 km, visible
imagery (Fit 3) reveals that the fog and stratus is separated into two
distinct areas, which were not obvious on the surface chart (Fig 2). One
area is locatea over central North Carolina (A), and the other area is
locj:ed in the mountain valleys to the west (B). The 1200 GMT GOES-l,
2 kim, IR (H1B enhancement) imagery (Fig 4) shows low, warm cloud tops at
A and 3, indicating that high clouds are not covering the fog and stratus

,' in these regions.

Fog and stratus on a scale the size of A (Fig 3) have been shown to
correlate with the formation areas of afternoon convection. The patches
of valley fog at 13 (Fig 3) cover much smaller areas, and their effect on
convection is complex and localized.

A I'ore det'i I led v iew o f the Iow af n d ,,tia tu at A (in I,' ',i'n in I h I he I'3(.
G(MI ()1 .;-I, I kii, vi,,ible imagery ( i( 5) . the I>i, and ',Vtf'.u, boundary_-
v, ma rked with arrows . By 1800 GMT, the GOES-I, 1 kin, vi,.i]le ima(gery
(Fi 6) indicates that all of the convection i,, occurrinq on or outside
this 1300 GMT boundary, which is shown as a dashed line. The first
thunderstorms are developing at this time at C and D.

e s .7.



The thunderstorms at C are forming in a warm tongue and surface convergence
region, as shown by the 1700 GMT surface temperature and surface streamline
analysis (Figs 7 and 8). The dotted triangle is the region of storm
development. The cooler air to the north of the triangle is a result of
the morning fog. The cooler air to the east is probably caused by the sea
breeze, which was easily detected on the GOES-l, 1 km, visible film loop
and confirmed by the surface wind reports (Fig 8). The thunderstorms
forming along the northwestern fog boundary (Fig 6, D) are located on the
slopes of the Appalachian Mountains, thereby indicating terrain and
differential heating effects.

The 1930 GMT GOES-l, 1 km, visible imagery (Fig 9) shows that the initial
thunderstorms have moved northeastward from their original 1800 GMT
positions at C and D, following closely the 1200 GMT, 700 mb flow. The
thunderstorms are just starting to enter the region of morning fog. A
new line of thunderstorms is beginning to form at E. This line is probably
the result of a moisture maximum being advected onshore from near F and of
peninsular convergence of the sea breeze at Cape Fear, which is just west
of F.

The 2100 GMT GOES-I, I kin, visible imagery (Fig 10) shows that the thunder-
storms are continuing their northeastward movement. Clear, stable air
still remains at this time near the center of the early morning fog and
stratus region. (The 1300 GMT fog boundary is indicated by the white

dashed line, and the 1630 GMT fog boundary by the black dashed line (Fig. 10).
In this case, there is a definite relation between the duration of fog in
a certain area and the probability of convection occurring in that same
area later in the day.

Differential heating due to an area of morning fog had an effect on the
formation areas of afternoon convection in this case. The sea breeze, sk..A

terrain, and moisture maximum also influenced thunderstorm formation.
Satellite imagery was used in this example as an aid for analysis and for
pointing out regions and boundaries that might contribute to convection.

It is important to note that solar heating was the main driving force
behind convection in this case, with the synoptic scale situation being
of less importance. Our observations have shown that differential heating-.
effects also contribute to the weather patterns and evolution in cases
whore the synoptic scale wind field is stronger. However. in those cases,
the inLeractions between the large and small scales are c omplex and difficult
to torecast correctly. Therefore, differential heating as a tool in forecasting
thunderstorms is used most reliably when the sun's heating is the major
factor in convective development.

t- °." .
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/13

USE OF THE TEMPERATURE GRAY SCALE
IN ENHANCED INFRARED SATELLITE PICTURES

John P. Kearns
NESS, Satellite Field Services Station, Honolulu, Hawaii

All enhanced infrared (EIR) GOES pictures now display the "gray scale
with temperature values." Thin vertical lines interrupt the gray scale . -

at 100C intervals and can be used in estimating the temperatures of cloud
tops or surface features.

Since the enhancement "curves" (actually series of straight lines) arealready provided in the GOES/SMS User's Guide, why the reduntant gray

scale on each picture? Here are some reasons:

(1) Having the enhancement on the picture itself is a great con-
venience. Reference to an auxiliary chart should rarely be required once
the user becomes accustomed to the gray scale.

(2) The mental gymnastics of attempting to visualize how dark or
light a shade should be from its graphical value, and vice versa, are
largely eliminated. One can see the gray shades on the gray scale and

- compare them directly with those on the picture.

(3) Iecause the gray scale is so narrow, several can be taped into
an array on the same chart. Different enhancement schemes can be compared
at a glance, facilitating the selection of an enhancement for a special
sector.

(4) If, for any reason, an entire enhanced IR picture is produced
darker or lighter than normal, the jray scale will be correspondingly darker
or lighter also. Such variations in overall tone complicate the comparison
of imauery with enhancement graphs, but with the gray scale these are
automatically compensated for.

In short, the gray scale is analogous to the color code insert for topography
found on many geographical maps. Unfortunately, however, the temperature
riarks on the scale are not labeled, and one must learn how to use them.

Ihe temper aL re markingq scale is fixed on all sector ized pictures regardless
of the specitic enhancement curve beinq used. The gray scales which are
superimposed on the temperature scale vary according to the particular

enhancement curve bein] used. Although figure 1 may be used a, a reference,
the followinq remarks ,ipply t.o all sectorized picture's.

(1) lu, t.hin vrtical lines are at intervals of ten degfrees Celsius,"
wari;i on the left, cold on the right.

- (2) The leftmost line is for +50"C. This line is usually found just

-I,
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below and to the left of the time indicator group in the picture legend.

(3) In the picture legend, the fourth group is a five-digit numeral
which (except for sectors entirely below 11

0S) begins with a zero. The

line for OC is below and just to the left of the first digit. Hence,

zero for zero. -

(4) Although the lines are all at 10'C temperature intervals, those

on the left two-thirds of the scale are spaced twice as far apart as those

on the right. The line for -30'C marks the change from wide to narrower

spacing and may be used as a starting point for quick labeling of the

colder temperature line.

(5) The far right line is for -100'C.

Enhancement functions portray a range of temperatures as either a

constant or a linearly changing value. A constant value is depicted
as a horizontal line in the graphs of the User's Guide and as a uniform

tone in the gray scale. For example, with the CA enhancement (Figure 2),

temperatures between -32.2°C and -41.2 0C (Segment 4) are represented
graphically as a line with constant count value of about 130 and as a
block of medium gray in the scale. The next colder interval, from -42.2°C

to -2.2'C (eqment 5),is another constant with a line on the graph at

about 155 and a block of a lighter gray. Temperatures from +40.8°C to
-0.8G, Segment 2, are rendered as a linearly changing variable, represented
by a straight line with a fairly steep slope in the graph and on the gray

scale by an apparent continuum from black to a nearly white going from left

to right.

The conversions between graph and gray scale seem at first to be quite
,.traiqhLforward but this is not always the case. Our ability to depict
and perceive temperature gradients by gray shade differences on a picture
is dependent upon the following limitations:

(1) The number of gray shades that can be displayed on the picture.

(2) The ability of the human eye to perceive gray shade differences.

(3) The ability of the system to resolve temperature differences.

(4) The ability of the system to resolve horizontal distances.

: t e,.. es shown here, there are 64 gray shades available to display
ftit, ran ie from black to white. For most of us, our eyes can detect such
,iiffr,,n,, ,ite well in the middle gray tones, but cannot detect the

ao,,rtit ot shade differences in the light or dark ends of the range..
In the, toird CA segment (-0.8'C to -31 .2'C) , for example, the graph shows
a more gradual change in brightness as temperatures decrease. The change
in slope is not nearly as obvious from the gray scale alone. Further, for

temperatures from around -200C to the end of the segment, the gray scale

appears to be nearly constantly bright. Our eyes (mine, at least) don't
perceive small changes in bright tones.

2
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Dark tones are also troublesome. The CA gray scale is apparently black
until the temperature increases to about +30'C; however, the graph shows
that the gray tones in this range are being lightened according to the
fairly steep slope of Segment 2.

In practice, this means that features of about -25C cannot be readily F
*" distinguished from those of about -30'C when CA is used. One would

probably overestimate cloud top heights when they are at the warmer
temperature since they are "just as white" as the higher clouds. Also,
surfaces of +35°C would appear hotter than they are.

Effects of the first two limitations have been illustrated; now consider I
* the third limitation. In Segment 8 of the CA graph, gray shades range

from black to white over a temperature range of only 7.5 degrees C (from
-63.2 degrees to -70.7 degrees). Note that this temperature change is
displayed by a stepped pattern using only 8 of the 64 available gray
shades. The reason i; that, in this cold portion of the temperature
range, the temperature resolution capability of the system is limited "

. to about one degree C. Therefore, the number of gray shades used is
limited by the number of temperature differences that the system can
resolve, and d ,gradual chiange from black to white cannot be displayed.

For the CA Segment 8, the displayed gray tone changes from deepest
blacK to brightest white as temperatures decrease from -63.2'C to
-70.7C. The almost vertical line of the graph appears as a series of
narrow black, ory,and white stripes in the gray scale, where no artistic
license is permitted. Very cold C3 tops then have their bright white
centers surrounded not by a ring smoothly from black to white, but a
series of narrow gray bands.

When designing an enhancement, the use of line graphs is highly practical.
The graph describes the numerical substitution process; but to see how
the enhancement will be perceived in the imagery, one should also look
at its gray s(dlff presentation. To illustrate the differences between
the enhancerient as it. is desiqned, ind how it is seen in the picture,
the dashed lines (f figure 2 show how the CA graph would look if it were
to be drawn from the appearance of its gray scale.

(1) Segments 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 are constants and stay the same.

-) Segment 1 is extended to +31.3 2 C (Segment 3A), reflecting the
difficulty of discriminating the dark blacks and the brilliant whites.

(3) Since the change of gradient between Segments 2 and 3 is not
noticed in the gray scale, a single sloping line from +31.3 0 C to -200C
is shown instead (Segment 2A).

(4) The discontinuous nature of Segv:;ent B is seen after it i"-
drawn as BA.

3
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Note that a uniform temperature scale is used for the graph in figure 2.
This is much more convenient for the user than having the temperature

*[ scale change abruptly at -300C, as it does in the graphs in the User's
Guide.

Before attempting to show how the gray scale can be applied in an
example, a few cautionary statements for the use of complex enhancement
curves should be mentioned.

(1) The ZA curve used for the full disk infrared (FDIR) is a simple
enhancement where the rule "the brighter, the colder" holds. More complex
enhancements, however, may have more than one temperature represented by
a single gray shade. The sequence of tone from outside a cloud to the
coldest part should be compared to the left-to-right sequence in the gray
scale; otherwise, large errors can result.

(2) However, if the temperature changes rapidly in the horizontal,
some intermediate shades from warm to cold may be skipped. Often these
intermediate shades are seen in some directions but not others; e.g.,
frequently more are seen downwind from the coldest feature than in other
directions. Before assigning a temperature to a featurp the analyst
should check the sequence of shades in several directions.

(3) A complex enhancement of an area should be compared with a
simpler one, such as that for the FDIR.

In figure 3, an Eastern Pacific tropical disturbance which became Tropical
Storm Ava, is seen with the CA enhancement. The coldest clouds here
appear as mottled islands within a broad white river -- the cirriform
outflow.

There is little difficulty assigning temperatures colder than -70'C
(CA Segment 9) to the bright area (A) near the center of the picture and
to another to the right. (B). Neither is brighter than the white "river's
edge" depicted by the cold end of Segment 3, but both are ringed by dark
gray (Segment 6) and black (Segment 7). The narrow gray rings of the very
steep Segment 8 may be seen just inside the black. Z"

The cold area, C, has tops colder than -700C also. But here, especially
to the north, several of the shades between Segments 3 and 9 are skipped.
This is an effect of the fourth limitation listed previously; the temperature -..

change in the atmosphere occurs over a distance which is too small to
be resolved by the system. We can see the proper sequence of shades
somewhat better to the south and southeast of the center than in other
directions.

In examples marked D, no trace of the dark gray of 'Wj(mvInt 0 nor the black
of Segment 7 is evident, so we can assign temperatures warmer than -31.2%.
to the white centers.
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We continue to compare the picture with the gray scale and label figure
* k - 3 according to the segments of the CA enhancement, or if we wished, by

the approximate temperatures of the cloud tops themselves. With practice,
the process of comparing picture tones and gray scale tones becomes both 5
easy and fast. The user should find it a much more comfortable task than
using the enhancement graphs, although reference to the graph may
occasionally be quite helpful.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/14

LOW-LEVEL WIND INFORMATION /
DERIVED FROM HIGH RESOLUTION

SATELLITE IMAGERY

Carl E. Weiss
Applications Group

NESS/Washington, D. C.

Many mesoscale surface weather systems go virtually undetected in the
operational surface observation network. Detailed analysis of the low-
level wind field associated with the sea breeze, for example, is
difficult unless the surface data coverage can be somehow augmented.
By observing the distribution of cumulus clouds over an area with SMS
high resolution (1 km) visible imagery, much low-level wind information
can be inferred. The weather situation over the Chesapeake Bay area on
22 May 1977 shows how satellite imagery can be used to help bridge surface
data gaps.

At 1500 GMT, the surface ridge line was analyzed to extend from the
Atlantic Ocean southwestward over the Delmarva Peninsula into Virginia
and North Carolina (Figure 1). 1400 GMT surface reports around the
Chesapeake Bay area (Figure 2) show the anticyclonic wind flow associated
with the ridge. Winds over the extreme southern Bay were generally east-
northeasterly between five and ten knots. Near the Potomac River and
Washington, D.C. the winds turned more southerly averaging about five
knots. From Baltimore northward and eastward, winds were mostly south-
wvesterly at five knots. Notice the gaps in the data along both shores of
the Bay, the Atlantic coast of the Delmarva Peninsula and eastern Virginia
from the Potomac River southward to near Norfolk.

The 1400 GMT I km visible picture (Figure 3) shows the effect of land and
water surfaces on the distribution of cumulus. The cool Bay and rivers
inhibited the formation of cumulus, thus the skies over these areas remained
qenerally cloud-free. Cumulus developed over the adjacent land areas in
response to the strong solar heating.

A closer examination of the cumulus pattern in Figure 3 reveals the details t."
of the local low-level wind flow. For example, the edge of the clear skies
(A to A'), along the western shore of the Bay, is located inland. This

"* clearing edge marked the boundary of the cooler, more stable onshore flow
* of Bay air. What little cumulus (B) can be seen near the eastern Bay shore
* was located over the shoreline. Thus, this cumulus distribution indicated . -

* that there was little or no onshore flow along the eastern Bay shore.

~:.}
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Clear skies (C to C') can also be seen along the Atlantic coast of the
Delmarva Peninsula. Here, the prevailing southeasterly flow coupled

. with the sea breeze has spread ocean air over the adjacent shore and
* ,. ' - prevented cumulus formation. To the north, near the shore of Delaware

Bay, the clearing edge at (C'') was located closer to the water than
farther south over the Atlantic coast at (C) or (C'). This pattern
arose because southeast winds were more closely parallel to the shore-
line of Delaware Bay than along the Atlantic coast and thus, they were
not as efficient in advecting the clear, cooler, and more stable Atlantic
air inland.

The influence of the cool river waters on cumulus formation is evident
by the bands of clear skies (D) located along the rivers in eastern
Virginia. The clearing extended over the southern and western banks of
the rivers while the cumulus over land persisted to the water's edge
along the northern and eastern river banks. The alternating pattern of
clear and cloudy skies near these rivers suggested that the onshore flow
associated with each river was displaced downwind (to the west) by the
easterly and southeasterly prevailing winds. The cumulus field near the
Potomac River, south of Washington, D. C., also appeared affected by the
southeasterly wind flow. Here, clear skies (E) from over the river had
spread northwestward over the western bank in response to the low-level
southeasterlies. Farther north, the cumulus (F) was aligned in north-
south cloud streets indicating a more southerly low-level wind flow.

The 1600 GMT Chesapeake Bay surface map (Figure 4) shows little change
over the Middle Atlantic States. Winds over most of Maryland, Delaware,
and eastern Virginia were generally southeasterly at five to ten knots.
Over New Jersey, the winds continued south and southwesterly at five to
ten knots.

The effects of subsidence on the dissipation of cumulus is apparent from
the 1600 GMT I km visible picture (Figure 5). Skies had cleared over most
of central Maryland and east-central Virginia (G to G'). The edge of
the Chesapeake Bay breeze had all but disappeared from view along the
western Bay shore. A small enhanced band of cumulus (A) was the only trace
of the Bay breeze boundary left at this time.

Over the Atlantic coast of the Delmarva Peninsula, skies remained cloud-
free (C) as the southeasterly flow of cool, stable ocean air continued to
prevent cumulus growth. The clear skies associated with the rivers in
eastern Virginia (D) continued along the western banks.

Many details concerning the low-level wind field can be identified by the
cumulus distribution as seen in high resolution SMS visible imagery.
Various wind directions produce these distinct and repetitive cloud patterns
that forecasters might find particularly useful for short-range fore-
casting. This information can also supplement existing surface observations
to aid in analyzing many mesoscale weather systems.

,.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service , ,-
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/15

, DELINEATING HAZE AND POLLUTION BOUNDARIES

V FROM SATELLITE DATA
Frances C. Parmenter

NESS, Applications Group, Washington, D.C.

During the spring, summer, and fall of the year, the large-scale
circulation establishes synoptic conditions resulting in prolonged air
stagnation in the eastern United States. This usually occurs when the

" w,:ferlies reside in Canada, a west coast upper-level trough extends to
low latitudes (over Baja), and a large and deep anticyclone covers the
eastern two-thirds of the country. At the surface, the winds are usually
light and variable except in the areas affected by local circulations such
as the sea and lake breezes. Strong subsidence traps particulates in the
lower atmosphere resulting in reduced horizontal and vertical visibilities
that are a concern to aviation and marine activities. Likewise, photochemical
activity, under poor ventilation, can create hazardous air quality conditions
requiring the issuance of air pollution advisories and alerts for the public
agriculture interests.

Recent articles (Ernst 1975, Parmenter 1976, 1977) have addressed the subject
of haze and pollution. Generally, haze or suspended particulate matter
appears as a milky gray area, or band, in the visible satellite data. It
is most apparent in the early morning and late afternoon imagery when the
sun is low on the horizon and scattering is at a maximum. As the air mass
over an area becomes more moist, the hazy areas appear increasingly lighter
(whiter) in tone in the satellite data. This is due to the growth of parti-
culates due to the presence of water droplets. This process in turn increases
the albedo of the air mass being considered. From the ground, an observer
would note a more turbid or increasingly whiter appearance to the sky.

• Not all the haze seen in satellite data is surfaced-based. Thus, one may
not find evidence of restricted horizontal surface visibilities in conventional
synoptic reports. The haze layer can be sandwiched between a surface-based
inversion and the upper-level subsidence inversiun. This, for instance, is
the mechanism by which Saharan dust is transported across the vast distance
of the Atlantic to the Antilles (Prospero and Nees 1977). Presence of the
haze layer aloft does, however, reduce the incoming solar radiation during

. the day and affect the outgoing long wave radiation at night. Usually, as the
haze over an area becomes thicker, daytime maximum temperatures will peak and
then level out or decrease and nighttime minimums will be subsequently warmer
as this condition continues. When the haze is ground-based, it also serves
as a vehicle for the formation of shallow ground fogs that look like haze in
the imagery.

: . .. . .. . , . . , . . , .- . . . . .- , -, -,-



Narrow haze bands often are the remnants of fronts that no longer
carry recognizable weather, temperature, or wind discontinuities at
the surface, and thus, do not appear on analyzed maps. Residual

". atmospheric moisture and particulate matter, however, are conservative
and continue to be recognizable features in the satellite data. These
bands can also mark the ridgeline where the greatest subsidence and
calmest winds are observed.

Figure la, an early morning visible picture, taken 15 June 1977, shows

such a band of haze extending from the cloudiness at (E), across
Florida to (F), then becoming broader as it swings northwestward towards
Louisiana (G). This picture is repeated with a new, experimental visible
enhancement curve* in Figure lb. The haze is now more detectable,
especially in the Gulf of Mexico. This air mass appears brightest near
(E) where abundant moisture is present along the edge of the frontal
cloud band. Note the increased brightness of this moist and hazy band
as it crosses over the brighter land of the Florida peninsula between
Cape Canaveral (H) and Ft. Meyer (H'). Surface reports (Figure 2)
indicated haze and light fog in this area. Continuing westward, this
enhanced visible display brings out the details in the terminator zone
of the image. Although clouds obscure some of the view, one can see
that the hazy air mass (G), Figure lb, was being advected onshore around
the back side of the ridge.

Differential heating resulting from early morning cloud cover or sea
and lake breeze circulations is a well established principle. Haze and
moisture bands, such as Figures la and lb, are also important for the
formation and distribution of general afternoon convection. This can

S ,. be seen over Florida, Figure 1c. Dashed lines outline the early morning
haze area from Figures la and lb. Note that convection has developed
north and south of this zone.

Data taken on 31 July 1977 shows a large, amorphous haze area off the

northeastern and mid-Atlantic coast (Figure 3a). Variations within this
air mass are best viewed in the enhanced display, Figure 3b. Note that
the heaviest concentrations over the water curl from off the Massachusetts
coast (A) westward to the Delmarva Peninsula (B), then southeastward
toward (C) about a dissipating cloud system at (D). Relatively clear
areas (darkest spots) can be noted off the New Hampshire coast (E), the
tip of Long Island (F), and in the subsidence zone (G) around the system
(D). Note the very bright appearance to the land areas of New Jersey,
Delmarva Peninsula, and portions of Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina (H),
Figure 3b. (Clouds in this enhanced display are dark gray.) Light winds
and light fog or haze were reported throughout this near coastal area
(Figure 4). Later on this day (not shown), thunderstorm', formed south and
we,t of the da',hed 1 ine extending inland from (C) , Figure 3h thick fo-
'11( stratus formed in the hazy air about (A), ri(ure 3a )y 1030 GM"T.

*The operational gray scale and experimental enhanced visible gray appear
alongside of Figure 1. Normal display is black (0 counts) to white (256
counts). The experimental display alternates gray shades for land and
cloud brightness.
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Recapping the points discussed above, the analyst should keep
in mind the following:

1. Areas of haze, smog, pollution, clear-sky moisture maximums,
and light fog are best seen in early morning and late afternoon visible
satellite pictures.

2. Narrow bands of haze may mark frontal zones and/or surface I
ridges.

3. Large areas of particulate matter usually portray the general
haziness associated with stagnant conditions under a ridge; localized
clearings may occur with mesoscale systems.

4. Forecasters should be aware that:

a. Satellite data can provide information about improving or
deteriorating air quality, moisture influxes, and reduced visibilities.

b. The obscurations and reduced visibilities suggested by the
satellite data may reside entirely aloft and not be reported at the
surface.

c. Light fog frequently forms during the night, over land, under
hazy skies.

d. Thick fog and stratus frequently forms, at any time, over
large cool water bodies (e.g., Atlantic, Great Lakes) in such an air
mass. 

e. This hazy air mass affects maximum and minimum temperatures. .

f. Afternoon thunderstorm activity may form along the edge and
outside of the haze areas.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environi ental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/16

A MIDDLE TROPOSPHERIC TROPICAL CIRCULATION DEFINED
BY SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS

Donald C. Gaby and Gregory C. McLaughlin
Satellite Field Services Station, Miami, Fla.

eteoroloists workin in tronical latitudes commonly recognize two
i distinct and es sentially independent fl1 ow fields it) the low.er and upper

troposphere with a transition zone, between. At the National Hurricane
Center (NHC) the lower tropospheric flow is usually depicted by the Analysis
Tropical Oceanic Lower Layer (ATOLL) which includes rawins, ship winds,
and satellite-derived low-level winds. The upper tropospheric flow is
depicted by the NHC's 200-mb analysis which includes rawins, aircraft winds,
and satellite-derived cirrus-level winds. Both of these analyses have been

*i. automated to provide objective, computer-drawn streamlines and isotachs. -

Since the advent of jet aircraft, pilot reports at middle levels such as the
700-inb level have become rare and the 700-mb chart is not commonly analyzed
over the open ocean. However, closed circulations frequently occur in the
basic easterly flo, at these levels and are generally only well depicted by
satellite observations. Sin(e such circulations may develop into hurricanes,

- they are closely monitored by the Miami SFSS and the NHC. This paper will
present an exapi;i!e of- ouch a circulation as seen on 3 Aurgust 1977. It was
the 25th tropical system (easterly wave) of the season and passed off the

.XtAr ican coast south of Dakari three days before at the end of July. -

I iqlure I "hows i i-ki cesol o:n VIS C.ect.or of tie system ait 1300 ('T
A'ugqust 19177 wi Ih tloe YIai 1 sIns at I I. i' 33.111 rarkin(o the (:enter of the

imiddle-level circulation. We see mostly low cumulus clouds in the north
- quadrants with some convec .ion in the central mass and in the ITC7 alonn

the south edqc. Thr, central cenv(.tinn ornbablv does not extend to very
" hi11h altitdes. Fi(qure 2 shovs a portion ot the 8-km resolution FDIR imane

at the e,dine ti',, (iepictirk the area fro,! Africa to the Lesser Antilles.
The irreoular hos includes the area shown in the 1-kmn VIS sector. The general
cloud str'ucture soore~t,, I circulation. but the meteorol ogi st is hard pressed
to locate it nieci';ely or establish the level of cir(ulation. A short movie
loop wa , nrodiuced iron fie high -resol f ion visible sectors (overin the
period 1300 to 1h?9 G',0T to aid in the analvsis.

t i lure ) "how. I porL ion of the NtIC'5 200-nib ana ly i, to at ci hthe area shown
in Fi ure . or ( tirity, Sol arrowheads hav, been idlit'l to thi streaill ne<-
* 'liil tho irriloular ho inclu(ies the area shown in the 1-km VIS sector.
Althouqh there were no wind observations in the area of ii teres t., the analysis
is lenerally well defined by surrounding observations and is consistent with

* earlier an,ilyses. The 13 bold wind vectors plotted without heads were extracted
from the movie loot) and are hel ieved to represent winds near the 700-mb level
defininq a center of circulation marked by the letter C. Note the unbroken
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high-level east or northeasterly flow across this middle-level circulation.
(The absence of cirrus-level satellite-derived winds is doubtless due to the
fact that no clouds extended to the necessary height.)

Figure 4 shows a portion of the NHC's ATOLL analysis to match the area shown "

in Figure 2, and the irregular box includes the area shown in the 1-km VIS
sector. The numerous wind vectors shown with triangular heads pointing down
are as derived by satellite using the "picture pair" technique. They are
objectively extracted by computer using the measurement of cloud-toD temperature
to determine the level desired, which in this case is near 900 mb. Tihe
computer-drawn streamlines fit all of the observations well and are very close
to what a human analyst might have drawn. The six bold wind vectors plotted
without heads are part of those extracted from the movie loop and believed
to represent winds near the 700-mb level defining a center of circulation marked
by the letter C. Note especially that, whereas the lower level flow is un-
broken northeasterly, the middle level circulation is clearly defined by the
movie loop winds to lie above it.

Figure 5 shows a composite of the flows at the lower, middle (actually the
uoper part of the lower troposphere), and upper tropospheric levels.
Unfortunately, this circulation near 700 mb is not depicted on any of the
standard analysis charts, even though it holds the greatest interest for the
forecaster. There are at least two solutions to this deficiency. One might be
to reinstate the 700-nb analysis as a standard chart depending heavily upon
satellite input over the ocean. Another might be to invent a symbol for
showing such middle-level circulations on the surface chart. Since the
;urfdce chart is drawn at almost all weather stations, this alternative would
appear to be preferred. The availability of enhanced IR data would often
permit determining the level of the circulation with confidence.

. . . .. . . . . . .
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Figure 1. GOES 1-km resolution visible sector at 1300 (;Ml, 3 August 1977.

F Irt 2. -;J 8- -m resolution infrared image at 1300 1M, Aug'ust 1977.
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*Figure 3. A portion of the NHC's 200 mb analysis at 1200 GMT, 3 August 1977.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/17

DETECTION OF LOW-LEVEL MOISTURE IN THE SOUTHWEST U.S. ON GOES IMAGERY

Carl E. Weiss and Vincent J. Oliver
Applications Group, NESS, Washington, D.C.

4

Low-level moisture can be detected on satellite IR pictures. Although not
explicitly observed, the presence of the moisture can be inferred by its
effects on the outgoing surface radiation. We find that during the daytime
the sun heats the ground rapidly with little or no observable difference in
the dry area from the moist area. However, at night the moisture in the atmo-
sphere is quite effective in slowing down the cooling of the ground since it
absorbs the outgoing long wave radiation much better than it absorbs the
incoming short wave radiation. The result of this is that during the night,
where the air is dry, large differences in ground temperatures are observed,
which in satellite pictures show up every hill and dale, mountain and valley.
and coastline very distinctly. On a moist night, the cooling is much slower
and results in a much more uniform surface temperature. It is often so uniform
that frequently even the coastline of the Gulf of California is undetectable.

Figure 1 is an SMS-2 HB enhanced IR image for 1245 GMT 16 June 1977. Details
of the terrain in interior southern California, southern Arizona, and extreme ...

northwestern Mexico are clearly visible, including the old lava bed, Cerro
Pinacate (A). The northeastern and eastern coastline of the Gulf of California ,.J

(B) is also distinct. These details in the temperature pattern are what we
would expect with dry air over the region. Farther south, along the east coast
of the Gulf of California (C), the land features are not distinct; in fact,
the coastline is barely discernible in the temperature field. The general
dark tone over the area is indicative of moist air. The 1200 GMT surface
chart (Figure 2) shows that the air over the desert southwest was very dry
with dew points along the lower Colorado valley and in interior southern
California ranging from the mid 20's to the mid 40's. The presence of the
moist air to the south along the east coast of the Gulf was evidenced by dew
points of 68"F and 70'F in this region.

The HB enhanced IR picture for 1145 GMT 13 July 1976 (Figure 3) illustrates -

a different atmospheric moisture regime. None of the detail in the terrain

in the desert southwest that was apparent in the previous example can be
seen at this time. The coastline of the Gulf of California has vanished.
Water surfaces are indistinguishable from land surfaces. The entire area A
to A' has a similar gray tone. This temperature pattern suggests that moist
air covered most of the lowland area surrounding the northern Gulf of California.
Dew points varied from 53'F to 70'F over southern California and from 68°F to
75'F along the east coast of the Gulf.

i ~-:.-:.-
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It follows from this that an operational procedure would be to save and
.*." - post a picture taken on a dry night showing all the terrain details visible

under such conditions. Then each night compare the incoming picture with
this sample. Where the contrast is missing, the reason is likely to be the

*o presence of moisture. It is of course necessary that an IR enhancement
curve be used that will show great detail in the temperature range covered
by the Gulf of California waters and the adjacent land areas at night. The
HB enhancement curve depicts these surface temperature details the best
of the operational enhancement curves at the present time (Fall 1977).
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Fig, 2. Surface M;i-y 1200 GMT1, 16 June 1977.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE I

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/18 '-*.

AN UNUSUAL GRAVITY WAVE

Deborah Hasselberg and Vincent J. Oliver ".

Applications Group, NESS, Washington, D. C. .%

During the past few years, satellite pictures have revealed long, well-defined
lines of abrupt clearing which propagated for long distances through existing
cloud fields. Studies by Jager, Williams (1953), Gossard and Monk (1954), and
Stilke (1973) have attributed these cloud phenomena to gravity waves. The
cloud pattern discussed in those studies appeared as a group of parallel lines
in stable air masses or as a sudden clearing zone behind those lines. However,
the wave impulse described here is different in that it consisted of a swiftly
propagating line along which clouds either abruptly formed or were enhanced,
rather than dissipated.

The gravity wave (A-B) seen in Figures 1 and 2 appears as a band of clouds with
a well-defined eastern edge. When observed on a movie loop in time-lapse motion,
the feature can be traced from 10'S (Fig. 3), and it appears to have originated
in the Southern Hemispheric jet stream zone near 20'S. The wave speed was not
entirely constant, averaginq from 17 to 20 knots, moving morp swiftly in its
northern end.

The feature was well-defined (Fig. la and lb) as it passed through the low
and middle cloud field south of the ITCZ on September 21, as can be seen in
the GOES-2, 1-mile visible imagery. Note the enhanced clouds (A-B) associated I
with the wave in the morning picture (Fig. la) and the highlights and shadows
(C-D) evident in the late afternoon image (Fig. lb), indicatinq a higher elevation
behind the wave than ahead of it. The multiple line structure (E) of the wave -

can be seen in both the 1800 GMT and 2300 GMT pictures.

The SMS-2 infrared pictures (Figs. 2a and 2b) bring out the most outstanding
characteristic of this wave. As the impulse (Fig. 2a) passed through the
altostratus layer (F), it not only lifted that staLle deck leaving an area of
elevated stratus to its rear, but also served to lift the high level moisture
from earlier cumulonimbus anvil dissipation to produce a stable cirrus deck above
(G). The convection that was evident ahead of the wave (H and 1, Fig. 2a) was
further enhanced (Fig. 2b) after the wave frontal passage. Thus, the impulse
had deep vertical extent and synoptic scale influence.

REFERENCE

Gossard, Earl E. and William H. Hooke, 1975: Waves in the Atmosjhere, Elsevier
Scientific Publishing Co., New York7,-- T .77
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE IL

Nat.onal Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service

SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 77/19

ESTIMATING RAINFALL FROM SATELLITE IMAGERY --

A TEST OF THE DECISION TREE

Robert N. Craig
NESS, Satellite Field Services Station,

Kansas City, Missouri

For the past two years, the Kansas City SFSS has been testing various
techniques for estimating precipitation from satellite pictures. One
experiment used infrared pictures that were electronically enhanced
according to the Mb curve. Results showed very little correlation
with observed precipitation.

A variation of our method, that takes a number of additional factors
into account, is described in NOAA Technical Memorandum NESS 86, "A
Scheme for Estimating Convective Rainfall from Satellite Imagery" by
Scofield and Oliver. Computations with the Scofield/Oliver scheme
have been made for a number of heavy precipitation events with promising
results. One test of this technique at the Kansas City SFSS involved
computing precipitation estimates for six stations for a continuous
period of two months. Verification of this effort has yet to be completed.

This "Decision Tree" estimation process outlined in TM NESS 86 assumes
there is a primary relationship between rainfall intensity, cloud top
temperature (implied height), and storm growth as determined from GOES
imagery. Tropopause penetration, cell mergers, and line intersections 2 .I
are also taken into account. The scheme attempts to eliminate computation
of rainfall amounts from inactive areas of convective clouds.

Inaccuracies in picture gridding and the gross resolution (approximately
8 km) of the infrared sensor imposed limitations on the estimation (and
verification) of point values. However, reasonable real-time estimates
for general areas can be made which should prove quite helpful for early
"flagging" of possible flash flood situations.

The rainfall estimation technique requires computations for each 30-minute
period. At the Kansas City SFSS, these computations are made from 4-km
"equivalent" resolution (electronically enlarged) Mb enhanced IR pictures.*

During the early morning hours of September 12, rains of up to 8 inches
fell in the Kansas City metropolitan area with a "repeat performance" that
night, which brought 24-hour rainfall totals to as much as 16 inches.
Figure 1 is a map of the area showing storm total rainfall. Precipitation
estimates for the storms that occurred during the day were made from the
IR data. This was supplemented with 2-km resolution visual pictures that
were mo't he]pful in defining overshooting tops and provided a more
positive identification of active convection areas.

*See GOES/SMS USERS GUIDE for details.
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* .. . Table I shows the estimated and observed precipitation at the Kansas
City International Airport (MCI) and at Independence, Missouri. Only
the storm total was available for Independence, but hourly values are
shown for MCI. It was not possible in this case to differentiate
appreciably between total rainfall amounts at the two locations which are
approximately 25 miles apart although separate thunderstorm cells were
indicated much of the time. Both periods of heavy rain occurred almost

* entirely during hours of darkness so overshooting tops could not be .

- identified except at Independence at 2330Z, September 12 (the last
visible picture of the day). Had visible data been available, estimates
could have been made with greater accuracy.

Figures 2 and 3 are photographic enlargements of the 4-km equivalent
infrared (EIR) used in the computation of the very heavy rainfall.
Figure 2a, 0700Z September 12, was used to assess cell growth and changes
during the 30-minute period ending 0730Z September 12 (Figure 2b). Similarly,
Figures 3a and 3b were used to estimate the rainfall ending at OOOZ
September 13. Figure 4 shows the portion (step 4) of the "Decesion Tree"
that applies to the computations.

In Figure 2b, the white area near point C is new and its coverage is about
0.5 degrees latitude. From Figure 4, a convective cell with a white
enhancement level increase of more than 1/3 degree but less than 2/3 degree,
produces an estimated 30-minute rainfall amount of 1.00 inch at Independence
(B), Figure 2b. Repeat IR gray levels at the same expansion rate at
MCI (A) resulted in a 0.75 inch estimate.

- The storm center (C) in Figure 3b appears brighter and has increased
approximately 3/4 degree of latitude during the half-hour period. W
Repeat gray levels with an expansion rate greater than 2/3 of a degree
(Figure 4) results in an estimate of 1.50 inches of rain in 30 minutes
at both stations (A and B). The hourly rainfall estimates do not closely

- agree with the observed rainfall (Table 1), but amounts estimated do show
excessive precipitation was occurring.

* Though additional verification and testing of this technique is needed,
*. results to date suggest satellite imagery can be effectively used to

identify convective systems which have potential for producing flash
floods.
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Fig. 2a. 4km Res. Enhanced IF?, NM8 CUrve, O/OOZ September 12, 1977
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE .

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 78/1

TWO SNOW PLUMES IN UNCOMMON PLACES

Brian G. Smith
~~~1~ h, FI 1i ' (,rv C t 1

Washington, D.C.

The ability of the Great Lakes to generate clouds and snow showers under
certain wind regimes is well known; just ask anyone in Buffalo or Cleveland.
What may not be as well known is that any body of water can do the same
thing if the wind is parallel to it. This SAIN shows two such cases.

The cloud plumes mentioned here were formed in the wake of a very intense
cyclone that had raced up the east coast on 9 January 1978. By 1630 GMT
on the 10th, the low was centered between Labrador and James Bay. Strong,
cold cyclonic flow in its southeast quadrant provided a long over-water
fetch down the lengths of Long Island b..w and the Gulf of Maine. The --
water temperature for both bodies of water, shown in Fig. 1, was some
25°F warmer than the air over the land masses surrounding them. Fiq. 2
depicts the synoptic weather pattern at 1500 GMT, with the station plots
clearly showing the wind blowing the length of the two bodies of water.

The low-level convergence needed to form the plumes came from two sources. -'

Wo One of these was converging wind flow, which can be inferred from Fig. 2.
The other was differential ,.rrh of the dry, cold air mass, from beneath,
by a narrow body of water between two land masses.

Fig. 3 shows the resulting plumes at 1630 GMT on 10 January. A-A'
shows the snow plume originating over Long Island Sound. At about the
time of the picture, snow showers were being reported at Otis AFB, MA
(FMH) and Hyannis, MA (HYA). (Fig. 3 gives the station locations.)

B-B' marks the plume set up by the Bay of Fundy. Since this bay is wider
than Long Island Sound, this plume is a .,o wider. Surface reports at
1700 GMT showed l ioht snow showers at Sumiierside, PLI (YSU) and Moncton,
NB (YQM), a moderate shower at SL. Johns, NB (YSJ), and a heavy snow shower
at Greenwood, NS (YZX).

..'9/



As the day went on, the strong low-pressure system continued northward,
the cyclonic flow relaxed, and the plumes weakened. They both had
lasted for some time though. Backtracking through the satellite data
showed that the plume over the Bay of Fundy first appeared about 0700
GMT, and the Long Island Sound plume showed up around 0200 GTT. Both
plumes produced substantial snow. As the surface reports indicated,
heavy snow showers did occur; in fact, WSFO Boston had to issue travelers'
advisories over Cape Cod because of the snow. .

The point of this SAIN has been to alert forecasters to the possibility of
unexpected clouds or precipitation due to "pluming". When the wind blows
parallel to a relatively long body of water, and if there is enough land/
water temperature differential, cloud plumes may result. This is something
to look for, even in areas - such as the two noted here - where "pluming"
is -ot frequent.
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Fig. 1. National Weather Service sea-surface temperature analysis,
5-9 January 1978. Isothermus are at intervals of 10C.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE '

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service .. .
% SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 78/2

CLOUD SYSTEMS MOVING WITHIN A SOUTHERN BRANCH OF THE WESTERLIES

Some Clues for Determining the Presence of Precipitation
Using Satellite IR Imagery

Stanley Wright
NESS, Applications Group, Washington D.C.

Most siqnificant rain systems in the westerlies exhibit cloud patterns
that are vertically deep in the atmosphere. Cloud tops of these systems
are generally at cirrus level, and the cloud pattern signatures of thefl systems are distinctly cold when observed by IR satellite images. However,
other systems in the westerlies have cloud patterns which are quite
similar in shape and evolution, but the clouds are limited to the upper
levels. The cirrus level tops of these cloud patterns also appear cold on
IR images, but no precipitation occurs or reaches the ground. Such high-

• " level cloud systems frequently occur within the subtropical westerlies,
or within the southern branch of a higher latitude split in the westerlies.

Although the IR satellite pictures are an excellent tool for locating and
following the high-level systems, it is often difficult to determine which
ones extend downward into the lower troposphere and have precipitation
reaching the ground. The following cases illustrate some of the problems
and offer some clues to use to determine whether or not precipitation is
occurring with the cloud system.

The six IR pictures in Figure I are in time sequence at 4-hour intervals.
The total period between pictures la and If is 20 hours. Note the specific
cloud systems labeled "A", "B", & "C" on picture "Ib". System "C" has
decreased in area as it moved over the Oregon coast, whereas system "B"
has increased in size during the same time period. System "A" has also
increased markedly in size and has become better defined.

Now consider the question of whether or not significant precil)itation is
(J(;(urrinq under the cloud systems shown. At 1500 GMT - shortly after the
time of picture lb - precipitation was reported over southwestern Washington,
western Oregon, and at Crescent City in the northwest corner of California.
Thus, there is precipitation under system "C".

Figure 2 is an IR view at 1245 GMT; midpoint in time between pictures la ,-
lb. Superimposed on the picture are height contours from the NMC 250-mb -.

analysis for 1200 GMT; arrows indicate the locations of maximum wind speeds.Note that cloud systems "B" & "C" are located on the east side of a major

I
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trough. The arrows around the trough, indicating maximum wind speeds at
& near 250 mb, would closely represent the location of the jet stream
axis with the trough. This stream of the westerlies can be considered the
polar jet stream location in the longitudes involved. Cloud systems "B"
& "C" are located within this "main branch" of the westerlies. Cloud
system "A" is located within a southern branch of the westerlies, which can
be considered the "subtropical jet stream" location. Wind speeds along
the northern jet stream at the 31 to 37 thousand foot levels ranged from
105 knots on the west side of the trough to 80 knots at 250 mb over both
Oregon sounding stations. Along the northern California coast, speeds
were in the 60-knot range, then increased to 130 knots at Vandenberg which
was nearly under the maximum wind axis of the "subtropical" jet stream branch.

The shapes of cloud systems "A" & "B" on picture lb are of the type referred
to by Weldon (1) as a "baroclinic leaf". He stated that such cloud systems,
when showing cold tops on IR imagery, were usually accompanied by mid-
tropospheric frontogenesis; and that many such systems evolved to comma-
shaped systems associated with cyclogenesis. Weldon cautioned, however,
that in many cases these processes may be limited to the upper troposphere,
especially when the system was located within the subtropical westerlies
or in the southern branch of a split in the westerlies. He listed several
clues that could be used in the interpretation of IR pictures to determine
whether or not a cloud system was confined to high levels or extended down-
'ward into the lower troposphere. These clues can be applied to the systems
of Figure I in order to estimate whether or not precipitation is reaching
the surface under systems "A" & "B".

System "B" is located within the "polar jet" branch of westerlies; and it,
along with system "C" which preceded it, can be considered as "waves"
along the primary frontal zone associated with the trough shown on Fig 2.
This is an indication that the systems are vertically deep in extent, and
that the circulation involved probably reaches the surface. Thus, precipi-
tation is mostly likely occurring under system "B" as well as the system
"C". Clues on the IR pictures that strengthen this conclusion are: (1)
warmer - and probably lower - cloud "tails", labeled Tl & T2, extend
southwestward from systems "B" & "C", and (2) the tails merge into a band
of low clouds which form a boundary between stable appearing stratiform
clouds to the south and more unstable appearing stratocumulus cells on
the north side. The band/boundary zone feature has the appearance of a
oceanic surface frontal zone of moderate or less strength. All indications
from satellite data interpretation are that precipitation will occur with
system "B" as it swings into the west coast.

Extrapolation of the movement of system "A" indicates that it will move
over California in advance of or south of system "B". Will precipitation
occur when it does? System "A" has increased in size and become better
defined by 1445 GMT; and it has taken on the "baroclinic leaf" shape of
a developing system - similar to that of system "B". The top area of system

2q.
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"A" is very cold on the IR pictures indicating relatively thick clouds
with high tops. There is still doubt in regard to the relative thickness
of the clouds with "A" with respect to those of "B". The visible picture
of Figure 3 shows that by 1945 GMT the clouds of system "A" are nearly
as bright as those of "B", although the area coverage of the bright clouds
is not as great. In addition, the clouds of system "A" have a "convective -x
appearance". The forementioned aspects indicate that precipitation would
occur when system "A" reaches the coast. The following clues indicate
that precipitation is NOT likely. (1). System "A" formed in a southern
or subtropical branch of the westerlies. This can be seen by observing
the track of the system as it evolved during the first few pictures of
Figure 1. (2). No low or warm cloud "tail" extends southwestward from
the system. Such a "tail" feature is usually observed when a system extends
downward into the lower troposphere. (3). No well-defined boundary in
low cloud types is observed across the system. This should be expected,
especially to the rear of the system, if a low-level frontal surface was
formed by the system. Although there is a low cloud boundary near system
"A" - between stable clouds to the south and clearing to the north - this
interface existed ahead of the system as well as behind it; and, there is -
not good continuity between the interface and the system with time (Note all
pictures of the Figure 1 IR series.).

As system "A" swung into California ahead of the tail end of system "B",
some precipitation was reported in the central valley and along the coast,
north of San Francisco; but it was not wide spread or of large amounts. The
largest amount reported was 0.78 inches at Sacramento prior to 00 GMT with
a shower ahead of system "A" (note the convective clouds in that area on
picture Id). Heavy precipitation did occur generally under the cloud band
of system "B" which entered the coast after 0600 GMT on the 19th.

Anotner case is illustrated by Figures 4 and 5. Consider cloud systems
"A" & "B" on Figure 4. System "B" consists of an area of towering

*cumulus and CB cells - sometimes referred to as "enhanced cumulus" - at
1145 GMT, 27 February 1977 (Figure 4a). This system system evolves into a comma
shape by 1845 GMT (Figure 4b) and swings northeastward. A well-defined
warmer cloud "tail" feature and low cloud frontal boundary are observed
at the rear of the system on IR pictures 4b, 4c, and 4d. All clues indicate
that system "B" would have significant precipitation occurring under it.
As in the first case illustrated, system "A" forms to the south of system
"B" and swings northeastward ahead of it. In this case, by the time of
fiqure 4b, system "A" has a well-defined low cloud tail trailing from its
southwest end. This feature is well illustrated on the visible picture at
2045 GMT (Figure 5). The tail feature also serves as - or is located with -
a well-defined interface between ragged appearing stratocumulus clouds to
its. south and a clear band on the north. In this case the southern cloud
'.ys tem (system "A") which roughly resembled the "baroclinic leaf" shape,
cons isted of a wave perturbation along an older frontal zone already in
existence to the south & east of the new front formed with the comma cloud
system "B". The satellite interpretation clues indicate that precipitation
will be occurring with system "A" as it enters the west coast. During the
period between 21 GMT on the 27th until 06 GMT on the 28th precipitation
was reported at all Oregon stations plotted on the NMC Surface Analyses and
at some stations in northwestern California. The precipitation became light
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and widespread after 06 GMT, but increased in amount over a wide area
the following day as the frontal zone of system "B" entered the coast.

In both cases illustrated the formation & evolution of systems "A" were
directly related to the development of their northern counterparts - systems
"B". In the second case system "A" formed along an older frontal zone,
but was "induced" by the polar jet stream associated with the formation of -
cloud comma "B". Again system "A" moved northeastward in advance of "B".

- In other cases, the "A" system may form in the southern branch of a split
in the polar westerlies, instead of in a truly subtropical branch. In all
cases, such systems may form unexpectedly and move into the west coast -
or into the southwest U.S. thru Mexico - south and east of another system *. ,
in the main branch of the westerlies. With such systems, high cold clouds
are nearly always present, and frequently the clouds are relatively
thick and appear convective, even in cases where precipitation is not
occurring. This paper illustrated some clues that may be used to estimate
whether or not precipitation is occurring.

Reference: Weldon, Satellite Applications Information Note 77/7
Title " An Oceanic Cycloqenesis - Its Cloud Pattern Interpretation
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

-, National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service• A SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 78/3

WHENCE COMETH THE VOG?*

Donald R. Cochran & Robert L. Pyle
NESS, Satellite Field Services Station

Honolulu, Hawaii

At 1930 Hawaiian Standard Time on Tuesday evening 13 September 1977
(0530 GMT 14 September 1977), Kilauea Volcano erupted. Figure 1 shows
the location of the eruption (E) on the "Big Island" of Hawaii, one of
the six major islands in the State of Hawaii. The Big Island was formed from
several ancient volcanic cones. Two of these, Mauna Kea (MK) and Mauna
Loa (ML), tower some 4000 m above sea level after rising' nearly 6000 m from
the ocean floor. At about 1200 m elevation on the eastern slopes of Mauna
Loa sits Kilauea (KV), cited by volcanologists as one of the worlds's most
active volcanoes. The September 1977 event was the first at Kilauea since
the shallow earthquake of November 1975,which set off a brief eruption and
triggered a local tsunami.

The infrared sensor aboard the SMS-2 geostationary satellite, with nominal
resolution of 8 km, was unable to resolve the initial hot spot. The next
day, however, a volcanic cloud began to appear in the high-resolution (I km)
SMS-2 daylight pictures. By late afternoon (Figure 2) this hazy cloud -- -

a mixture of ejected volcanic ash, smoke from burning vegetation, condensed
water vapor and dust, locally termea "vog", for volcanic smog -- was
clearly visible. The vog had spread not only around Mauna Loa's base and out
to sea, but also downwind to the west and back around into the usually crystal
clear Kona resort area on the west shore of the island. An observation from
Kona Airport (K in Figure 1) Wednesday afternoon noted visibilities to the
east and south restricted to 6 and 7 miles, respectively, due to "smoke".

This vog cloud, maintaining its identity over a period of days, revealed in
a unique way the patterns of lower atmospheric circulation downstream from
the eruption site. As a marker of the air and its movement, it was more
effective and revealing than the usual water cloud tracers which appear and
disappear on much shorter time scales in response to unmeasurable variations
in moisture distribution. Eruptions come only rarely, but when they do,
they can provide a unique view of the atmosphere in motion.

*"VOG" is a locally derived term for volcanic smog. It is composed of

volcanic ash, smoke, condensed water vapor, dust, etc.

. * ...- .. **,. * *... .-. -



The radiosonde at Hilo (H in Figure 1) for 0000 GMT 15 September showed
a 4' Celsius trade inversion based at 2000 m, which probably confined the
vog to the upper part of the marine layer below that level. Synoptically,
during the period, the usually strong mid-Pacific high had been weakened by
a stationary deep low well to the northwest of the Hawaiian Islands. The
normally brisk northeast trade winds had veered and diminished to easterlies '-'v
of 10 knots or less extending vertically to near 3300 m elevation.

On the west (leeward) side of Hawaii Island, the onshore flow from the usual
afternoon sea breeze and the dynamic effect of winds channeling around the
mountainous island itself, often combine to produce a well-defined anti-
cyclonic eddy to the west of the island. Cloud patterns in satellite pictures

sometimes show this leeside eddy, and the circulation is likely to be there
at other times when cloud amount is insufficient to reveal it. During the
first 24 hours of the eruption, the vog was transported around in this eddy
and back to the normally protected areas near Kona. The Honolulu Satellite
Field Services Station's time-lapse movie made from successive high resolution
daylight images on 14 September confirmed this trajectory.

After sunrise Thursday, 15 September the plume cloud (arrow) immediately
above the eruption was clearly visible in the I km visual SMS-2 photo
(Figure 3), but the vog cloud was less clearly evident because of the
unfavorable sun angle at that time. Later that afternoon, the vog could
be easily seen (Figure 4) extending downwind 1000 km to the southwest.

Some restriction to surface visibility accompanied the vog across the
Pacific. By 0500 GMT, 17 September, Johnston Island at 16.7N 169.5W
(1500 km southwest of Hawaii) reported visibility lowered to 4 miles in
smoke and haze.

Variations in strength and height of the trade inversion also allowed
vertical diffusion of the vog. On 18 September at 0030 GMT an FAA aircraft 7
flying at 5400 m altitude near 15N 180W estimated the top of the vog layer
at 5100 m. Apparently this lobe of the vog was too thin to be seen by the
satellite, since in the picture at 0219 GMT 18 September (Figure 5) less than
2 hours after the aircraft report, the main western edge appears to be near
176W.

Calculations indicated the mean lower tropospheric flow along the vog
fraJectory averaged about 15 knots toward the west. Forecasters discussed
the l ikelihood of a iqnificant reduction in visibility in the Marshall
lIrds west of 170L, such as occurred after an eruption of Kilauea in early
1969 when Kwajalein's visibility lowered to 2 miles. However, successive
images each day at 0219 GMT indicated slower westward progress to 178E on
19 September and to 174E on 20 September.

I
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FIGURE 1. HAWAII ISLAND SHOWING ERUPTION SITE (E), HILO (H),
KONA AIRPORT (K), KILAUEA VOLCANO CRATER (Ky),
MAUNA KEA (MK), MAUNA LOA (ML), AND KALAPANA AND
KAIMU VILLAGES (V).
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FIGURE 2. 0219 GMT 15 SEPTEMBER 1977, I-KM RFSOLUl ION.
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Eruptive activity at Kilauea came to a temporary halt on 21 September,
A deepening vortex to the northwest of Hawaii drew most of the vog near
the islands northwestward into the vortex (Figure 6). The far western
edge could now be seen near 171E at 12-15N. The portion of vog crossing
the dateline evidently dispersed before reaching the Marshall Islands, as
no visibility restriction was noted at Kwajalein or Majuro. 'J-

IL
Madame Pele, the ancient Hawaiian volcano goddess, continued her sporadic
act, culminating in a massive eruption beginning 25 September. To determine the
likely future path of the vog, analysts used radiosondes at Johnston Island
and Kwajalein, and tracked movie loop cloud tracers. At this time, a deep
trough to the west of Hawaii had eroded the surface ridge, and the normal
trade wind regime had given way temporarily to light and generally southerly
winds. The vog, emanating from this new burst of activity was watched
closely in the WSFO.

On 28 September an air stagnation alert, which is very rarely issued here,
was put out for parts of Hawaii Island. The satellite pictures were
instrumental in delineating the area to be covered in the alert. They
showed the extent of the volcanic plume and its drift toward the ENE where
it would not affect the more densely populated areas of that island.

Winds remained light and variable. Two days later the stagnation alert
was extended to the entire State for 30 September and 1 October. Accumulating

* contaminants reinforced by the vog restricted the visibility at Honolulu
Airport to less than 7 miles during most of 1 October, lowering to 5 miles

* for 2 hours at midday. Visibility finally began to improve after sunset, and
by the next day increasing winds allowed lifting the alert.

Again, satellite photographs (Figure 7) were used operationally to determine
the intensity and areal coverage of the volcanic cloud. They proved essential
to the National Weather Service in quantifying for the public both when and
where to expect events during this unique "coming of the vog".
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 78/4

THE USE OF ENHANCED VIS IMAGERY FOR
FOG DETECTION AND PREDICTION

James J. Gurka
Applications Group, NESS, Washington, D.C.

The purpose of this information note is to illustrate the advantages of
digitally enhanced visible imagery for the detection of fog at sunrise
and the prediction of its time of dissipation. (In this paper, the term
fog refers to fog and/or stratus.)

First of all, fog can be seen earlier on enhanced visible pictures than
on conventional imagery. A comparison between an enhanced and an unenhanced
visible picture is shown in Figures 1 and 2. Valley foq is shown at points
A, B, E, F, G and H, while the western edge of a more extensive area of fog
is shown at C and D. The fog is more obvious in the enhanced image even
though its resolution is 1-mile, while the resolution of the unenhanced
imaqe is half-mile. Terrain features, such as the coastline at M on Figures
1 and 2, are also more obvious on the enhanced visible.

-- Figures 3 shows the enhancement curve used in Figure 1. The abcissa shows

the input from the satellite in terms of brightness values which range from
* 0 to 255, with 255 being the brightest. The ordinate represents gray shades

on a scale of 0 to 255 with 255 being white. The curve is designed so that
the foq is contoured in increments of 8 brightness counts with gray shade
separation chosen so that each brightness contour can be identified. This
allows the analyst to objectively determine the relative brightness of cloud
tops within a fog or stratus formation. For example on Figure 4, the dark
gray at J is segment number 7 on the enhancement curve; the white at N is
segment #6, the light gray at 0 is segment #5, and the gray shade at P is
segment #4.

The contouring, seen at J on Figure 4, makes it possible to identify the
brightest spots within a fog area (Figure 5 shows the corresponding unenhanced
visible picture). The brightest spots are either the thickest or the densest
portions of the fog and are usually the most persistent. As can be seen from
the sequence of pictures in Figures 6-8, the brightest spots at J on Figure
4 persisted the longest. (The clouds at Q on Figure 8 are cumulus, which
form and grow with time.)
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Furthermore, since the fog is contoured, it is possible to objectively
determine the relationship between brightness and dissipation time. Figure
9 shows the results from four days' worth of data in western Oregon and
Washington state; it is a plot of brightness difference (,B) vs dissipation
time interval (At) for 36 locations in Washington and Oregon on August 30,
31, and September 1. 1976,and August 15, 1977. The brightness difference
is defined as the brightness of a point in the fog minus the brightness of the
land surrounding the fog (reference brightness). The plot shows a strong
positive correlation between "brightness difference" and the fog dissipation
time interval. Briqhtness difference between cloud and land is used since
this is more conservative than absolute brightness of the cloud. The
absolute brightness can change due to day-to-day variations in the visible
sensor and in atmospheric turbidity. On a hazy day, for example, the absolute
bri(ihtness value of foq is greater than the same condition on a clear day,

* hut the land also appears brighter. The brightness difference would not vary
*W asiuih as the absolute brightness. The brightness will also change as a

." function of time of day and season. The brightness differences shown on
Fiqure 9 were computed from visible satellite data taken at 1545 GMT on each
day (2 1/4 to 2 1/2 hours after sunrise). Therefore, if the fog dissipated
at ]"45Z in a particular location, its 6t would be three hours.

For operational use of the relationship between fog brightness and persistence,
there are several factors that must be considered:

(1) In order to be meaningful, the fog brightness must be determined
at the same time (relative to sunrise) every day. The optimum time is
approximately 1.5 hours after sunrise.

(2) The relationship between the brihtness and dissipation time will
haive to be adjusted seasonally because of the difference in solar heating.

Perhaps even a monthly adjustment might be necessary.

(3) The amount of solar heating also varies with latitude so that a
prediction scheme developed for Washington State will not be valid for
southern California. Adjustment of the brightness values as a function of
incoming solar radiation should be adequate to compensate for differences

in latitude. This type of adjustment was used in reference 1.

(4) Terrain differences must be accounted for. The relationships
shown in this paper were established for the relatively flat portions of
western Washington and Oregon and might not be valid for valleys bounded
with steep slopes. It is probably impossible to develop a simple graphical
forecastinq technique that would be applicable to the entire western region,
honwever, (iven the premise that there is a positive (_( rolation between foo
hriqhtness and persistence, it should be a simole matter to develop a series
of local forecastinq schemes using the enhanced visible imagery.

'w ,%] . .-...



Therefore, enhanced visible imagery offers the user several advantages
,'.,,_, including:

(1) Fog and other clouds can be seen earlier than on conventional
pictures.

(2) The brightest spots within an area of fog, which are generally
the most persistent, can be easily identified. I

(3) Terrain features and haze boundaries can be seen earlier.

(4) A contoured display, such as the one described in this paper,
makes possible a numerical evaluation of briqhtness difference.

Therefore, objective fog forecasting schemes relating foi brightness
differences to dissipation times can be developed.

REFERENCES

Gurka, James J., 1974: "Using Satellite Data for Forecasting Fog and
Stratus Dissipation" Preprint Volume, Fifth Conference on Weather Fore-
casting and Analysis, Amer. Meteor. Soc.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE a
'A-

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 78/5

EFFECT OF SNOW COVER ON DISSIPATION
OF FOG AND STRATUS

Edward C. Johnston
SFSS, Kansas City, Missouri

During the pre-dawn hours of March 23, 1977, a band of fog and stratus
developed behind a weak cold front which had been sagging southward
through the Plains during the night. (See 12Z NMC surface analysis,
Fig. 1.) At 15Z, this band stretched from western South Dakota to the
Nebraska-Kansas Border (O-P, Fig. 3).

Going back to the day before (March 22, Fig. 2), we see that a portion
of the ground over which this band later formed was covered with snow
(S and T). This small area of snow in southern Nebraska was left from
the previous weekend's storm that deposited up to 14 inches in places.
This snow area (S) was faintly visible through the fog (Fig. 3) suggesting
the fog/stratus layer was quite thin. However, this did not mean it
would rapidly disappear, as illustrated in subsequent pictures.

As surface heating progressed at the periphery of the fog/stratus deck
on the morning of the 23rd, the familiar pattern of dissipation from
the outside edges inward occurred. The resulting pattern is clearly
seen in the 17Z picture (Fig. 4). However, very little change in area
coverage was noted over the snow cover in southern Nebraska.

Later in the day, as the surface ridge (Fig. 1) shifted eastward, the
gradient winds veered around to the east and east-southeast. The air
that had become heated over the adjacent bare ground to the east was
advected over the snow-covered area. The fog then began to dissipate
from the windward side (Fig. 5). The outlined area (F) in Figure 5
represents the fog-covered area at 19Z.

Grand Island (GRI), which had been "socked in" most of the day,
finally cleared by 21Z. But a small patch of stratus still remained
over the northwestern portion of the snow cover (Fig. 6) and over the
bare ground just downstream.

A portion of the original fog/stratus band formed over the eastern
fringe of the snow cover (T) in southern South Dakota (Fig. 3). But
this area was under the influeice of stronger southerly winds to the
west of the surface ridge so the snow here was not as much of a factor.

This picture sequence vividly illustrates the effect that snow on the
ground can have on the dissipation rate of fog and stratus. Only after

surface winds increased and advected warmer outside air into the area
did the fog break up. Even then, some persisted well into the afternoon.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

-. " National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 78/6

COMPARISON OF SATELLITE CLOUD CIRCULATION CENTERS AND AIRCRAFT
RECONNAISSANCE WIND CIRCULATION CENTERS

James B. Lushine .4,
Satellite Field Services Station, Miami, Florida

What appears to be a well-defined cloud circulation center on satellite
photos may not be the location of the wind circulation center. This fact
has been pointed out by Weldon, 1975, using as an example a solid disc
rotating and translating simultaneously. The center of rotation relative
to the clouds is different than with respect to the ground in a translating
system. For a northern hemisphere cyclone, the actual circulation center
relative to the cloud center will be displaced to the left of the direction
of motion and at a distance related to the ratio of the speed of translation
(VTr) and the speed of rotation (VR). A case study of a tropical cyclone
in the Atlantic is presented which illustrates this displacement. The
consequences of such a displacement on tropical storm positioning, and a
method to eliminate the displacement are presented.

A subtropical cyclone formed in the eastern Atlantic in January 1978. The
system moved generally westward, passing north of Puerto Rico. The system
acquired characteristics of a tropical cyclone. Surface winds estimated from
Air Force reconnaissance reached a maximum of 50 knots at a point 45 nmi east-
northeast of the circulation center on 21 January 1978. For almost its entire F.
lifetime, the cyclone's center was defined in satellite imagery by lines of
cumulus clouds with tops near 2500 meters. The system had a forward speed
that ranged from 8 to 15 knots with maximum surface wind speeds ranging from
15 to 50 knots. Three aircraft reconnaissance fixes during daylight hours
on 21, 22, and 23 January 1978 gave good comparative data for the satellite
location estimates which were made with 2-km resolution visible images from
GOES-2. Figures 1, 2, and 3 are the GOES-2 images at 1930 GMT 21 January,
2030 GMT 2? January, and 1230 GMT 23 January with cloud centers as estimated
from these single pictures marked by an "0".* Reconnaissance aircraft fixes
at 1925 GMI 21 January, 2025 GMT 22 January, and 1230 GMT 23 January are
marked on the picture by an "X". At these times, the ratio of VTr to VR
was 13/50, 10/30, and 10/15, respectively. The distances between the O's
and X's are about 20 nmi, 30 nmi, and 40 nmi, respectively, showing that the
greater the ratio VTr/VR, the greater the distance from 0 to X. To determine
the wind ci-culation center, it is necessary to know the details of the wind
field. Thi' , can be accomplished using a satellite movie loop and measurinq
the cloud displacements to define a wind field. Since the cloud motions are

*A slight adjustment for a gridding error of the satellite pictures has

been made.
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subject to both VTrand VR motion, the wind vectors derived from a movie loop
will define the actual circulation center. This center will be at the level
of the clouds heinq measured. If, as in this case, the clouds are at low levels,
the: wind center defined by the cloud motions will be in the low levels.

Figure 4 is the same satellite view as figure 2, but with a low cloud wind
analysis made from a movie loop that covered the time span from 1830-
2000 GMT 22 January 1978 superimposed upon it. After adjustment for the

difference of I hour between the midpoint of the movie loop and the
reconnaissance position, the centers derived from the satellite winds and
that from the aircraft reconnaissance, X, were essentially coincident.

ro illustrate the intensity of the tropical systems with which we might
he dealing, the following information should be noted. For a developing
tr ipical system in which a low cloud center is used for positioning, the
:iiaximum winds would normally be less than 50 knots. This is based on
definitions of cloud features used in the Dvorak technique for estimating
*iaximum winds from satellite pictures (Dvorak, 1975). For a weakening
ystem, where the convective cloud mass is sheared off from the low level
,louds, a tmax'Thum wind speed of 65 knots might occur. This is due to the
?c;:e iag between cloud pattern weakening and actual wind speed reduction
Lushine, 1976). For tropical systems in which a low cloud center is not

used in positioning, which is often the situation, the relationship between
cloud center and wind center becomes more difficult to establish. Fortunately,
in terms of tropical cyclone warnings, the greater the maximum winds become,
*the it. iller is the difference between cloud and wind center.

1'(,e two salient points in this discussion are: (1) when plotting positions
t-ow both satellite and reconnaissance, care should be taken in mixing these
data, and (2) when possible, a satellite movie loop should be used to define
low level centers of circulation.

References

* .eldon, R. B. NWS Satellite Training Course Notes, Part 1, NESS April 1975.

Dvorak, V.F. "Tropical Cyclone Intensity Analysis and Forecasting from

Satellite Imagery" Monthly Weather Review No. 103 (5-1975,
pages 420-430).

i I mArin, "A Relit ion';hilp Itetween ,eakeninq of Tropic(al Cyclone Cloud
PaIt ter' and Lessening of Wind Speed" NOAA Technical Memorandum
NLS 85, March 1977.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 78/7

RECORD TEXAS SNOWSTORM lo

Samuel K. Beckman
NESS, Satellite Field Services Station

Kansas City, MO

The purpose of this note is to show the relationship between a band of
heavy (greater than 4 inches) snow that fell across the south central
U.S. and the track of the 500 mb vorticity center. This study covers a
36-hour period from 0000 GMT, 17 February, to 1200 GMT, 18 February 1978.
The area of heaviest soiow will be compared to changes in the comma-shaped
cloud pattern, associated with the vorticity center and synoptic scale
features, depicted by conventional data.

The snow began to fall during the evening of the 16th in west Texas,
accumulating more than 4 inches during the night in northern Texas and
southeast Oklahoma. By sunrise, the snow had reached the Dallas-Fort
Worth area. Snow continued to fall in southeast Oklahoma and Arkansas on
the 17th before ending in northeast Arkansas on the morning of the 18th.
A satellite view taken on the 19th (Fig. 1) shows the snow-covered ground

*" .surrounding the many lakes from north Texas to northeast Arkansas. In
west Texas, clouds obscure the snow field. The area of snowfall totals of
greater than 4 inches from this storm is depicted in Figure 2. Amounts
exceeded 8 inches in the Lubbock-Plainview area and from Dallas-Fort Worth
to near McAlester, Oklahoma. There was significantly less snowfall south
of a line from Texarkana (TXK) to 30 nm northwest of Waco (ACT).

The initial analyses for the morning LFM and PE prog packages on February 16
(Fig. 3) show a vorticity center near Page, Arizona (PGA). Both progs
indicated a southeast movement of 25 kts across New Mexico into west Texas
and then to a position near Lubbock in 24 hours. Next, the progs moved the

. vorticity center eastward across northern Texas to near Texarkana by the
next evening. The evening barotropic package progged the vorticity center
eastward to southeast Oklahoma in 24 hours and then accelerated it northeast
to the vicinity of Cincinnati, Ohio,iin 36 hours. This track was about 60 nm
north of that shown by the morning LFM and PE progs.

In Figure 4, a sequence of 2-mile (4 km) satellite images acquired at 6-hour
iriftvals ,hows the I ogression of the vorticity center as it moved across
th,' ;outher.i US. At 0000 GMT on the 17th (Fig. 4a), a well-defined comma

,ud was evident over New Mexico with the vorticity center southwest of
,buquerque. The comma cloud moved into west Texas at 0600 GMT (Fig. 4b)

with the leading edge of the clouds associated with positive vorticity
advection (PVA) along a line from Wichita Falls (SPS) to Fort Stockton (FST).
Lubbock reported a 7-inch snowfall between 0000 and 0600 GMT.
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By 1200 GMT (Fig. 4c), a band of showers was forming along a cold front
(Fig. 5) just east of a line from Dallas (DAL) to San Antonio (SAT). At ...-

this time, heavy snow was reported in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. The ,-..-

coldest cloud tops were near the intersection of the polar and low-level ' *,.

jets (Fig. 6) just east of Dallas. The radar summary chart at 1235 GMT
(Fig. 7) depicted a broken area of echoes indicating snow with uniform tops
to 15,000 feet within the comma cloud over Oklahoma and northern Texas.
Snowfall amounts of 4 to 6 1/2 inches were reported in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area by 1500 GMT.

At 1800 GMT (Fig. 4d), the comma cloud was becoming distorted with the
thickest clouds (coldest tops) over Arkansas, western Louisiana, and extreme
east Texas. A line of thunderstorms had developed along the cold front from
southeast Texas into the Gulf of Mexico. Snowfall totals during the 6-hour
period ending at 1800 GMT were 4 inches at McAlester, Oklahoma, and 6 inches
at the Dallas-Fort Worth airport.

At 0000 GMT (Fig. 4e), a small area of enhanced clouds from east Oklahoma
to southwest Missouri was located in advance of the vorticity center in
southeast Oklahoma. Most of the higher and thicker clouds had moved
east of the Mississippi River. Snowfall amounts had diminished to less
than 4 inches since 1800 GMT. The area of enhanced clouds associated with the
vorticity center continued to decrease during the subsequent 12 hours
(Figs. 4f and 4g),and the vorticity center became less discernible in the
satellite imagery.

Six hourly positions of the vorticity center as followed in satellite
imagery are also shown in Figure 3. This path of the vorticity center was
very close to the first 24 hours of the LFM and PE progs while the center
was moving southeast. As the vorticity center curved toward the east, the
barotropic prog verified best.

The following points can be made about the heavy snow associated with
this storm:

1. The area of heavy snow (Fig. 2) was generally within 1.5
degrees of latitude either side of the track of the vorticity center
(Fig. 3) and north of the polar jet (Fig. 6). There was no closed
circulation at any level. At the surface, a cold front lay in an inverted
trough that skirted around a large high centered in the central plains
(Fig. 5). According to Goree and Younkin (1966), at uppe- air data time
the most favorable location of heavy snow is 6.5 to 7 degrees of latitude
downstream and 2.5 degrees of latitude to the left of the vorticity center.
In all their cases, the system had a closed circulation and wa; deepening
or occluding.
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2. When the comma associated with the vorticity center was new
and compact, the heaviest 6-hour snowfall was in the region of PVA
within the tail of the comma. The 7 inches received at Lubbock fell
between 0000 GMT and 0600 GMT (Figs. 4, 4a,and 4b). Only 1 additional
inch of snow was reported at Lubbock after 0600 GMT when the colder and
thicker clouds (Fig. 4b) in the comma tail had moved east of the station.
Weinrich (1975) has also noted a strong correlation between the enhanced
clouds associated with a vorticity comma and heavy snow.

3. As the coma cloud became less organized and the distance between
the comma tail and the vorticity center increased, the snowfall intensity
began to decrease (Fig. 4d). During the last 12 hours of the storm's
life, the region of heaviest snowfall pulled back closer to the vorticity
center in the colder air aloft (Figs. 4e and 4f).

4. Snowfall totals were greater than 8 inches in the Lubbock-Plainview
area where low-level easterly winds were being lifted by an erosional
escarpment that is usually referred to as the "Cap Rock". The large amount
of snow (greater than 8 inches) in the Dallas-Fort Worth area was near the
western edge of deeper low-level moisture in the vicinity of the intersection
of the polar and low-level jets.
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Figure 3. Initial and prog positions of the vorticity center according
to the 1200 GMT, 16 Feb PE (dot), and LFM (dash), and the
0000 GMT, 17 Feb Barotropic (dash-dot). The vorticity
center indicated by satellite is shown every 6 hours.
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Figure 4. Sequence of 2-mi images acquired at 6-hr intervals from
0000 GMT, 17 Feb to 1200 GMT, 18 Feb 1978.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Weather Service/National Environmental Satellite Service
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS INFORMATION NOTE 78/8

CLOUD-LOCATION CORRECTIONS NEAR THE HORIZON
OF AN SMS IMAGE

Carl E. Weiss
Applications Division, NESS, Washington, D.C.

Cloud interpretation near the horizon of an SMS image is, in part,
complicated by the fact that the earth's surface curves rapidly away
from the satellite line-of-sight. For a cloud located precisely over
the satellite subpoint, the apparent and actual cloud positions coincide, V"
but the difference between the apparent and actual positions increases
as the cloud's distance from the subpoint increases.

Figure 1 illustrates this problem. In order to accurately locate a
cloud feature on an SMS image, a correction for the effect of the
earth's curvature must be made in the direction of the satellite subpoint.
Near the horizon, this correction will be large. This SAIN gives cloud
location corrections for areas near the edge of the earth's disk.

Several authors have addressed this problem and have calculated cloud
location corrections primarily for areas within 500 great circle arc
of the satellite subpoint. Pike (1974) developed latitude/longitude
component corrections for cloud tops of 40,000 feet over the Atlantic
and Caribbean. National Weather Service Central Region Headquarters
(1977) calculated location corrections over the U.S. and displayed them
as concentric circles of equal correction centered on the satellite
subpoint. Corrections were given for cloud tops of 20,000 feet, 40,000
feet, and 60,000 feet.

The cloud-location corrections developed in this note apply to areas of
500 great circle arc and farther from the satellite subpoint. Also,
the corrections can be applied to cloud tops of any height. The
dimensions used for determining the cloud corrections are shown in
Figure 2. Here Os is the great circle arc from the satellite subpoint
to a cloud's apparent location on an SMS image, h is the cloud height
above the earth's surface, R is the mean earth radius, Re is the mean
equatorial earth radius, W is the mean SMS altitude, and-d is the location
correction'. A sample calculation for a cloud top at 10 km and appearing
at 60' of arc is given in the appendix.

Cloud-location corrections were computed at 50 great circle arc intervals,
starting at 500 of arc and ending at 700 of arc. At each arc interval, .
corrections were determined for cloud heights of 3 km, 10 km, and 15 km.
These corrections are shown in Table 1. We see that for a cloud top at
5 km and appearing at 550, the cloud position must be corrected by 9.67 km
toward the satellite subpoint.

1. This correction represents a distance measured along the curved surface
of the earth.
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Now, by taking the ratios of the location corrections to the cloud
N heights (d/h) at a given Os, we find that the results are, for

practical purposes, the same. The mean d/h ratio values or coefficients
at each Os can be used to find corrections for clouds of any height.
Multiplying the cloud height by the appropriate Z"Ir value from Table 2 4
gives the distance by which the cloud's position must be corrected.
Because the ratio values are dimensionless, they can be used with cloud
heights given in any units. Remember, these location corrections are
always applied radially toward the satellite subpoint.

Mean d/h values were plotted against the appropriate great circle arc
(Figure 3). Then Os values were interpolated for each 0.5 interval of
dtr coefficient. Each =7T coefficient was drawn on an SMS grid as a
concentric circle corresponding to the appropriate great-circle arc
(Figure 4). Radial lines converging at the subpoint indicate the
direction of the correction.

As an example of using Figure 4, consider a cloud top at 10 km appearing
over Anchorage (ANC). This position must be corrected by 30 km to the
SSE to find the actual cloud location. Corrections for clouds appearing
between circles can be estimated by interpolating the value of the
correction coefficient between circles.

The correction coefficients provide a quick and easy method for determining
cloud location corrections for cloud tops of any height. Nomograms such
as Figure 4 can be drawn for various locations viewed by either SMS to
give the user a handy means to accurately locate cloud features.

0- REFERENCES
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Displacement Error of Satellite Cloud Tops.

Pike, A. C., 1974: A Short Routine for the Adjustment of Geostationary
Satellite Cloud Positions Viewed Obliquely. Unpublished Paper,NWSS, Coral Gables, Fla., 8 pp.
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APPENDIX

A sample cloud displacement calculation for a cloud top at 10 km and
appearing at 600 of great circle arc from the SMS subpoint is shown below.
Referring to Figure 2, the following information is known:

R=6371 km

Re = 6378 km

cs = 600

= 35,793 km

h = 10 km

For triangle yp4s, we can write V.

(1) tan 1/2(0 - y) - (Re + A) tan 1/2(0 * y).
-+ (Me + A)

However, substituting the given values into (1), we have
(2) R- (Re +A) 35800 km -0.737506.

+ (Me + K) 48542 km.
Remembering that the sum of the interior angles of any triangle equals

1800, we have for triangle ya~s

(3) 8+y +s= 1800.

Solving for a + y

(4) 8 + y = 180 ° -o s.

Substituting (3) and (4) into (1), we can write

(5) tan 1/2(8 - y) = -0.737506 tan 1/2(1300 - 0s).

We are given that 4s = 600, so

tan 1/2(a - y) = -0.737506 tan 1/2(1800 - 600)

or,

tan 1/2(a - y) = -0.737506 tan 1/2(1200)
= -0.737506 tan 600
= (-0.737506)(1.732051)

(6) tan 1/2(a - y) = -1.277397.
mh
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Evaluating (6) gives us

,/2(0 - y) = Arctan (-1.277397)
S/2( - y) = -51.9446690,

and

(7) ( - y = -103.8893380.

Now, from (4) we have h

(8) 6 + y = 1200,

and adding (8) to (7) gives

- y = -103.889338'
6 + y = 120*'
2(1 = 16.1106620,

(9) 0 = 8.0553310.

Solving (4) for y, we have

(10) y = 1800 - ( s +

Substituting the given values into (10) gives

y = 1800 - (600 + 8.0553310)
= 1800 - 68.0553310

(11) y = 111.9446690

The law of sines gives us for triangle 6yn, Figure 2,

h + R R(12) sin y - sin 6

Solving (12) for sin 6, we have

(13) sin 6 - IT sin 6
h +T .7

Evaluating (13) gives

sin 6 = (6371 km) sin(Ill.944669
0 )

10 km + 6371 km
C!6371 km -.2927545} :

- 6381 km

sin S = 0.926022,

and

(14) 6 Arcsin (0.926022) = 67.8335350.
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For triangle 6yn, summing the interior angles we have

(15) 6 +y+ n = 180.

Solving (15) for n and evaluating gives

n = 180 ° - (6 + y)
= 1800 - (67.8335350 + 111.9446690)
= 1800 - 179.7782040

(16) n = 0.2217960.

Finally, the arc length d is given by

(17) d 'R100

Evaluating (17), we have

(18) d =(6371 km)(0.221796 °) - 24.662590 km.1800
Therefore, for a cloud top at 10 km and appearing at 600 of arc from the
SMS subpoint, the displacement is 24.66 km toward the subpoint.
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as concentric circles about the SMS-2 subpoint.
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\ s 0 550 600 650 700 .

*3km 4.67 5.81 7.43 9.98 14.67

5km 7.78 9.67 12.37 16.60 24.36

10km 15.53 19.30 24.66 33.04 48.24

15km 23.25 28.89 36.88 49.31 71.66

L ------- A

Table 1. Cloud-location corrections (d) in kilometers for selected cloud
heights at given ps values,

h 500 550 600 650 700

3km 1.56 1.94 2.48 3.33 4.89

5km 1.56 1.93 2.47 3.32 4.87

10km 1.55 1.93 2.47 3.30 4.82

15km 1.55 1.93 2.46 3.29 4.78

d-) 1.55 1.93 2.47 3.31 4.84
h

Table 2. Correction coefficients Cd/h) of cloud-location for selected
cloud heights and average coefficients at given s values.
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